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Abstract
We don’t yet have adequate theories of what the human mind is representing when it
represents a social group. Worse still, many people think we do. This mistaken belief is a consequence of the state of play: Until now, researchers have relied on their own intuitions to link
up the concept social group on the one hand and the results of particular studies or models on
the other. While necessary, this reliance on intuition has been purchased at a considerable
cost. When looked at soberly, existing theories of social groups are either (i) literal, but not
remotely adequate (such as models built atop economic games), or (ii) simply metaphorical
(typically a subsumption or containment metaphor). Intuition is filling in the gaps of an
explicit theory. This paper presents a computational theory of what, literally, a group
representation is in the context of conflict: It is the assignment of agents to specific roles
within a small number of triadic interaction types. This “mental definition” of a group
paves the way for a computational theory of social groups – in that it provides a theory of
what exactly the information-processing problem of representing and reasoning about a
group is. For psychologists, this paper offers a different way to conceptualize and study
groups, and suggests that a non-tautological definition of a social group is possible. For
cognitive scientists, this paper provides a computational benchmark against which natural
and artificial intelligences can be held.

1. A hard problem: What is a group?
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What is a group? More than a century into the study of groups and group identities, this question continues to vex. Human intuition suggests that groups exist (i.e., as far as we know, all
typically developing humans on earth hold the mental concept of a social “group” as part of
their perception of the world – it is a universal emic concept; Brown, 1991). Research furthermore shows that people hold reliable and consistent intuitions about what is and is not a group
(e.g., Hamilton, Sherman, & Castelli, 2002). Thousands of scientific papers, hundreds of books
(e.g., Brown, 2000; Forsyth, 2014/2019; Sedikides, Schopler, & Insko, 1998), and dozens of scientific journals (e.g., Advances in Group Processes, Group Dynamics, Group Processes &
Intergroup Relations, etc.) are predicated on the existence of this construct. Yet what exactly
are we talking about?
Almost all definitions agree that “group” means something more than just an aggregate and
more than just a dimension of similarity out in the world (Campbell, 1958; Forsyth, 2014/
2019; Ip, Chiu, & Wan, 2006; Wilder & Simon, 1998). A pile of leaves, for example, is not
a group. A group is something more psychological, more agentic. Agency on its own, however,
does not seem to be sufficient; people waiting for a bus are classically not a group, for example
(Lickel et al., 2000). It seems then, that it is not enough that the entities are agents. There must
also be coordination and some psychological representation among the individuals that they
are so coordinated (Deutsch, 1962; Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1961; Tajfel, 1982).
Thus, in more sophisticated definitions, we find a “relationship” (Lewin, 1948), “mutual
awareness and interaction” (McGrath, 1984), “obligations,” “influence” (Shaw, 1981), “interdependence” (Lewin, 1948), and “social cohesion” existing between individuals – based on “a
common identity” that people “define themselves as members of,” that “is recognized by at
least one other” (Brown, 2000) and that people “care about” based on shared “values,” “experiences,” “interests,” “kinship,” and so on (see Forsyth, 2014/2019, for a review).
Undoubtedly, these definitions bring us closer to an adequate definition. The concept
“group” of course refers to a very broad set of things. So a satisfactory definition – if it is
to be inclusive – must be correspondingly broad and short on details. As Allport famously
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put it, “It is difficult to define an in-group precisely. Perhaps the
best that can be done is to say that members of an in-group all use
the term we with the same essential significance” (Allport, 1954/
1958, p. 30).
Nevertheless, we should not yet be fully satisfied with these
current definitions. The problem – correct as they are – is that
by relying on one or more additional psychological constructs,
these definitions are still not yet grounded in concrete, operationalizable terms. For instance, imagine that an artificial intelligence (AI) engineer approaches us and wants to build a
machine intelligence capable of “groups.” What exactly would
we tell them? Groups involve the formation of “expectations,”
“obligations,” and a meaningful “we.” But expectations and obligations about what, exactly? And what exactly is the essential significance of we? We might answer with obligations to “support
one another,” to “come to one another’s aid,” and so on. But
this kind of explication still appeals to psychological concepts –
all of which simply shift the goal posts. Already having an intuition or folk-psychological conception of groups is necessary to
understand (and implement) what is meant by “support,” “aid,”
“interdependence,” “we,” and so on. We are left then with an infinite regress of appeals to intuition. We know a group when we see
it, in other words, but we couldn’t say exactly what it is. Or, in the
more precise language of the type/token distinction (Peirce, 1931–
1935): We can recognize tokens (particular instances) of groups,
but we don’t have an explicit notion of what constitutes the
type (the class itself).
In fact, there have been roughly two different ways of conceptualizing and studying groups in the behavioral sciences. The first
seeks to capture how people intuitively represent and reason
about groups, largely borne out of the ground-breaking theorizing
of mid-twentieth century social psychology. The problem with
this approach – as we have just seen – is that a necessary and sufficient definition of a group has not been forthcoming, and the
definitions that do exist tend to remain rather psychological, if
not verging on tautological.
A second approach has been to not rely on vague, psychological terms at all, but rather to operationalize the concept of a
group as something concrete enough that it can be modeled or
studied – which typically involves describing objective behaviors
among multiple agents. This formalized study of n-person
dynamics has been underway for several decades now – originating from a diverse set of fields including AI (Sandholm, Larson,
Andersson, Sherry, & Tohmé, 1999), evolutionary biology
(Koykka & Wild, 2017; Rusch & Gavrilets, 2020), the evolutionary
social sciences (Böhm, Rusch, & Baron, 2018; Glowacki, Wilson,
& Wrangham, 2017), primatology (Harcourt & de Waal, 1992),
international relations (Schelling, 1966), and economics and
decision-making (Schelling, 1956). These n-person dynamics
have been studied in the lab (e.g., Bornstein, 2003; Gonzalez,

Ben-Asher, Martin, & Dutt, 2015; Yamagishi, Jin, & Kiyonari,
1999) and in the field (Bissonnette et al., 2015; De Dreu & Van
Vianen, 2001), and have been informed by a decades-long enterprise of game theoretic and optimality analyses (e.g., Burani &
Zwicker, 2003; Gamson, 1961; Mesterton-Gibbons et al., 2011;
Shehory & Kraus, 1998).
The problem with this second approach, however, is that these
concrete implementations have not informed the issue raised by
the first approach: namely, what – literally – is being represented
in the mind when people are perceiving and reasoning about
groups? For the purposes of defining a group, researchers in
these areas are typically less concerned with directly assessing
people’s intuitions of what constitutes a group (as in the first
approach), and so simply side-step this issue and declare by fiat
that a particular set of behaviors, decisions, or processes constitutes a “group” for their particular purposes (i.e., they posit –
either implicitly or explicitly – an operational definition). This
declare-by-fiat strategy has afforded great progress, as it allows
researchers to use mechanistic techniques (e.g., using agent-based
or analytic models; e.g., Goldstone, Roberts, & Gureckis, 2008;
Gross & De Dreu, 2019).1
Nevertheless, the problem of defining a group sits awkwardly
with respect to this second approach, as well. Namely, if the problem of defining a group were simply a matter of rendering the
notion of a “group” into something concrete, then this second
approach leaves us with an embarrassment of riches: There are
dozens, if not hundreds, of concrete operationalizations of the
concept “group” within this literature – including behaviors in
the lab, the field, and the computerized world of agent-based
models. Yet none of these seem to feed back onto the intuitive
concept that they instantiate, such that we could point to any
one concrete implementation or model and say “this is a
group.” Or, more accurately, we would have to say that every single one is an instance of a “group” (at least to the intuition of the
researcher and the reviewers who allowed the paper to be published as a study on “groups”) – all of which suggests that this second approach relies just as much on the human intuition of what
constitutes a group as the first (albeit in a different way). In particular, intuition is being used to denote particular behaviors or
dynamics as being about groups.
Consequently, as a scientific community, we have created a
vast universe of group tokens – either described psychologically
or operationalized concretely – without having a clear idea of
what constitutes the type. Moreover, we now have the additional
problem of not having a clear diagnosis of the original problem:
that the problem of defining a group cannot simply be a matter
of rendering the concept into something concrete. If it were, the
second, concrete-operationalization approach would have already
solved the problem of “What is a group?” long ago.
2. A solution: A computational theory
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What is missing from current approaches to the study of groups –
and what will finally resolve the issue of what is a group – is to
have what the vision scientist David Marr (1982) referred to as
computational theories: explicit information-processing theories
of what the mechanisms that make up the mind are representing
and operating upon when, pre-theoretically, one is reasoning
about some phenomenon (which in this case would be “groups”).2
Computational theories resolve the long-standing tension
between the two approaches described above by (1) explicitly
acknowledging the importance of psychological representation –
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as in the first approach (i.e., they do not naively place the notion
of a “group” out in the world, but rather, as a representation
within the mind), while at the same time (2) grounding that psychological representation in something concrete, objective, and
non-tautological – as in the second approach.
Computational theories highlight the issue of computational
adequacy: that if what one has stipulated as going on within
some information-processing entity is adequate for creating the
phenomenon of interest, without intervention from a god-like
agent or intelligence (Chomsky, 1980; Marr, 1982; Minsky,
1961, 1974; Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021; Tooby & Cosmides,
1992). This issue of computational adequacy differentiates the
present approach from what we have described as the second,
concrete-operationalization approach to the study of groups.
Nearly all of that work takes as its initial starting point the imposition of some sort of predefined structure onto the world – typically a game structure, such as the prisoner’s dilemma game (or
kindred snow-drift game; see Axelrod, 1984; Oliver, 1993; Perc &
Szolnoki, 2010; Vainstein, Silva, & Arenzon, 2007; Worden &
Levin, 2007, for reviews). These and other predefined structures
render the enterprise tractable, allowing researchers to not have
to worry about certain pesky details.
In contrast, on our computational-theoretic approach, we are
not allowed to think that the world can come preformed into
games or structure. Instead, the representational system itself
must impose some sort of framing onto the blooming, buzzing
confusion of the real world. That is, the representational system
has the job of imposing its own “game” structure onto the real
world, and then “playing” an internally represented game, by
using cues in the real world to run its simulations. As scientists,
we then face the same problem as that faced by the mind: determining what – out of all the things that humans are doing out in
the real world – constitute “group” things. Or, in the parlance of
AI and philosophy, we are forced to confront the relevance problem (e.g., Dennett, 1988).
Colloquially, then, our computational-theoretic approach can
be thought of in the following way: We are engineers, and our
job is to build a robot that can interface with the real world.
The question, “What is a group?”, then becomes a question
about what could in principle be a group representation be in
such a robot. That is, how does our robot “see” groups? What
is the definition of a group within its software?3
The proposed computational theory is as follows: The folkpsychological construct “group” corresponds to changes within
a framework of event types (what computer scientists and AI
researchers would refer to as an event grammar or event calculus;
e.g., Mueller, 2015). Within this framework, a group representation corresponds to the probabilistic assignment of agents to particular roles within those event types.
Here, we will consider event types featuring cost
impositions. We are thereby addressing what a “group” representation is in the context of conflict. Doing so is not meant to
suggest
that
there
are only
conflict-based
group
representations within the mind. Rather, we simply have a plausible account for conflict – which is no trivial matter, as our
account must describe what is universally true of all instances
of group membership in all instances of real or imagined conflict,
all the while describing that representation in its most
compressed, reduced form. At the end of the paper, we will
speculate as to how to think about other, non-conflict-based
event types, and thereby make progress toward a complete
computational theory of social groups.
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The remainder of the paper will explain the proposed conflictbased event-type computational theory of a group representation –
all in a conceptual, non-technical manner – and will try to convey a
sense of what kinds of research questions it opens up, all while
attempting to head-off a number of likely misunderstandings.
3. Starting with the reduction problem
Any computational theory must first deal with what is called the
reduction problem in AI: how to take an apparently unbounded,
infinite phenomenon and reduce it to a finite, solvable set
(Russell & Norvig, 1995). For example, vision researchers must
postulate a finite set of cognitive primitives that allow a viewer
to identify and recognize any and all objects (e.g., Marr &
Nishihara, 1978). Analogously for groups, we must postulate a
finite number of cognitive primitives that allow all tokens of
group conflict – from playground fights to international conflict,
and everything else in between – to be represented and thereby
operated upon within the mind.
A good conceptual starting point for solving the reduction
problem for group representation is to start with a broader reduction problem: that of multi-agent (or n-person) conflict, which
refers to when more than two agents come into conflict with
one another. For decades, the complexity and near-infinite variety
of n-person conflict has posed a problem: How can a finite set of
mental representations and decision-rules handle the complex
dynamics that arise when more than two agents come into conflict with one another (e.g., Byrne & Whiten, 1988; Harcourt &
deWall, 1992; Sherratt & Mesterton-Gibbons, 2013)? How, in
other words, can the mind “see” all instances of multiperson
conflict – of which group-related phenomenon are but a subset?
A solution to this problem was offered recently (Pietraszewski,
2016), and while a solution to this broader reduction problem of
n-person conflict does not solve the specific problem of what a
group representation is, it does narrow down the scope of possible
solutions – in the same way that knowing the answer to the question “Is it bigger than a bread-box?” narrows down the scope of
possible solutions in the game of 20 questions. This n-person solution was discovered by asking the question, “What would always
be true of n-person conflict over evolutionary time?”4 From the
multigenerational perspective of evolutionary time, the particular
details of conflict-related events will always be different. Who is
involved, why, and the nature of the conflict itself will not be stable
across multiple generations. Therefore, psychological processes for
handling conflict cannot be too-tightly tied to any of these particular details, but rather must operate over a class of abstracted
invariances (Jackendoff, 1992). Once we strip these ever-changing
details away, what remains are the following principles:
• Conflict can be understood as the contingent delivery of costs. An
inclusive definition conceptualizes conflict as the contingent
delivery of costs between agents; an expectation or realization
of the contingency if you do X, I will do Y (Archer, 1988;
Campbell, 2015; Daly, 2015; Hardy & Briffa, 2013). This conceptualization accommodates exchanging costs in kind –
exchanging an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth – and
accommodates an exchange of different costs. For example,
when a child pushes another for stealing a toy, they are
exchanging one cost for another, repaying lost enjoyment
with physical harm.
• N-person conflict can be decomposed into triadic – but not
dyadic – interactions. What sets multi-agent or group conflict
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Figure 1. The four ways in which a third party (C) can become involved in an otherwise dyadic conflict between A and B. From left to right, A’s attack on B is
followed by: A also attacking C; C attacking B; B attacking C; C attacking A. These are Generalization, Alliance, Displacement, and Defense, respectively.

apart from dyadic conflict is the involvement of a third party.
For example, if A attacks B, and then in response B attacks A,
and so on and so forth, this may become a protracted conflict,
but it will only ever become a multi-agent conflict if at least one
third party, C, becomes involved (Caplow, 1959; Grammer,
1992; Harcourt, 1988; Harcourt & deWall, 1992; Heider,
1958; Liska, 1962; Patton, 1996, 2000; Pietraszewski, 2012,
2016; Strayer & Noel, 1986; Von Neumann & Morgenstern,
1944).
• There are only four ways that a third party can become drawn
into a conflict within these triads. If A attacks B, and a third
party, C, becomes involved, there are only four possible ways
in which this might happen (Chase, 1985; Strayer & Noel,
1986), depicted in Figure 1:
1. Generalization: A attacks B, then A attacks C
2. Alliance: A attacks B, then C attacks B
3. Displacement: A attacks B, then B attacks C
4. Defense: A attacks B, then C attacks A

These triadic interactions characterize what is always true of
n-person conflict. They are the smallest set of “building block”
units that can be strung together over time to describe an infinite
number of conflict dynamics – similar to the way a finite number
of letters can generate an infinite number of linguistic meanings.
Past work had used these four triadic interactions as a coding
scheme for documenting real-world multi-agent conflict (Chase,
1985; Strayer & Noel, 1986). However, these triadic interaction
types – because they describe all of the ways in which a third
party may become involved in a conflict – may also be the computational building blocks out of which all n-person conflicts are
cognitively represented (Byrne & Whiten, 1988; Harcourt &
deWall, 1992; Sherratt & Mesterton-Gibbons, 2013). We will
refer to these as triadic primitives.
Crucial to this proposal is that (1) any one agent can occupy
each of the 12 different roles over time (i.e., A, B, and C are representational slots into which particular agents are inserted; they
are not agents themselves) and (2) that these triadic interactions

will string together or concatenate over time as interactions
unfold. Consequently, the human mind need not represent an
infinite number of conflict dynamics: it need only reason about
each of these four interaction types, and then string them together
over time as real or hypothetical events unfold. Such an architecture – described at this high level of abstraction of strings of concatenated triadic primitives – solves the reduction problem with
respect to n-person conflict, allowing a finite cognitive architecture to represent an infinite variety of conflict dynamics (see
Pietraszewski, 2016, for details).

4. The proposed solution: The mind’s definition of a
“group” in the context of conflict
With the broader n-person reduction problem tentatively
addressed, we can turn back to the original problem of characterizing the mind’s definition of group in the context of conflict: If
the above four triadic primitives describe all multi-agent conflict,
then it would seem likely that the concept of “group” is somehow
present in these triadic primitives. But how? Strings of triadic
primitives do not yet map onto or produce the intuitive concept
“group.” How do we go from these triadic primitives to the concept of “group”?
The proposed solution is as follows: a group (in the context of
conflict) is a set of specific roles within these four triadic primitives,
where role simply refers to one of the three interactant-slots
within each triadic primitive (e.g., being A in Generalization).
These roles are depicted in Figure 2:
What it means that individuals are members of a group, then,
is that:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

in
in
in
in

generalization, they are in roles B and C
alliance, they are in roles A and C
defense, they are in roles B and C
displacement, they are in roles A and C

These group-constitutive roles (again, with roles referring to
the agent and/or patient roles taken within the triadic primitives)

Figure 2. The roles that define the mental concept “group” in the context of conflict (depicted in red). These we will call group-constitutive roles.
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Figure 3. A single agent (depicted as the stylized figure) observes a cost imposition occurring between A and B (top panel). Without knowing the group memberships of A, B, and the agent, we have no basis for anticipating which, if any, of the four possible triadic interactions are likely to happen as a consequence of A
attacking B. However, once the group membership of the three agents is marked (group membership is denoted in red in the bottom two panels), certain triadic
interactions become more likely to occur (those that are highlighted), whereas others become less likely to occur (those that are not highlighted).

ground “choosing one agent over another” and “taking sides” in a
conflict into a finite set of mental representations. The precise,
casual claims are as follows:
• Cost/benefit calculations within each individual agent produce
the above triadic interactions.
• Certain classes of cost/benefit calculations will cause certain
agents to occupy the above roles with respect to one another.
• This class of cost/benefit calculations “hang together” over evolutionary time. That is, the relationships between agents that
cause them to occupy the above roles with respect to one
another constitute an enduring entity over evolutionary time.
• This enduring entity allows for selection to create a summary
representation in the mind. This is a mental entry for agents
who are in the kind of relationship which causes them to occupy
these particular roles with respect to one another.
• That summary representation – precisely, the groupconstitutive roles within the four triadic primitives – is our
mental concept “group” in the context of conflict.
The claim, then, is that on-the-ground relationships will cause
agents to occupy these roles with respect to each other. That
there are such relationships creates a conceptual entry or slot in
our minds over evolutionary time. What defines this entry –
and what is common to all of these relationships – is that agents
will occupy these roles with respect to one another.
The order of causation is on-the-ground relationships and
cost/benefit calculations first, summary representation second.
Individuals are making cost/benefit decisions over evolutionary
time, based on a number of factors, such as self-interest, caring
about the welfare of another, a formal social contract, and so
on. These first-person decisions then create an invariance in the
world – a class of events (in this case it is the occupation of groupconstitutive roles) – that can in turn select for a conceptual entry
that summarizes this class (Shepard, 1994).
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This summary representation allows agents to communicate
about and refer to this class, both within themselves, and also
with others. For instance, an agent can observe their own behavior
and motivations, and create a summary representation of who
they are in a “group” with, and who they are not. Or they can
observe other’s behaviors and do the same. Of course, by
“agent” we mean a set of information-processing functions (as
opposed to a conscious agency within the mind; see
Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021). As such, there is no entailment
that each (token) summary representation becomes conscious
and communicable to others, although undoubtedly a subset
does.5 These communicable summary representations (which
would in principle be highly compressed signifiers) should,
when communicated, induce an expectation of the class of events
to which they refer. That is, if one is told that X and Y are in a
“group” within a conflict, then this should lead to the expectation
that X and Y will be more likely to occupy the above roles with
respect to one another, all else equal.

5. An example: Understanding group-constitutive roles
from the perspective of a particular agent
What does it mean that group-constitutive roles are group membership to the human mind? In the examples that follow, we will
consider how group-constitutive roles play out from the perspective of a particular agent. These observations, which are entailments of our computational theory, describe additional
elements of the overarching information-processing problem of
representing, reasoning about, and carrying out the groupconstitutive roles. For instance, we will see that occupying groupconstitutive roles requires our focal agent to sometimes be motivated to act, to anticipate the actions of others, and to make certain cost/benefit calculations.
We will begin with Figure 3. In the top panel of Figure 3, a
third agent, denoted C, observes A attack B. If this agent is to
become involved in the conflict, then some constellation of the
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Figure 4. The single agent is now in role A – the cost imposer. Again, without knowing group membership we have no basis for anticipating which, if any, of the four
possible triadic interactions are likely to happen (top panel). However, once group membership is marked (in red; bottom panels), certain next steps become more
likely than others (those highlighted in yellow).

four possible triadic interaction types will occur. However, as outside observers who do not know if they share a group membership
with either A or B, we have no basis for narrowing down which
will occur. In contrast, once we know that the onlooking agent
is in a group with A and not with B (Fig. 3, bottom left panel),
only two of the four interaction types become likely, and the
other two become less likely. In contrast, if the onlooking agent
is in a group with B and not with A (Fig. 3, bottom right
panel), then the other two triadic interaction types become likely.
Thus, the representation of the background relationship – the
“group” membership – between the direct interactants (A and
B) and the onlooker (C) modifies which behaviors are most likely
to follow from A attacking B.6
Notice that for these triadic interactions to occur, the initially uninvolved onlooker must at times behave. For example,
if the uninvolved agent C shares a group membership with A,
then they will join with A in attacking B (the first highlighted
interaction type in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3). This
means that the psychological implementation of these groupconstitutive roles requires motivations to act: In this case,
group membership is a relationship between A and C that is
causing C to be more likely to act against B. Notice, too, that
C must sometimes also generate expectations of other’s actions.
For example, C in this example is also more likely to be attacked
by B, given that A and C are group members (the second highlighted interaction type in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3). This
means that the psychological implementation of these groupconstitutive roles also requires producing expectations about
others’ behaviors.
The interplay between one’s own behavior and the expectations of other’s behavior can also be seen in Figure 4, which
again depicts group membership from the perspective of a single
individual, who is now in the role of A, the attacker. What happens after A attacks B will depend on the group membership of
the uninvolved onlooker C. If that onlooker is in a group with
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the attacker, then their presence is a benefit from the attacker’s
perspective (bottom left panel of Fig. 4); they may also join in
attacking the victim, helping diffuse the costs and risks of the
conflict. Or the victim may retaliate against the attacker’s fellow
group member rather than the attacker themselves, thereby diffusing the risk of counterattack. In contrast, if the onlooker is in
a group with the victim, the likely next steps are costly to the
aggressor (bottom right panel of Fig. 4): The aggressor will
either be motivated to also attack the onlooker, requiring additional cost and risk. Or, in response to the initial attack on
their fellow group member, the onlooker will in turn attack
the aggressor. Neither event benefits the aggressor.
Consequently, if aggressor A can anticipate these outcomes
before attacking B, then A will be more likely to attack when
A’s group member is present (right panel), but will be less likely
to attack when B’s group member is present (left panel). This is
the causal logic for why the presence or absence of group members changes decision thresholds for engaging in or avoiding
conflict. This example demonstrates the strategic benefits of representing the group membership of uninvolved third parties,
and how one’s own decision-making is aided by being able to
anticipate how others will behave.
Finally, Figure 5 depicts the perspective of the initial victim.
Here, the initially uninvolved onlooker can either be a group
member with B (left panel) or with A (right panel). Again,
there is a cost/benefit asymmetry between these two scenarios:
It will be less costly for the victim to be attacked in the presence
of a fellow group member (left panel) than in the presence of a
group member of the attacker (right panel). Furthermore, our victim B will sometimes be motivated to act (e.g., attacking C when
A and C are group members) and will sometimes anticipate other’s actions (e.g., expecting C to attack A on his or her behalf
when B and C are group members). For detailed cost/benefit analysis of why these particular events may unfold, see Pietraszewski
(2016, SOM).
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Figure 5. The single agent is now in role B – the victim of the initial cost imposition. Again, with knowing group membership, we have no basis for anticipating
which, if any, of the four possible triadic interactions are likely to happen (top panel). However, once group membership is marked (in red; bottom panels), certain
next steps become more likely than others (those highlighted in yellow).

6. Clarifying the definition
We can now refine and clarify the definition: Roughly, somewhere
in the mind are floating around the representations [group] and
[conflict]. When these co-occur, what is bound to this composite
[group-in-the-domain-of-conflict] representation are these
group-constitutive roles within the triadic primitives. That is,
these roles are the mind’s operational or functional definition of
a group in the context of conflict, and these triads are the skeletal
primitives out of which each instance (token) of a group is perceived and built (and we will see in a moment how all of this
scales up). In other words – and tautologically, given our definition – to the degree agents belong to the same group, they will be
more likely to act according to these roles, and will also anticipate
that other group members will do the same.
This definition entails a minimal bound for what the mind
considers a group (conflict) dynamic: Minimally, two agents
must be within the group, and a single agent must lie outside
of it (where “group” is defined non-tautologically by the occupation of group-constitutive roles). For example, if we imagine a
conflictual world with only three agents, in which two are allied
and a third is not, then we would see over time the two allied individuals occupying each of the roles that define a group when
engaging in conflict with the third lone individual. The two in
conflict with the lone individual would constitute a group, according to the definition.
Furthermore, the group-constitutive roles define “group” from
a third-party perspective. Agents who are not involved in a particular conflict can nevertheless infer these roles by observing the
actions of others, and who occupies these roles will define for
these third parties who is in a group with whom. Of course, the
roles are mental representations and so cannot just be seen (in
the same way that an object cannot just be seen; Marr, 1982).
Therefore, a substantial amount of input analysis is required to
go from the detection of on-the-ground behaviors (such as seeing
A shooting at B, hearing about X gossiping about Y, and so on) to
the inference that these behaviors are an instance of one of these
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roles; a problem that is far from trivial. Moreover, contingent
cost-infliction is often a drawn-out process, with many gaps
and lulls between interactions. For example, if you steal my cattle
today, it may be a day, a month, or even a year before I retaliate.
Therefore, delays between cost-inflictions will have to be allowed
for, as will some opacity of who has done what to whom. It follows then that identifying who is in what group requires understanding who has imposed which costs on whom, and in
response to what past behaviors. Inferring group membership is
then in part an attribution problem.
Crucially, behaviors will not be the only cues used to infer the
occupation of the group-constitutive roles. In particular, because
the relationships that cause agents to occupy group-constitutive
roles with one another constitute an evolutionary invariance (at
a particular level of abstraction), natural selection can “see”
what cues correlate with these relationships, and can build learning systems that spawn probabilistic group-constitutive role representations in response to them. Consequently, even very sparse
cues that do not have much to do with conflict when looked at
superficially (e.g., Dunham, 2018; Pietraszewski, 2013, 2020)
can nevertheless probabilistically elicit these group-constitutive
role representations. We will refer to these cues as ancillary attributes of groups (ancillary because they are not behaviors corresponding to the group-constitutive roles themselves, but rather
are cues that predict the occupation of these roles, either over evolutionary or developmental time).
What attention to ancillary attributes means, is that even in a
world in which the only reason to attend to “groups” is to predict
conflict-related outcomes, group tokens that superficially have little or nothing to do with conflict will nevertheless be attended to:
a point that has interesting consequences for our understanding
of the folk concept “group” – namely, it raises the issue of whether
or not the concept “group” can ever be divorced from
conflict-related representations no matter how apparently peaceful the group token is. In practice, both ancillary attributes and
behaviors corresponding to group-constitutive roles are likely to
be present in the world. An additional information-processing
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problem is to then link up these diverse representations to the
correct group token.
In sum, the information-processing within the mind that makes
it possible to consider, plan, and generate the above groupconstitutive roles is what constitutes the psychology of
groups-in-conflict. Furthermore, this psychology is recursive in
the sense that I not only expect group members to occupy these
roles, I expect that others will also expect this, and so on. Finally,
we have so far been treating behavior as all-or-none – that if someone is a group member with someone else, they will produce
behaviors X, Y, and Z. Of course, this is an oversimplification, so
more fleshed out computational theories can incorporate something like a continuously scaled threshold to act, as part of a larger
“motivational” goal-tree/difference-reduction architecture.
7. Scaling up
The architecture for representing each of the triadic primitives is
based upon interactions between individual agents. However, at
times, multiple agents will all behave the same way within a
particular triadic primitive (e.g., a set of agents will all occupy
role C in Defense). The architecture can therefore scale up the
representation by inserting (or substituting) that entire set of
agents into the single-agent slot (the group-constitutive role).
This one-to-many substitution allows the same (or a slightly modified) architecture to handle much larger numbers of agents
simultaneously. Moreover, to the degree that that particular set
of agents are in a group – per the definition – they are permitted
to be inserted into all of the agent slots within all of the triadic
primitives depicted in Figure 2, which enables an infinitely
hierarchical scaling up of nested group representations. This
kind of architecture allows us to represent, for example, that
Japan and Germany occupied group-constitutive roles with
respect to one another during World War II, as did Britain and
the United States, without having to calculate the actions of the
millions of individuals involved (see also Fiske & Neuberg,
1990; Insko & Schopler, 1987).
Of course, any one of the roles within these triadic primitives
may also be produced for reasons other than group membership.
For example, an agent, C, who witnesses A attacking B, may retaliate against A, not because she is a group member with B, but
because A’s attack was morally reprehensible, and should be punished. Indeed, even if multiple agents all decided to attack B, thus
filling the role C in Defense, this would still not constitute a group.
Groups, instead, are a special class of relationships in which all of
the above roles either will occur, or are expected to occur. That is,
group membership applies to all of the triadic primitives. If only a
subset are shown to hold, this should hurt the representation that
such a relationship is a group.
For example, if we were to demonstrate that all of the agents
filling role C in the above example are not willing to place
themselves in any of the other group-constitutive roles with
respect to A, aside from this one case, then they would not be
seen as constituting a group with A. That is, they are not group
members precisely because these agents do not occupy all of the
above roles with respect to one another. Indeed, different collections of agents can occupy some, all, or none of the above groupconstitutive roles with respect to one another. This variation must
be represented by the mind, and this represented variation may
explain why there is a perceived continuum of “groupishness”
or entitativity across different collections of people (Campbell,
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1958; Hamilton et al., 2002; Ip et al., 2006; Pietraszewski, 2016)
– an idea that is imminently testable.
8. The utility of the definition
So what does having a plausible theory of a group representation
in the context of conflict buy us?
8.1. Ancillary attributes
First, the present account suggests that, for a better part of a century, psychologists have been studying groups largely through the
lens of ancillary attributes that groups tend to have, rather than by
directly studying the fundamental behaviors (or more precisely,
the intergenerationally recurrent dynamics) that constitute
group membership itself. Ancillary attributes, to review, are
those things that help diagnose the occupation of groupconstitutive roles: they are cues that predict or correlate with
these roles (either over evolutionary or developmental time), but
are not the on-the-ground cost-imposing behaviors that correspond to the group-constitutive roles themselves.
Allport, for example, defined a group as “two or more persons
who are assembled to perform some task, to deliberate upon some
proposal or topic of interest, or to share some affective experience
of common appeal” (1924, p. 260). The problem with this definition is that groups can exist without assembly, deliberation, or a
shared affective experience. Now of course it may be true that
these things do tend to co-occur with the formation and maintenance of groups (precisely: the classes of relationships that we are
referring to as groups), and our psychology should take advantage
of this fact – but they are not necessary. In fact, it is trivial to think
of counter-examples to such ancillary-attribute-based definitions:
A collection of students who are all assembled to take a test are
less of a “group” than are a set of students all assembled together
to burn the books of the locally scapegoated outgroup, for example. The latter behaviors diagnose a disposition toward behaving
toward that outgroup in a way consistent with our definition,
whereas the former does not. Other examples of ancillary attributes include spatial proximity, overall similarity along some
dimension, and so on.7
Historically, psychological theorizing on what defines or constitutes group membership has been largely focused on these
ancillary attributes (e.g., Campbell, 1958) – undoubtedly because
they are visible. Much of the same can be said for empirical
research (e.g., Pietraszewski, Curry, Peterson, Cosmides, &
Tooby, 2015; Powell & Spelke, 2013). This is not to say that
these ancillary attributes aren’t important. They are. Instead,
they are simply not always necessary nor sufficient, meaning
that in a deep sense that they diagnose group membership, but
they are not what group membership is fundamentally about.
Notably, if one were to observe a collection of people who share
the same arbitrary marker or “affective experience,” for example,
but who do not occupy group-constitutive roles within a conflict,
then that marker and that experience will not be seen as constituting group membership. In contrast, the present definition is sufficient on its own: Even if a collection of people have no ancillary
attributes – for example, are not physically proximate and have no
other similarity or shared emotional experience – they will nevertheless be viewed as a group, so long as they are shown to occupy
each of the roles in our definition.
This focus on ancillary attributes is no accident. Rather, it is a
consequence of a scientific history of relying on intuition:
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Intuition highlights what is variable about groups (who belongs to
what group, and what individual tokens of groups exist) while
blinding us to what is universal about group memberships
(what constitutes a group, and what is done within cognitive
architecture once a group is detected). This is why group psychology has been largely treated as a categorization process – as if the
assignment of agents to groups were the main issue – whereas in
fact conceptualizing what exactly agents are being assigned to is
the far deeper and more fundamental issue.
8.2. Computational adequacy – moving beyond containment
metaphors
Second, having an explicit computational theory forces us to
address issues of computational adequacy – something missing
in the group literature until now. (Computational adequacy, to
review, is concerned with asking if the information-processing
proposed is sufficient to account for the observed characteristics
of a particular phenomenon.)
One consequence of this fact is that nearly all theorizing about
groups has relied (either explicitly or implicitly) on a containment
or subsumption metaphor – that groups are containers into which
individual members are placed (for the reasons just described
above). In contrast, the present account suggests that group membership is a relational property (specifically, the relative strength
of pairwise comparisons among agents; DeDeo, Krakauer, &
Flack, 2010; Perry, Barrett, & Manson, 2004). On this account,
who “belongs” to what group is borne out of a calculation of
the relative relationships among the agents involved (which is
why – to put it pre-theoretically – who one feels closest to
depends on who else is around).
Moving beyond the containment metaphor is important
because the metaphor fails to account for even the most basic
characteristics of social groupings – such as that when multiple,
nested groups exist, switching between group identities can and
frequently does occur. For example, two populations may be on
opposing sides during a civil war (i.e., each side will occupy
non-group-constitutive roles with respect to one another). But if
both populations are then attacked by a larger common enemy,
the two populations may subsequently occupy group-constitutive
roles with respect to each other against that common enemy –
meaning that the two populations that had not been in the
same group now are.
Although an obvious example, containment metaphors cannot
account for why group membership is a function of who is interacting: When taken literally as information-processing accounts,
they simply produce assignments of each agent to each category.
There is no mechanism to switch between the containers, nor to
inhibit one in a favor of another (see also Liska, 1962; Von
Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). In contrast, the triadic primitive
architecture here performs relational pairwise comparisons
among triads of agents, calculating which two are more similar
among the agents represented within the triad (which is the crucial
step that allows agents on opposing sides in the civil war to be
represented as members of the same group for the purposes of
interacting with the larger common enemy – a calculation strictly
speaking not possible with the containment metaphor8).
In contrast, the present definition anticipates these shifts and
extracts meaning from them: Which group membership (or identity) is “relevant” or “active” is that which is currently aligned with
the group-constitutive roles being currently expressed. Each group
representation necessarily carries with it a set of behavioral
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expectations directed toward specific others, and each individual
can be a member of any number of different groups. Therefore,
which group membership is relevant at any one time is a function
of with whom the agent is interacting.
Furthermore, agents may not be able to resolve all of their
group memberships – in the sense that some group representations can be activated simultaneously, producing incompatibilities
about which group membership should be the basis of one’s current behavior. The metaphorical language of feeling “torn” about
opposing group loyalties occurs in such cases because each group
membership implies a specific class of behaviors directed at particular others. For example, an agent in role C, observing A attack
B, may be a member of one group that would require attacking B,
and another that would require attacking A. “Feeling torn” then
corresponds to when an agent belongs to at least two groups
that would, according to our definition, require acting in different
ways toward those others. Group-constitutive roles specify what
representations agents who have conflicting group loyalties are
wrestling with, and must make a decision about. The definition
thereby allows us to conceptualize such felt conflicts as a class
of information-processing outcomes.
8.3 Integrating group and individual decision-making, and
accounting for what social identities are and why they matter
Third, by defining group membership as changes to internally
represented thresholds for producing and/or expecting cost impositions, our definition allows us to integrate the concept of “group
membership” with an individual’s other cost/benefit calculations
and decision-making. This has not been possible before. For
example, theorizing that relies on the metaphorical language of
individuals becoming “bonded” or “fused” to a group evokes
the right idea of an agent acting on behalf of a particular identity,
but cannot be quite literally correct, because the agent and the
group never become exactly the same entity.9 Even young children
understand that allies are not voodoo dolls, in that they do not
simultaneously experience all of the same internal states simply
because they are bonded or associated together (Pietraszewski &
German, 2013). Adults, furthermore, understand that one’s social
alliances can be in conflict with one’s own independent cost/benefit evaluation of a particular situation (Pietraszewski & German,
2013; Shaw, DeScioli, Barakzai, & Kurzban, 2017). Certain theories argue that morality itself exists specifically for this category
of eventualities – freeing agents from their own alliance obligations and allowing them to impartially evaluate events from the
perspective of disinterested third parties (DeScioli & Kurzban,
2009, 2013).
Until we can conceptualize group membership as a set of continuous decisions on the part of individuals, it is not possible to
study how conflicting interests within an individual, or between
individuals within a group, are integrated and resolved within
the mind (a rather serious deficiency – as this is one of the central
elements of what we want to understand when we study group
conflict). Past accounts that treat groups with a containment metaphor do not have a literal model of how individual decisions and
groups relate to one another (nor how different group memberships are resolved – e.g., how one chooses between tribal and religious loyalties). On these past accounts, it is of course possible to
note that conflicts of interest and disloyalty exist, but such phenomena do not fall out of the information-processing logic of
what a group consists of in the first place, and as such fail to be
accounted for. In contrast, if we understand “group” to emerge
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out of individual decisions within sets of triadic interactions, these
conflicts of interest and a number of other phenomena fall out
naturally (see Pietraszewski, 2016).
A similar issue arises with respect to the phenomenon of social
identity, which is arguably one of the most important contributions to come out of social psychological research in the twentieth
century. Briefly, early theorizing about intergroup conflict
assumed that conflict would be based, roughly, around conflicts
of interest. This was called realistic conflict theory (e.g., Levine
& Campbell, 1972). What social identity theorists discovered
was that objective reasons for conflict were not necessary to
spawn “groupishness,” even in the lab (e.g., Sherif et al., 1961;
Tajfel, 1970, 1982; Tajfel & Turner, 1979, 1986; Turner, Hogg,
Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Instead, people seemed to
intrinsically value social relationships, and were willing to pay a
cost to “have” them (i.e., they would coordinate their actions
according to abstract identities, rather than to objective aspects of
the pay-out structure of the world; for analysis and reviews of
this family of theories and findings, see Bar-Tal, 2001; Brewer,
2001; Dawes, Van De Kragt, & Orbell, 1988; Dunham, 2018;
Park & Van Leeuwen, 2015; Pietraszewski, 2020; Tajfel, 1982).
An adequate account of the psychology of groups must
account for social identities (meaning that agents can have
them, and can represent them in others). Yet it has been rather
difficult to integrate social identities in literal, mechanistic models
of on-the-ground social interaction (for valiant attempts, see
Smaldino, Pickett, Sherman, & Schank, 2012). For the most
part, models have either assumed away social identities or have
added them ad hoc, such that their importance does not emerge
from the structure of the individual interactions within the model,
but is declared by fiat.
In contrast, the present proposal articulates what causal role
social identities play within the mind’s information-processing:
they are placeholders that cause agents to treat each other as substitutable with respect to one another within the triadic primitives. That is, a social identity is a mental representation (real
or imagined) that leads to the scaling up from a single agent to
a set of agents within one or more of the agent slots within the
triadic primitives. For instance, if a person believes that an attack
was caused by a single individual, the contingent response to that
attack will only be directed at that individual. However, if a person
believes that an attack was caused by a social identity, then that
person may retaliate against others also holding that same social
identity, even if they were not involved in the initial attack
(because from their perspective, the two agents holding the
same social identity are substitutable with one another).
This framework allows us to understand why social identities
are of value, and why people are willing to work so hard to maintain and change other’s representations of them (e.g., Haslam,
Reicher, & Platow, 2011): Representations of who and who does
not belong to the same social identity become powerful determinants of how particular conflicts spread, and who retaliates
against whom. It is this down-stream effect of extending a conflict
out onto many more previously uninvolved agents that explains
why a conflict involving social identities activates additional attribution processes (Brewer, 2001; Dawes et al., 1988) and produces
more fraught and protracted conflict dynamics than those that do
not (Abrams & Rutland, 2008; Bar-Tal, 2001; Puurtinen, Heap, &
Mappes, 2015; Walter, 2004, 2009).
Moreover, individuals can hold different perceptions of what
social identities exist, even when directly interacting with one
another. For example, history is replete with bloodied colonial
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powers assuming away the heterogeneity of local, native social
identities and treating everyone as if they are the enemy (such
as retaliating against villagers for raids by rebel groups in the
forest), which eventually becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The
current framework allows us to understand what it means, precisely, that different agents hold these diverging representations,
and what work, in principle, these representations are doing in
each of their minds.
8.4 Accounting for group emergence
Fourth, a literal notion of what it means for each agent to represent themselves and others as belonging to the same group within
a conflict offers a principled way to think about group emergence.
For example, the current proposal suggests that groups (or more
precisely: increases in the degree to which agents are probabilistically assigned to group-constitutive roles) can emerge out of individual actions, such that their existence may be unplanned until
some event transpires.
For instance, suppose that we are one of a collection of people
waiting around for a bus. This collection is not yet, on any meaningful definition, a “group.” But suddenly someone drives by and
throws a stone at one of us. We can either (i) throw a stone back at
the car (now intuitively “more” of a group, as we are occupying
role C in Defense), (ii) hit the victim (a different group, as we
are occupying role C in Alliance), or (iii) do nothing (non-group).
Before we act, each one of these possibilities is equally possible
and realizable. Yet it is only when we act (or, perhaps, make a
decision to act) that certain groupings now become more likely
going forward. Moreover, we must also coordinate – a single decision (i.e., a single triadic interaction type) does not make a group,
particularly if no one else agrees with our assessment. For example, we may throw a stone at the car, believing that we are now in
a group with the victim. Whereas the victim turns and hits us,
contradicting our assessment. Certain behaviors can therefore
be seen as bids for establishing group memberships, precisely
because group memberships are in a deep sense a set of
behaviors.10
While this stone-throwing example is oversimplified, something roughly analogous to this de-centralized dynamic often
plays out in the genesis of real-world groupings. The current
framework, therefore, suggests a number of research programs
with the goal of viewing bids at group formation – such as political rhetoric and narratives of historical grievances (e.g., Lopez,
2020; Moncrieff & Lienard, 2019) – through the lens of the triadic
primitives and group-constitutive roles.
9. Next steps
9.1 An engineering approach to the study of groups, and a
more in-depth task analysis
We can now return to our hypothetical from the beginning of the
paper, in which an AI engineer approaches us and wants to build
a machine intelligence capable of “groups.” What exactly would
we tell them? Our computational theory of a group in the context
of conflict now provides them with a clearer, more literal set of
information-processing functions to be implemented in mechanisms. These include
• Machinery for stringing together long chains of concatenated
triadic primitives, in which the same agents are able to be
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assigned to different agent slots within each triadic primitive
(Bob may be in role C in one, A in another). These chains
can be thought of as a path through a much larger triadic
state space (e.g., see Pietraszewski, 2016). These chains describe
the most likely interactions that will occur among agents as a
conflict unfolds, and are potentiated by (and thus are tagged
to) agent-based frames and event-based frames (the former
being concerned with assessing what will happen if particular
agents interact, whereas the latter is concerned with assessing
what will happen if a particular event occurs.)
• Machinery for storing and making use of “group” representations, which (as shown in the examples of Figs. 3–5) collapse
large portions of this triadic state space, modifying which
paths are most likely. That is, group representations are not containers, they are representations (namely, modifiers) that modify
what would otherwise be the defaults of this triadic state space,
potentiating certain areas of this space, and curtailing others.
• Machinery for updating group representations and most-likely
triadic-state-space representations, based on ongoing events in
the world (e.g., the actions that I take and the actions that others
take).
• Machinery for generating agent-based and event-based counterfactuals (e.g., what would happen if I took action X, what would
happen if Bob took action X, what would happen if I run into
Bob, what would happen if Bob runs into Bill, and so on), the
outputs of which should be stored in a manner to allow for
easy/random access, and would in principle feed into motivational and planning systems.
The above are just a handful of the minimal informationprocessing requirements for something like a set of mechanisms
capable of using group representations as defined in the current
proposal. There must also be mechanisms for scaling up and scaling down based on social identities, for quarantining counterfactuals from actual events, for translating cues in the environment
into probabilistic group-constitutive role representations (and
for translating these representations into concrete behavioral predictions), for identifying disloyalty and distinguishing between
disloyalty toward a group and the non-existence of a group, and
so on. This is exactly what we want: The point of having a computational theory is that it reveals information-processing problems to be solved.
The information-processing requirements (or problems) outlined above represent a core element of humans’ everyday commonsense knowledge – an issue of central importance within
current AI (e.g., Etzioni, 2018; Mueller, 2015). For example, it is
obvious why two complete strangers who have never met – someone wearing an axis uniform who was born in Marburg and
someone wearing an allied uniform who was born in Iowa city
– are shooting at each other when we look at grainy footage
from World War II. Just as it is blindly obvious that someone is
taking their safety in their hands by cheering for Manchester
United at Liverpool or for the Yankees at Fenway. Yet no robot
or AI currently holds such intuitions. This is because these intuitions are the outputs of the above-listed information-processing
steps, which can be thought of as a series of social inference
engines (akin to a physics engine; Ullman, Spelke, Battaglia, &
Tenenbaum, 2017), without which an appreciable swath of commonsense knowledge about the social world would not be
possible.
The above-listed information-processing steps are also an
important part of the solution to the frame problem within the
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social domain (i.e., for representing what will change in the
world when action X is performed; Kamermans & Schmits,
2004; for an initial empirical exploration, see Pietraszewski &
German, 2013) – and something like these inference engines
will need to be implemented in some kind of event calculus
(Mueller, 2015) or any other kindred architecture that permits
deduction (i.e., prediction and explanation) while avoiding monotonicity (i.e., “combinatorial explosion”: Minsky, 1974). The event
types presented here (a verbal and graphical description involving
contingent cost imposition) are but a sliver of a fully computationally adequate account, and so our description of the event calculus itself is thus far highly cursory. Nevertheless, the goal here is
to provoke the fleshing out everything that would be needed (i.e.,
a task analysis).
One of the primary goals of this paper, then, is to invite the
broadest possible community of researchers – particularly those
who work in AI, software engineering, computer and cognitive science, and so on – into the study of social groups, and allow them
to ask (in collaboration with researchers already studying social
groups): What are all the things that one would need to put into
an information-processing entity, such that it could go out into
the real world, observe and interact with that world, and then generate and use the particular representational system presented in
this current proposal? There are likely hundreds, if not thousands
of information-processing functions and subfunctions required to
make all of this happen. Enumerating what these functions are will
provide us with a computational ontology – a set of concepts that
describe information-processing entities and their relationships
with one another (e.g., Mueller, 2015; Russell & Norvig, 1995),
and will define what we should be looking for within the mind
(or implementing in automata). A complete understanding of
the psychology of social groups will require proposing, testing,
and then either confirming, refining, or correcting every single element of this ontology (along with many others) – an explicitly
computational-theoretic approach that will constitute a mutually
informative Cognitive Psychology and Cognitive Science of social
groups. Despite the incredible social importance of understanding
the psychology of group-based conflict, it is not clear that any such
research program is currently underway.
9.2 Empirical predictions, methods, and outstanding questions
On the experimental side, our computational theory makes a
number of empirical predictions that await testing. For example,
the behaviors that correspond to what we have called groupconstitutive roles should be inputs that lead to the perception of
groups-in-conflict. That is, if one were to show instances of
cost-infliction behaviors among triads of agents, then participants
should perceive those agents occupying group-constitutive roles
as being members of the same group. Likewise, group-constitutive
roles should be also outputs, in that they should be expected patterns of behavior once a summary representation is communicated. For example, if we tell participants that Harry, Ron, and
Hermione are all in a group, and that they are in conflict with
Malfoy, Crabbe, and Goyle, who are all also in a group, then participants should be able to predict which roles these agents will
occupy with respect to one another. In other words, the logic of
the definition should be intuitive to human participants, just as
Figures 3–5 should have been intuitive to the reader.
Furthermore, the use of these group-constitutive roles as both
inputs and outputs should be universal and hold for all humans
on earth.
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The relationship between more direct cues (i.e., behaviors that
clearly denote group-constitutive roles, or verbal labels referring
to a known summary representation) and what we are calling
ancillary attributes of group membership will also be important
to establish. That is, ancillary attributes or cues (i.e., things that
are concomitants of the occupation of the group-constitutive
roles, such as similarity, proximity, etc.) should be used to probabilistically infer group membership in the absence of more direct
cues. A number of as-yet unanswered questions then arise. For
example, how do direct cues fare against ancillary cues? In principle, ancillary cues should be used when no other direct cues are
present, but should be secondary to direct cues.
Another question is what happens when ancillary cues are pitted against direct cues. The current proposal predicts that direct
cues should corrode the validity of ancillary cues. How, in turn,
are ancillary cues learned, and do some occur independently of
learned associations? For instance, some attributes such as proximity and shared opinions may be intrinsically linked to guesses
about group membership (e.g., Gershman & Cikara, 2020;
Gershman, Pouncy, & Gweon, 2017; Lau, Gershman, & Cikara,
2020; Pietraszewski, 2013), whereas other attributes – such as
how one ties one’s shoe laces, which is sometimes used by gang
members – may depend much more on social context. The proposal here would predict that arbitrary similarities should become
interesting to the mind and be seen as “group” markers insofar as
they track or correspond to group-constitutive roles (see also
sect. 6, “Clarifying the definition,” above). Indeed, there is already
some experimental evidence for some of these predictions floating
around in the past literature (e.g., Bar-Tal, 2001; Cikara, Bruneau,
Van Bavel, & Saxe, 2014; Cikara, Van Bavel, Ingbretsen, & Lau,
2017; Ip et al., 2006; Lau, Pouncy, Gershman, & Cikara, 2018;
Patton, 1996, 2000; Pietraszewski, 2013; Pietraszewski et al.,
2015; Rhodes & Chalik, 2013), but the full weight and entirety
of these predictions remain to be tested.
Finally, because the present proposal is explicit about what the
end-state representation in the mind needs to be (that a “group”
token out in the world become yoked to either direct or ancillary
cues, which are in turn yoked to group-constitutive roles), a principled learnability analysis of the social environment can be conducted. That is, one can understand when and why particular
tokens need to be apprehended via ancillary cues (e.g., because
the direct cues are infrequent, dangerous to observe, and so on).
There are also a number of unresolved empirical issues
brought up by the present proposal. For instance, a cost/benefit
analysis of each of the group-constitutive roles within the triadic
primitives suggests that some roles will be more costly than others. For example, defending a victim against an aggressor is less
costly than helping an aggressor attack a victim, all else equal
(for the explanation, see Pietraszewski, 2016). This means that
within the group-constitutive roles, some may be more likely
than others. Therefore, are some more anticipated than others?
And are those that are more costly the least expected?
Asymmetries between offense and defense, for example, have
been found (Böhm, Rusch, & Gürerk, 2016; De Dreu et al.,
2016; De Dreu & Gross, 2019; Lopez, 2017; Rusch, 2013, 2014a,
2014b), and the present proposal suggests a number of new comparisons to test in future studies. Likewise, the relationship
between the different group-constitutive roles should also be
probabilistic – meaning that seeing two agents occupying groupconstitutive roles in one triadic primitive may increase the
expected probability that they will also occupy group-constitutive
roles within another triadic primitive (see also sect. 8.4,
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“Accounting for group emergence”). The mind, in other words,
is expected to guess about group membership based on partial
information – an idea that is imminently testable.
10. Toward a complete computational theory of social
groups – including non-conflict-based representations
Finally, because agents can also coordinate and cooperate with
one another – and there is nothing in our conflict-based event
types to allow for the representation of such events – the current
theory of what constitutes a group representation is not yet complete. Therefore, even if correct, the present account will need to
be supplemented with (at minimum) additional event types – and
there are a number of existing theories and taxonomies that can
be repurposed as plausible hints at what these types might be
(e.g., Alexander, 1987; Balliet, Tyber, & Van Lange, 201711;
Heider, 1958; Tatone, Geraci, & Csibra, 2015).
Although the current proposal is silent on what these might be,
we can at least speculate that a plausible (if not obvious) set of candidate event types for something like polyadic cooperation might
be something akin to sets of direct reciprocity (A gives to B, B repays
in kind over time) and indirect reciprocity (A gives to B, as a consequence, B gives to C; see Alexander, 1987). However, this is just
speculation, and there may need to be additional elements to make
these computationally adequate, or something more specific may
be necessary – issues that await future work. What we can say
with some certainty is that neither direct nor indirect reciprocity
can account for the current conflict-based event types (i.e., these
are not isomorphic with respect to one another)12 – which
means that a complete computational theory of groups will likely
be comprised of multiple event-type frameworks.
In the search for a complete computational theory of group
representation, care will have to be taken to conceptuallydistinguish between two different enterprises: The first is to provide a computationally adequate account of every group token. In
this respect, each token will likely be a composite of a number of
event types (in the same way that an object representation is a
composite of visual information-processing types, like lines and
colors). A second enterprise is to explain why people can think
about and understand the over-arching category “group,” and why
they agree about a continuum of groupishness across these tokens.
The first enterprise will require a proliferation of types. The second
will require some unification or integration of those types. There
are many more reduction problems to be solved, in other words,
than just the problem of multi-agent conflict dynamics covered
here. The principle of computational adequacy – combined with considerations of what is both necessary and sufficient – will have to guide
these future efforts.
11. Summary and conclusion
Despite an enormous literature on groups and group dynamics, little
attention has been paid to explicit computational theories of how the
mind represents and reasons about groups. The goal of this paper
has been, in a conceptual, non-technical manner, to propose a simple but non-trivial framework for starting to ask questions about the
nature of the underlying representations that make the phenomenon of social groups possible – all described at the level of
information-processing. This computational theory, when combined with many more such theories – and followed by extensive
task analyses and empirical investigations – will eventually contribute to a full accounting of the information-processing required to
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represent, reason about, and act in accordance with group
representations.
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Notes
1. In most cases, researchers understand the assume-away nature of these
games, and draw appropriate inferences from their results. These describe
what in addition to group representations may influence group dynamics
(e.g., reputation heuristics; Gross & De Dreu, 2019). Also, for a notable contribution toward a computationally adequate model within this literature, see
DeDeo et al. (2010).
2. Computational theories are not the same thing as computational models
(Palminteri, Wyart, & Koechlin, 2017). Computational models, which are
tools for modeling complex phenomena, can be applied to anything –
including the modeling of entities that do not process information as part
of their function, such as weather patterns, stresses on bridges and buildings,
and so on. Computational theories, in contrast, describe what is going on
within some information-processing entity (such as a computer, cash register,
or mind) when operating (Marr, 1982). That is, they are “theories of the
information-processing” that underlies a particular phenomenon (e.g.,
Chomsky, 1980; Marr, 1982; Minsky, 1961, 1974; Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).
Although computational theories can be made into computational models
(e.g., Palminteri et al., 2017) not all computational models, even of the
mind, are computational theories in the sense of approaching the mind at
the level of information-processing (see also the “ad-hoc, heuristic” approach
described in Marr, 1982, p. 19).
3. In philosophical parlance, we are thereby providing a functional (or
conceptual or procedural) role semantics – in which a linguistic token or
folk-psychological construct corresponds to a state within an organism, and
that state is ultimately defined by its observable, functional effects (Block,
1997; Dennett, 1969). That is, we are here defining a group representation
with respect to its functional role within the rest of the cognitive architecture.
4. “Evolutionary time” refers to time spanning multiple generations (i.e., phylogenetic time), as opposed to time spanning a single lifetime (i.e., ontogenetic
or developmental time). The crucial difference being that evolutionary/
phylogenetic time is the time-course over which natural selection (differential
reproductive success) occurs, thereby shaping the structure of informationprocessing adaptations, whereas ontogenetic time is the time-course over
which each token of an information-processing adaptation is expressed developmentally and used (e.g., Barrett, 2015; Scott-Phillips, Dickins, & West, 2011;
Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).
5. One might reasonably wonder why the existence of such summary representations would be necessary, aside from the fact that the mental concept
“group” is the thing-to-be-explained (the explanandum). That is, why does
the mental concept of a group exist at all? One answer is that the summary
representation permits communication, allowing us to think and communicate
divorced of the on-the-ground cues that would otherwise have to be seen firsthand. For example, if I tell you that Sue and Steve belong to group X, then you
can know what that means without having directly seen or inferred the
on-the-ground cues that caused me to think they were in a group in the
first place. The summary representation thereby allows us to communicate
generalities that can be applied to multiple, more specific situations, without
having to be tied to all of the specifics. A second, more fundamental answer
to why summary representations are likely necessary has to do with the nature
of computation itself: that communication among representations within the
mind is just as important as communication between individuals outside of
it. Summary representations provide content-searchable tags that help solve
the integration problem of delivering the right information to right place at
the right time (Lorenz, 1948/1996; Minsky, 1974; Simon, 1969). For example,
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a “danger” summary representation within the cognitive architecture of a squirrel would allow it, when traveling through three-dimensional space, to activate in
real-time, episodes associated with the current location that have a “danger” tag,
which would in turn inform decision-making about where to go and how careful
to be (essentially, “Did I see a dog here before?”). Analogously, a “group” summary representation is what in principle allows an acute event (I punch Bob,
who is a member of gang Z) to activate inferences aimed at a specific class of
agents (I therefore now expect all members of gang Z to be angry at and retaliate
against me; see also Pietraszewski & German, 2013).
6. Because the reader has a human brain, it will be exceedingly intuitive
(almost redundant) to note that once we say that B is in a “group” with C
but not A, such and such interaction type will occur. (That is, when told
who is in a group with whom, the reader should feel the group-constitutive
roles become obvious expectations of what will be more likely to happen.)
This felt intuition is a prediction and occurs precisely because a group representation is, by hypothesis, these group-constitutive roles. So the fact that this
is all very intuitive is good for the hypothesis. That said, for any readers who
are bothered by the fact that spelling out the mental operational definition of a
group necessarily violates the Gricean maxim of quantity, this section can be
read as what one would need to program into a robot so that it, too, would
have a concept of a social group in the context of conflict. [return to main text]
7. Ancillary attributes may also include mutually represented opportunities
for establishing coordination and cooperation relationships (as in the “minimal” group paradigm; see Balliet, Wu, & De Dreu, 2014; Dunham, 2018;
Pietraszewski, 2013, 2020). Describing these as ancillary is not to undermine
the psychological importance of these attributes, but rather to articulate
their precise role in the broader computational theory: that these activate
group representations, but they are not the type itself.
8. The current proposal is also more explicit about what is done with these
calculations: they determine which types of triadic interactions will be pulled
up or activated as most likely – which is then consulted by other mechanisms
for guiding behavior and generating predictions. That is, the current proposal
is explicit about what functional outputs are being generated by the mechanism once “group” categories are represented – an issue upon which the containment metaphor is silent. Crucially, the categorization mechanism doesn’t
do anything after it categorizes, because there is nothing in the process of categorization itself that tells the mechanism what to do with the content that it
has just categorized. So while categorization may be an important part of the
information-processing story, it is far from adequate on its own. Therefore,
even if it is a helpful way to conceptualize certain phenomena such as the
accentuation of between-category differences and within-category similarities,
the containment metaphor should not be confused for an adequate computational theory or explanation of those phenomena.
9. To be clear, these metaphors have led to the collection of important data
and the creation of elegant and empirically robust dependent measures (e.g.,
the identity-fusion approach of Whitehouse, 2018). The point is simply that
these metaphors (and dependent measures) should not be confused for a literal
description of what is going on – either on the ground, or in the mind.
10. At first blush, the current account may seem to suggest that intentions and
motivations don’t matter. For example, that if somehow someone slipped and
fell and blindly executed the behaviors corresponding to group-constitutive
roles, then they would somehow be on equal footing with someone who executed the same behaviors because they care about their fellow group members.
In fact, the current account does not treat these two scenarios as equivalent
because of the current account, not in spite of it. Recall that the goal of the
cognitive system for representing groups is to attend to the class of relationships that predict the occupation of group-constitutive roles. What motivations
and intentions are within this framework are information-processing representations that allow the cognitive system to represent whether or not a one-time
event is diagnostic of future events (Sell, 2011; Sell et al., 2017; Weiner, 1995).
That is, why intentions matter in the first place – the aboutness of intentions –
is made meaningful by the class of events to which they refer and render more
probable. In this case, what makes a particular intention or motivation “genuinely” about groups is that it will lead agents to occupy the group-constitutive
roles across all four interaction types, both now and in the future. For example,
if an agent is simply aggressive or opportunistic, and thus occupies role C in
Defense, this will not be seen as “genuine” group-based motivation precisely
because it will not cause that agent to occupy group-constitutive roles with
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respect to the same agent in the future. The current account thereby provides a
causal account of where (conflict-based) group-based intentions and motivations come from in the first place, and an objective basis for determining
(and predicting) whether a particular scenario will be considered by human
intuition to be an example of a genuine group intention or motivation, or not.
11. Balliet et al.’s (2014) framework is probably best conceptualized as a set of
modifiers to the polyadic event types, rather than being the event types
themselves.
12. Direct reciprocity, at best, can only give us Alliance, but only if we stipulate
that it is “positive” (i.e., an exchange of benefits) direct reciprocity between A
and C. Worse still, reciprocity still does not give us all of the cases that we
would want (i.e., it would leave us blind in many “group” situations) because
in Alliance, C’s behavior toward B is “positive direct reciprocity” toward A only
if A’s attacking B is a benefit to C, but this will not always be the case (see
Pietraszewski, 2016; SOM). Next, indirect reciprocity can only give us two of
the four interaction types: Displacement and Defense, both of which are “negative” (i.e., an exchange of costs) “indirect reciprocity” (and this is being very
generous in that we are stipulating for free that an attack on B is somehow a
cost on C, which then gives this account Defense, which technically we
shouldn’t grant). No account of reciprocity, direct or indirect, can account
for Generalization. Finally, even for the subset of dynamics that the reciprocity
account can redescribe, the account is far less powerful (at best) than the present framework (and at worst, doesn’t work at all), because nowhere in the reciprocity account is the identity of the other third party relevant, unlike the
present account. That is, if you and Bob are in a negative indirect reciprocity
relationship, you are in that kind of relationship no matter who Bob is imposing a cost on. This means that the reciprocity account cannot handle the simple fact that who is on who’s side depends on who else is involved. Therefore, if
you built a robot using reciprocity, it would not switch sides as function of who
is involved (i.e., it could not unite with a political outgroup member to fight
against an invading nation, unlike a real human “robot”).
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Abstract
We apply the author’s computational approach to groups to our
empirical work studying and modelling riots. We suggest that
assigning roles in particular gives insight, and measuring the frequency of bystander behaviour provides a method to understand
the dynamic nature of intergroup conflict, allowing social identity to be incorporated into models of riots.

1. Introduction
We intend to “stress-test” the author’s computational approach to
groups using concrete examples of intergroup conflict – specifically, riots. Drawing on psychological and sociological accounts
of the London riots of 2011, we previously developed a series of
lab-based games of collective action where we experimentally
manipulate psychology factors and use agent-based modelling
to understand our participants’ behaviour. We consider the idea
proposed in the article that individuals perceive a group through
roles and behaviour, and examine whether this gives insight into
our findings.
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2. Application of the framework to our empirical
investigations
Our experimental paradigm (Dezecache, Allen, von Zimmerman,
& Richardson, 2021) tests conflict between groups with unequal
resources, and asks how relative deprivation and social identity
interact to generate conflict in the laboratory. Players are assigned
to two teams in a computer game played in person or online.
They tap on their devices to build features in a park, such as a
flower bed. However, players also have the option to vandalise
the other team’s park, trampling the flower beds or damaging
the playground, and assign a disadvantage to one of the teams
– they have to work harder to build their park features. We
find that this structural inequality in the game produces a higher
rate of aggressive behaviour towards the advantaged team, a conclusion supported through our agent-based models.
Within our paradigm, groups can also be a mix of preexisting
identities and minimal group assignments, allocated in different
proportions across conditions. Therefore, although players are
assigned at random to the advantaged or disadvantaged park,
they are also informed, for example, that their team mates share
their political beliefs, or have varying political opinions. An
open question is then whether individuals consider others within
their empirically assigned team to be part of their group, or if it is
preexisting identities driving any observed intergroup conflict.
Considering the target article’s computational approach, we
find that insight is gained by assuming that participants compute
groups through assigning roles in triads, and particularly through
considering the frequency of observed behaviours between different groups. By observing the behaviour of the bystander, and taking the assumption that participants compute group membership
through the observation of roles and behaviour, we could infer
which groups participant’s consider themselves to be part of
through observed triad frequencies. As we observe changing proportions of vandalism over time, the frequency of different triads
may also inform which group (e.g., team or wider identity) is
salient at any one time. By observing the behaviour of different
bystanders towards the relative success of others, we may be
able to better understand how individuals are making these comparisons, and whether groups or individual comparisons are key.
Therefore, depending on the level of observed conflict between
groups, we can infer if participants are considering individual
or group relative deprivation.
However, the fuzzy nature of real group dynamics means there
are a number of things we cannot infer by assuming that individuals use this computational method. Our own modelling points
towards coordination and conflict coexisting within and between
groups. By defining groups in a concrete manner, the opportunity
for a wider number of roles is lost. If an individual performs a different task to the rest of the group, does that mean they are not a
member of the group, or does it just mean that they are a part of
the group, but coordinating behaviour?
Finally, to infer feelings of relative deprivation, and also any
other drivers of intergroup conflict, we feel that more attention
must be paid to an agent’s internal state. Although assigning
roles based on behaviour works in areas such as conflict, which
is an overt behaviour, this is not true of affective states such as
frustration, or even the act of making a comparison. Therefore,
how is it that an observer could then classify others into groups?
We also consider how this computational approach contributes to our understanding of real-world riots. One explanation
from social psychology is that riots emerge through aggressive
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action perceived through salient identities (e.g., Drury et al., 2020;
Reicher, 1984; Stott & Drury, 2017; Stott et al., 2018). This explanation aligns with the target article’s framework. Rather than
defining groups through a number of context-dependent external
markers, it is the role the individual takes within this scenario that
is important. By understanding conflict through the allocation of
roles, this framework also introduces a flexibility to help us understand this phenomenon across scales. What begins as a local phenomenon can soon spread, as an individual bystander observing
aggression between two individuals or two groups is spurred
into action in a similar way.
3. Conclusion
We find the idea of asking what is the minimum information
required to understand a “group” intriguing. When applied to
the real-world example of riots, this framework provides insight
through its flexibility to describe conflict across scales, and its
ability to marry contagion models with social psychology.
Within our empirical paradigm, by assuming that participants
do indeed compute groups in this way, we may gain information
on exactly who they consider to be part of their group.
More usefully, this framework adds to the continuing discussion on how best to model a riot (e.g., Baudains, Braithwaite, &
Johnson, 2013a; Baudains, Johnson, & Braithwaite, 2013b;
Bonnasse-Gahot et al., 2018; Davies, Fry, Wilson, & Bishop,
2013). Currently, most models consider contagion to be the central mechanism of riot spreading. However, what is lacking from
these models is the inclusion of the importance of the identity
salience to who imitates who, how this changes over time, and
how this structures their social interactions. However, by including bystanders, and considering how they are likely to act next, the
computational framework enables us to understand why these
contagion models are successful at matching the data, even before
many of the factors discussed in social psychology are considered.
However, despite the simplicity and flexibility of this framework, it does have a number of issues. Specifically, we find that
the myriad of possible behaviours required to explain more complicated real-world scenarios, such as we find in the laboratory,
cannot be understood solely through this computational model.
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Abstract
Folk-sociology is a set of intuitive assumptions that organize our
spontaneous theories about society, including the notion that
social groups are agent-like. Pietraszewski’s model may explain
this folk-sociological assumption in an elegant way. However,
large-scale group dynamics include features that seem to escape
agent-like descriptions. Therefore, one may want to find out
whether the “event-grammar” proposed here can account for
these features.

Pietraszewski’s proposal for the cognitive underpinnings of the
“social group” concept is a remarkable attempt to place social science concepts on a lucid foundation, in this case to account for
people’s own concepts of their social environment in a computationally tractable manner. This good deed should not go unpunished, so I will argue for a major extension of the program.
Pietraszewski’s model requires that we abandon common,
entrenched intuitions about collections of agents and their interaction. These intuitions are not just the product of past social theory, they also constitute the way most lay people, in the most
diverse cultures, construe the social world – what could be called
a folk-sociology (Boyer, 2018, pp. 216–237; Hirschfeld, 2001). For
instance, one common assumption is that social norms are somehow external to the individual minds that represent them, which,
for example, makes it possible to think that, for example, “marriage is…” this or that, regardless of people’s thoughts about it.
Another important and culturally widespread assumption is
that groups are agent-like entities, which is why we talk about villages or social classes or nations as entities that want this or
remember that, make decisions, and so on. Finally, folk-sociology
assumes that political power is a “force” and power relations are
similar to force-dynamics. Powerful exert “pressure” on others,
who may “resist” or be “pushed around,” and so on (Boyer, 2018).
These assumptions are based on loose and misleading conventional metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Therefore, why are
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they so widespread and entrenched? A first reason is that they
describe complex processes of social interaction, with emergent
properties, for which we do not have adequate cognitive resources.
Even in the small-scale groups typical of most human evolution,
describing interaction between more than three individuals would
require not just representing other agents’ intentions, but their
representations of each others’ representations, and so forth.
Therefore, folk-sociological assumptions produce a rough and
ready understanding of social processes that may be sufficient
in many situations. A second reason that makes folk-sociological
assumptions quite natural is that they often “hijack” the computational machinery of evolved domain-specific cognitive systems.
Seeing groups as agents makes it possible to activate our intuitive
psychology (Leslie, Friedman, & German, 2004), which provides a
rich descriptive and explanatory arsenal for describing group
interactions. As regards power, intuitive understandings of force
dynamics (Baillargeon, Kotovsky, & Needham, 1995; Talmy,
1988) supply templates for describing the dynamics of influence
between leaders and followers. A third factor is that other agents
too share our folk-sociological assumptions, so that these partly
metaphorical understandings provide coordination points, a
form of mutual knowledge about our social environment.
In a very unfortunate turn of events, a great deal of social science theorizing, instead of explaining folk-sociology, endorsed it!
Therefore, that social scientists tried to argue that norms really
were external to people’s minds (Gilbert, 1989; Searle, 1995),
that power really worked like a force – see discussion in Lukes
(1984), and that social groups really had intentional states
(Sheehy, 2012; Tollefsen, 2015).
Dave Pietraszewski’s model may help explain the
groups-as-agents assumption of folk-sociology. Groups are seen
as intentional, having both goals and memories, not just (as suggested above) because our intuitive psychology is a salient mental
system with a rich inferential potential, but also because the very
notion of social group requires an intentional description of the
“primitive roles” that constitute non-cooperative triadic interactions. In other words, the top-down salient metaphor of groups
as agents may be salient because of the actual bottom-up process
of considering (within the triadic interactions) agents as constitutive of groups. It is agency all the way down, so to speak.
But one may want to know how this parsimonious model
accommodates some aspects of large-scale group dynamics.
Consider this. At the level of actual triadic interactions, or perhaps an extension to a few individuals in each “group-defining
role,” the participants’ representations of the different roles
and their consequences are mostly veridical. That is, people do
represent the imposition of cost as such, and the reactions of
the other partners as one of the roles defined in the event grammar. By contrast, the dynamics of interaction at a larger scale
may be quite different from these roles and depend on factors
not described by the event-grammar. Consider for instance the
dynamics of ethnic signaling, as modeled by Kuran (1998).
People’s decision to wear ethnic garb, for instance, depends on
the perceived cost of doing so, which, in turn, depends on an
agent’s perception of the relative size and cohesion of one’s
and the other groups. The decision, in turn, influences other
agents, as it modifies their estimates of the relative costs of signaling or not signaling. Naturally, this cascade model is not at all
the way people represent the macro-features of the situation –
which they see as people beginning to signal their ethnicity
because they are more convinced than before of their group’s
value and of its goals.
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There are two possible paths to account for such situations.
Pietraszewski suggests that the event-grammar scales up, preserving its constitutive roles. In this case, people’s own representations
of large-scale group dynamics do capture people’s actual behavior.
The macro-effects outlined here are adequately described as the
emergent effect of numerous agents entertaining the representations described by the event-grammar.
Alternatively, we may consider that large-scale group dynamics
cannot be captured by the event-grammar. In that case, the
macro-dynamics are really different from what people represent.
But the fact that people all see those dynamics in terms of agentlike groups provides enough coordination that the intentional
description often appears to be roughly correct so that most
agents (and even social scientists!) see it as adequate.
It speaks to the great value and conceptual precision of
Pietraszewski’s proposal, that we can formulate these questions
with a level of precision that is not common in the social sciences.
Conflict of interest. None.
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Abstract
A crucial factor in how we perceive social groups involves the
signals and cues emitted by them. Groups signal various properties of their constitution through coordinated behaviors across
sensory modalities, influencing receivers’ judgments of the
group and subsequent interactions. We argue that group communication is a necessary component of a comprehensive computational theory of social groups.
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Pietraszewski provides a compelling computational framework
for understanding how people represent and reason about social
groups, but the approach requires logical extensions. For example,
the model does not factor in the nature of bonds between ingroup
members, and how those associations might be communicated to
others. We should expect machinery for processing signals of
groups that could create or update existing representations.
Social connections can influence a group’s perceived entitativity,
and consequently how others will potentially interact with it
(e.g., whether to retaliate on another’s behalf or not). Research
has revealed possible strategies of how groups can either
collectively signal their existence, or reveal themselves through
by-product cues arising in different modalities. Here, we will
describe some recent research exploring acoustic signals and
cues of affiliation and group membership.
The question of how people might detect groups based on
observable behavior requires making the distinction between
adaptive signals and by-product cues (Maynard Smith &
Harper, 2003). Signals are communicative adaptations designed
to affect the behavior of other organisms, and evolve in tandem
with receiver adaptations. Signaling systems generally evolve by
conferring mutual benefits to senders and receivers on average.
Conversely, cues are detectable by-products of a phenotype that
are not designed to convey information, but they can nevertheless
shape receiver perceptual systems. Cost–benefit trade-offs underlie
the dynamics of whether cues are maintained by selection; that is,
they are typically associated with necessary components of physiological, cognitive, or behavioral systems that serve other purposes. For example, deceptive signaling is often associated with
a variety of effects that are difficult for senders to conceal because
of cognitive load and/or emotional effects (DePaulo et al., 2003).
Most generally, observable social interactions provide many
cues of group structure. Group detection is a flourishing area of
research in computer vision, revealing detectable structure in
small groups in crowds (Wang, Chen, Nie, & Li, 2018), conversationalists (Vascon et al., 2014), and even rapport between interlocutors (Müller, Huang, & Bulling, 2018), among others.
Definitions of groups by researchers in this domain typically suffer from the vagueness described by Pietraszewski. Nevertheless,
correlates of social group behavior are often not present by design
but as by-products of social interaction patterns. Other markers
are by design however, and will culturally evolve if certain social
ecological conditions are met related to the evolutionary stability
of cooperative interaction between the relevant individuals
(McElreath, Boyd, & Richerson, 2003).
In the domain of auditory communication, a variety of possible
signals of social groups have been examined, including nonlinguistic vocalizations such as colaughter, linguistic phenomena such as
speech accents, and group musical behavior. For instance, listeners
across two dozen disparate societies were able to reliably detect
friends and strangers from very brief (<2 s) recordings of dyadic
colaughter (Bryant et al., 2016). Colaughter is better than cospeech
at revealing affiliation (Bryant, Wang, & Fusaroli, 2020), and infants
as young as 5-months are sensitive to this information
(Vouloumanos & Bryant, 2019). Moreover, the acoustic features
of human colaughter implicate a broadcast function as it is often
loud, abrupt, conspicuous, and repetitive (Bryant et al., 2020).
Production and perceptual data suggest that colaughter could
constitute a signal of affiliation – one that often operates beyond
the awareness of the signalers. Group interactions can not only
result in behaviors that function to communicate group structure
without the knowledge of the signalers, but also evolutionary
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processes can shape communication systems to have features
that ultimately serve to cue social categories. For example, speech
accents arise when adult second-language learners fail to acquire
phonological and morphosyntactic idiosyncrasies of a given language. Accents are highly detectable, and are a fixed aspect of
social categorization, not a by-product of coalitionary reasoning
(Pietraszewski & Schwartz, 2014a, 2014b).
Another domain where group signaling occurs is that of music.
Human music is plausibly linked evolutionarily to the coordinated vocalizations of many species signaling territory boundaries
(Hagen & Bryant, 2003; Hagen & Hammerstein, 2009), and
rooted in emotional signaling and the coordination of group
affect (Bryant, 2013, 2014). One important mechanism for coordinating signals effectively is physical entrainment, allowing for
social groups to collectively produce rhythmic displays
(Phillips-Silver, Aktipis, & Bryant, 2010; Ravignani, Bowling, &
Fitch, 2014). Rhythmic production and linked perception-action
mechanisms potentially constitute core musical adaptations
(among possible others) that underlie the cultural evolution of
music, affording complex social group signaling at multiple levels
(Mehr, Krasnow, Bryant, & Hagen, 2021).
Auditory communication can be an especially effective
medium for groups to advertise. Many nonhuman animals exploit
the sonic environment for this purpose, including social carnivores and primates (Hagen & Hammerstein, 2009). For example,
a single covocalizing pair of wolves has been shown to be perceived as a larger group by listeners (Harrington, 1989), a phenomenon coined the Beau Geste effect (Krebs, 1977). Currently,
in our lab we are exploring differences across human vocal modalities (e.g., laughter, yelling, and speaking) in how listeners judge
group size, that could point to possible vocal adaptations in
humans for communicating about social groups. Early results
suggest, unsurprisingly, that yelling affords perceptions of larger
group sizes, and that colaughter seems to reduce size estimates,
making groups sound more integrated. These differences may
reveal distinct social signaling functions of varying kinds of
human covocalizations and could be understood in the context
of the computational framework presented by Pietraszewski. For
example, if collective yelling revealed strength in defending a
resource, bystanders may engage such a group with a primed
expectation of conflict, and assess risk appropriately.
Alternatively, if affiliative laughter signals a different social ecology, it could encourage others to more readily join a group,
given the relatively lowered threat. Particular patterns of signaling
may often characterize specific role arrangements in group interactions, with the associations reliably learned in social agents.
We propose that a thorough treatment of social signaling
across all communicative channels is required for a comprehensive computational theory of social groups, and that signaling
adaptations must be conceptually separated from the reliable production and detection of by-product cues. We have provided
some preliminary examples of recent research in vocal communication and the evolution of music that point in this direction.
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Abstract
In contrast to Pietraszewski’s account, latent structure learning
neither requires conflict nor relies on observation of explicit coalitional behavior to support group inference. This alternative
addresses how even non-conflict-based groups may be defined
and is supported by experimental evidence in human behavior.
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Pietraszewski presents a computational theory of how people
solve the important problem of figuring out what constitutes a
social group in the context of conflict. I agree that past definitions
of “groups” are in many cases circular and insufficient (Cikara &
Van Bavel, 2014). We are long overdue for a high-level formalization of how people solve the “group” problem and I am grateful to
Pietraszewski for initiating this conversation. In my view, however, the target article’s theory faces two major challenges. First,
though Pietraszewski speculates about non-conflict-based group
representations, the theory still falls short of offering a unified
account of group representations across different coalitional contexts (e.g., when agents are not in conflict). Second, though the
stated goal of this paper is to identify a tractable informationprocessing problem, but not yet task analysis (let alone empirical
tests of the theory), this does not preclude Pietraszewski from
evaluating whether the decades of existing data comport with
his predictions. An accounting of the relevant evidence is, however, absent.
Here, I briefly review an alternative formal account of social
group discovery, in complement to Pietraszewski’s, which
addresses these challenges. We adopt a computational model of
latent structure learning to move beyond explicit category labels
and dyadic similarity as the sole inputs to social group or coalition
representations (Gershman & Cikara, 2020). By contrast to
Pietraszewski’s model, latent structure learning (1) does not
require conflict or ancillary cues (e.g., similarity on some feature),
(2) does not require observation of overtly helpful or harmful
behavior, which are relatively rare (Tooby & Cosmides, 2000),
and (3) has already garnered empirical support.
We began by asking to what extent do people rely on similarity
versus inferences of latent group structure, based on observable
behavior, to guide their choice of allies? Note first that the behavior need not be help or harm, though it could be. Note also that
the input here is not features (e.g., skin tone and language) which
would be considered ancillary cues in Pietraszewski’s framework.
A mere similarity account predicts that people substitute judgments of behavioral similarity to the self to identify allies (e.g.,
did this person vote for the same candidate I did in the last election?). This approach, however, neglects that people, including
very young children, are sensitive to how well agents coordinate
not just with themselves but with others in the environment indicating that people are predisposed to building representations of
coordinated coalitions – or social structures – out in the world
rather than just egocentric, dyadic similarities or interdependencies (see Cikara, 2021 for a recent review). Thus, an alternative
hypothesis is that people’s inferences about coalition membership
are improved by integrating information both about how agents
relate to oneself as well as how they relate to one another.
By what process could people generate group representations
on the basis of observing others’ non-coalitional behaviors? Via
basic statistical learning algorithms. The normative solution to
this inference problem is given by Bayes’ rule, which stipulates
that the posterior probability over groupings given behaviors – P
(grouping|behaviors) – is proportional to the product of the likelihood – P(behaviors|grouping) – and the prior probability P
(grouping) (Gershman, Pouncy, & Gweon, 2017). Individuals
who behave similarly will tend to be grouped together, but
these groupings are dynamic and context dependent. As
Pietraszewski (and we) argue, any model of group inference
must be updated over time with more evidence and take into
account the influence of all interagent relationships or similarities,
not just mere similarity to oneself.
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To adjudicate between mere similarity versus structure learning accounts we predicted that even when two agents’ choices
were equally similar to participants’ own, participants’ decisions
would be influenced by the presence of a third agent who altered
the coalitional structure (i.e., by creating a latent group that
included the participant and only one of the first two agents).
Importantly, a dyadic similarity account would predict that a
third agent would have zero influence because the first two agents
were equally similar to participants.
We tested this prediction in a series of behavioral experiments
framed as learning about strangers’ political issue positions (Lau,
Pouncy, Gershman, & Cikara, 2018). In each trial, participants
stated their position for or against a political issue, and then predicted the choices of three other agents on that same issue. After
each prediction, they received feedback about that agent’s actual
choice. Finally, at the end of this learning phase, participants
had to choose with which agent – A or B – they wanted to
align themselves on a “mystery issue.” Critically, agents A and
B agreed with the participant an equal number of times during
the learning phase, making them equally similar to the participant. Depending on the block, however, agent C either clustered
with agent B and the participant, or only with agent B, excluding
the participant.
As predicted by a latent structure learning account, participants were more likely to align themselves with agent B than A
when C’s placement created a cluster that put the participant in
the same group as agent B (despite the fact that agents A and B
were equally similar to the participant). Participants also judged
agent B as more competent, moral, and likable than agent A
when agent B clustered with the participant versus not. Perhaps
most interesting, latent structures continued to exert an effect
on ally-choice behavior even when we provided participants
with explicit group labels that contradicted the latent structure
(i.e., always put agent B in the explicit outgroup). In a companion
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment, the
neural signals associated with latent structure representations
further explained ally-choice behavior whereas interagent
similarity-associated signal did not (Lau, Gershman, & Cikara,
2020).
In summary, and in line with Pietrasweski’s challenge to the
field, the latent structure learning framework moves away from
ancillary similarity and category membership as sole inputs to
group representation and inference, and retains the context sensitivity that is a major strength of Pietrasweski’s account, but does
not require conflict or observation of coalitional behaviors as
inputs.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski’s representation scheme is parsimonious and intuitive. However, internal mental representations may be subject to
resource constraints that prefer more unusual systems such as
sparse coding or compressed sensing. Pietraszewski’s scheme
may be most useful for understanding how agents communicate.
Conflict may be driven in part by the complex interplay between
parsimonious public representations and more resource-efficient
internal ones.

Conflict is a matter of perception as well as action. Whether I attack,
defend, or wait my turn, I must infer the new state of play in order to
decide what to do next. If we want to understand this social feedback
loop (Hobson, Mønster, & DeDeo, 2021), we have to get clear on
what mental representations those inferences are actually about
(DeDeo, 2017; Hobson & DeDeo, 2015). The limits and powers of
those representations become guiding factors in how I act.
Pietraszewski’s proposal is an atomic-compositional one. A
mind represents the conflict in question by composing together
units drawn from a small number of basic types. Tokens of
these types, in turn, are triplets of “individuals” interacting in
one of four patterns.
There is much to like about this idea. Its atoms are reminiscent
of empirical results on conflict motifs (Shizuka & McDonald,
2012), for example. Most appealing, to my mind, is the sheer
expressiveness of Pietraszewski’s scheme. It seems very likely
that, with enough time and patience, his proposed representation
system can represent arbitrarily sophisticated conflicts.
But is this actually how the mind gets the job of representation
done? Representations must answer to the mind’s resource
constraints – and a key lesson from the last decade is that the particular nature of those constraints can lead to unexpected cognitive effects (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008).
In particular, constraints may well favor more profligate
systems with a much larger set of basic symbols.
Atomic-compositional systems are efficient in the number of
basic types (the “dictionary”), but the size of that dictionary is
not always the constraint that matters.
What may, in fact, matter more is not the number of types, but
the number of tokens that any particular representation requires, a
phenomenon known as sparse coding. The importance of sparse
coding was first discovered in studies of the visual system, when
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Olshausen and Field (1997) showed that low-level visual representations could be reconstructed under the assumption that the relevant constraint was not the number of neurons, but the energy
required to fire them.
Sparse-coding dictionaries look very different from atomiccompositional ones. Among other things, they mix different levels: Basic units are neither individuals, nor coarse-grained entities,
but combinations of both. If our internal representations make
use of these sparse codes, then they would be expected to cut
diagonally across Pietraszewski’s taxonomy, potentially in complicated and hard-to-articulate ways.
Daniels, Krakauer, and Flack (2012) conducted the first empirical study of conflict to use sparse coding. The representations
they extracted enabled high-fidelity reconstruction of real-world
events, a basic adaptive goal for any representation system. As
expected, the dictionary mixed levels, so that genetically related
groups and unrelated individuals were simultaneously implicated
in a single “symbol.”
Such codes provide a counter-hypothesis to a priori atomiccompositional systems. They may also explain how participants
can reason effectively across multiple scales; in our study on conflict
in Wikipedia, for example, DeDeo (2016) found that antagonists
compete against a background of hidden variables that characterize
group-level activity. Turnover in these conflicts online may approach
70% per day (DeDeo, 2014) – meaning that after a few days the
“same” conflict will have an entirely new collection of participants
while maintaining recognizable patterns of strategic interaction.
Although sparse coding is a response to constraints on information processing, a related phenomenon, compressed sensing, is
a potential response to constraints on information acquisition
(Donoho, 2006). Compressed sensing schemes allow complex
environments to be known “at a glance.” When the representations being inferred have the correct properties, the number of
observations required can be far fewer than the potential number
of configurations. Compressed sensing may provide a (algorithmic) mechanism for the sensing of gestalt, and a second alternative to the atomic-compositional hypothesis
In either case, what makes the codes more efficient also makes
them more difficult to communicate. A Wikipedia editor may
make effective decisions by manipulating a sparse-coded representation, but the complexity and unusual nature of those codes
may mean they are unable to express the basis of that decision
to someone else.
This leads to a critical gap – and one that Pietraszewski’s
account may be able to fill. Conflict is, as the game theorists
teach us, a fundamentally social matter. We don’t simply fight
with each other: we fight alongside each other. That places a premium on the ability to communicate and establish common
knowledge about our beliefs.
The distinction between private and public representations is
crucial. Mercier and Sperber’s (2011) argumentative account, for
example, distinguishes the basis on which we come to believe
things, and the basis on which we argue for those beliefs to others.
Because conflict requires communication among allies, it may be
a terrific test case for the interaction of these two systems.
On the one hand, resource constraints lead to hard-to-articulate,
but efficient, representations at the private, internal level. On the
other hand, the need to communicate to others leads to a separate
set of more easily grasped atomic-compositional representations
such as Pietraszewski’s. If I wish to draw someone into an alliance
with me, I may well use language that maps quite closely onto
Pietraszewski’s four-term taxonomy.
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Consider, for example, Machiavelli’s analysis of conflict in The
Prince. The general on horseback may have a head full of sparse
codes, but Machiavelli’s text is one Pietraszewskian story after
another, a constellation of motifs of alliance, displacement, and
betrayal. Indeed, Machiavelli’s text often struggles to explain
why sophisticated military strategists fail to make what are (to
him) the most obvious moves – perhaps because those moves
are obvious only when framed in an atomic-compositional framework, rather than in the internal representations that might be
used by the participants themselves.
Whether or not Pietraszewski’s framework matches the internal representations, a dual model leads us to ask what happens
when allies and antagonists take the public representations seriously as a basis of action. The most interesting and adaptive features of conflict may arise precisely here, in the competition
between the public and private, the parsimonious and efficient.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski exemplifies the need for computational theory
using group conflict; I complement this with an example of
group cooperation. He criticizes past theories for having black
boxes; I suggest his theory also has a black box – the concept
of costs. He divides what mentally constitutes a group from
mere ancillary attributes; I hazard that some of these attributes
are essential.

Matter becomes mind when sculpted into a computer. To understand what our minds are doing, then, we need to understand the
computations they perform. The target article by Pietraszewski
illustrates the clarity won by computational theories, using the
example of group conflict. I provide a complementary example
using group cooperation.
As Pietraszewski points out, researchers often get caught up
with the definitions that their methods make obvious. Consider
research on group cooperation that uses the public goods game.
The game reveals the tension between choosing what’s good for
your group and choosing what’s good for you. Players start
with a stake of real money that they can contribute to a collective
fund. Contributions are multiplied; for instance, every $1 contributed becomes $2 in the fund. The fund is then divided equally
among the players regardless of whether a player contributed.
This simulates how people create greater benefits when they cooperate and how they can exploit one another. This is because contributing everything to the fund is collectively best, but each
individual is even better off if they free ride on others’ contributions. Cooperation won’t last long if free riders persist, so people
need to catch them and change their behavior or exclude them
from the group.
When researchers use this game, they define a free rider as a
player who (a) contributes less than others while (b) taking collective benefits. Using a computational lens, I’ve shown that neither
(a) nor (b) is necessary or sufficient for the mind to categorize a
person as a free rider; how the mind computes is more subtle
(Delton, Cosmides, Guemo, Robertson, & Tooby, 2012; Delton,
Nemirow, Robertson, Cimino, & Cosmides, 2013; Delton &
Robertson, 2012; Delton & Sell, 2014). First, contributing less,
in and of itself, does not matter; if someone contributes less by
accident, they are still viewed as a cooperator. Second, a person
can still be categorized as a free rider even when contributing
equally – so long as they wanted to exploit the group. Third, a
person need not actually take collective benefits to be a free
rider; the mere possibility that they might later exploit the
group is enough. Fourth, some cooperation functions as mutual
aid. In relationships of mutual aid, people can take collective benefits without contributing, such as during illness or injury
(Gurven, 2004; Sugiyama, 2004); treating these people as free riders would defeat the purpose of social insurance. The mind’s definition of free rider does not neatly map onto definitions based on
typical games. The computational theories Pietraszewski champions reveal what the mind is really up to.
Despite my enthusiasm for Pietraszewski’s approach, perhaps
he is being too hard on past ideas of what makes a group to
the mind. I agree the containment metaphor fails. But it’s less
obvious that obligations or interdependence are poor theories
when fleshed out beyond one-word summaries (Balliet, Tybur,
& Van Lange, 2017). Pietraszewski argues that these ideas rely
too much on intuition. His own theory, however, uses an intuitive
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idea: the concept of cost. Costs are not out there in the world; the
mind must compute them. Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
famously pointed out the special psychology of costs and losses
(e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Even the most obvious cost
– damaging the body – is not straightforward: If someone punctures your skin, isn’t that a cost? Not when they’re a doctor injecting a vaccine or palpitating a stopped heart. True, the needle and
scalpel hurt, but they are unpleasant means to life-giving ends.
One clue that something is a cost is that we get angry at the person who inflicts it (for a computational theory of anger and costs,
see Sell et al., 2017). A patient doesn’t get angry at the doctor who
saved their life, even if at knifepoint. We lack a complete theory of
how the mind defines costs (or anything else!). Given our ignorance, every computational theory leans on a few black boxes.
Is a black box for costs much different than failing to have a complete theory of obligations or interdependence?
Finally, Pietraszewski wavers on whether conflict is required to
make a group. Usually, he writes that he is only talking about
groups-in-conflict; other times he seems to be referring to groups
full stop. For instance, his lists “ancillary attributes” of groups –
features that often go along with groups but do not define a
group in the mind. Ancillary attributes include working together
or sharing interests. I’m not sure such attributes are ancillary.
What if there were groups without group conflict? Imagine a fantasy land where the only evolved function of groups is mutual aid.
Even here, I would wager, the mind would still evolve the ability
to see groups out in the world. If Jenny, Claire, and Raj help one
another during illness – bringing food, paying bills, and so on –
others would find it useful to know about this relationship.
Although relationships of mutual aid have boundaries (there’s
that containment metaphor), their function is not to fight people
outside the group but to help people inside it. Humans did evolve
to compete in groups over status and resources; elsewhere I’ve
argued, like Pietraszewski, that the mind evolved concepts that
enable this competition (Cimino & Delton, 2010; Delton &
Cimino, 2010; Delton, Kane, Petersen, Robertson, & Cosmides,
2021; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Delton, Petersen, & Robertson,
2018). Human conflict often involves groups, groups often get
into conflict, but groups and conflict are not identical.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski’s model allows understanding group dynamics
through the lens of evolved coalitionary psychology. This framework is particularly relevant to understanding group dynamics
on social media platforms, where coalitions based on salience
of group identity are prominent and generate unique frictions.
We offer testable hypotheses derived from the model that may
help to shed light on social media behavior.

Pietraszewski’s framework allows for the generation of novel
hypotheses relevant to understanding group dynamics on social
media platforms, where coalitions are prominent, problematic,
and societally impactful. There is much debate on the precise
nature of interactions of groups and individuals on social
media, with often conflicting accounts (reviewed in Barberá,
2020). Some research suggests that social media facilitates “echo
chambers” of amplified like-minded views; others have found
that social media facilitates increased exposure to cross-cutting,
diverse information (Cinelli, Morales, Galeazzi, Quattrociocchi,
& Starmini, 2021; Nguyen & Vu, 2019). There is also debate
regarding the specific effects of cross-cutting interactions, with
evidence suggesting that such interactions can both reduce and
exacerbate conflict (Paluck, Green, & Green, 2019).
Understanding social media interactions through the lens of
evolved coalitionary psychology may help to clarify and resolve
many of these tensions.
Social media may amplify factors that exacerbate affective
polarization, leading to intergroup conflict. Pietraszewski’s
model suggests that identity is the primary factor that scales up
to define a group. The primacy of identity neatly accounts for
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the observation that social media (and, more generally, partisan
media) tends to fuse political and social identity, as well as
amplify identity awareness (Barberá, 2020; Hutchens,
Hmielowski, & Beam, 2019; Iyengar, Lelkes, Levendusky,
Malhotra, & Westwood, 2019; Iyengar, Sood, & Lelkes, 2012).
Because of algorithms purpose-built to maximize “engagement,”
social media disproportionately elevates the voices of the most
polarizing and hostile individuals, granting them great influence
over others (Brady, Wills, Burkart, Jost, & Van Bavel, 2019;
Iyengar et al., 2012; Shore, Baek, & Dellarocas, 2018). The “clickbait” driven business models of social media companies incentivizes threat-related, emotionally charged, and moralizing messages.
Such messages appear to “hack” our evolved psychology, with
such messages spreading more virally than neutral or positive messages (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Blaine & Boyer, 2018; Boyer, Firat,
& van Leeuwen, 2015; Brady et al., 2019). People tend to dislike
opposing elites more than the average outgroup member, while
simultaneously conflating their own views with their group’s
views. Consequently, repeated exposure to inflammatory messaging
may be a salient factor contributing to increased affective polarization (Druckman & Levendusky, 2019). More generally, competition
and perceived disadvantage may contribute to the elevation of
risky, antisocial, and/or uncooperative behaviors both on and off
social media (Mishra, Barclay, & Sparks, 2017).
For individual coalition members, social media allows for
amplified social signaling. Actors can gain outsized reputational
benefits by broadcasting to an audience far larger than any experienced in ancestral environments, thereby receiving disproportionate social reinforcement via “likes,” “reactions,” or other
socially engineered forms of operant conditioning (Dos Santos
& Rankin, 2010; Petersen, 2015; Tooby & Cosmides, 2010).
Although signaling is not necessarily related to conflict, the factors described above, along with a significantly diminished possibility of incurring retaliatory costs, may create an environment
where rewards for hostile intergroup signals are artificially inflated
while costs are artificially suppressed.
Pietraszewski’s model suggests a set of falsifiable hypotheses
regarding the causes of social media amplification of coalitional
conflict. News organizations and other actors with financial
incentives tied to social media engagement disproportionately
broadcast moral-emotive or threat-related messages to their followers. These signals function to mentally co-register (coordinate)
followers, increase emotional engagement, amplify the salience of
group identity, and facilitate the adoption of one of the four
group-roles (generalization, alliance, defense, and displacement)
that the model identifies (Barberá, 2020; Petersen, 2015; Tooby
& Cosmides, 2010). The average group member is more inclined
to act (consistent with one’s evoked role, as predicted by the
model) propagating conflict. From the outgroup’s perspective,
attacks increase threat perceptions, placing outgroup members
in a defensive posture. This process makes the formation of a
defensive coalition more likely, with an associated greater likelihood of preemptive attacks (Karlsen, Steen-Johnsen, Wollebæk,
& Enjolras, 2017). This cycle becomes self-perpetuating. This
hypothesized cascade can readily explain why cross-cutting information, typically associated with a reduction in conflict/polarization, has been recently found to have the opposite effect (Barberá,
2020).
It would be illuminating to test the above cascade by examining social media behavior of different coalitions following a polarizing event that sets groups in opposition (a recent example being
the murder of George Floyd). Such high-profile events offer
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salient opportunities for influential group members to coordinate
a punitive coalition with moral-emotive or threat-related messages (Tooby & Cosmides, 2010). Such circumstances could also
be used to investigate dynamics between groups that do not typically associate. For example, during a recent violent flare up in
conflict between Palestine and Israel, leaders and news organizations tied to the Black Lives Matter movement shared posts in
support of Palestinian causes with higher frequency, whereas
those associated with a group often acting in opposition to
Black Lives Matter activists – Donald Trump supporters – signaled pro-Israeli sentiments with higher frequency. Consistent
with Pietraszewski’s model, we would expect to observe a clear
increase in willingness to impose costs on the opposing groups
in support of their allies mediated by an increased identification
with the allied group.
Another potential area of exploration relevant to
Pietraszewski’s model is the effect of removing prominent individuals from platforms. The model suggests that removing a prominent node may serve as an effective form of coalitional warfare by
decreasing the opposing group’s co-registration and eroding their
group identity. However, target group members may see this act
as an attack in and of itself, which would have the effect of
strengthening group identity, allowing for the more expedient formation of a defensive coalition (Petersen, 2015). Both effects may
also occur with group identity being strengthened in the short
term based on the perceived threat, but weakened over the long
term as a unifying voice is lost.
Pietraszewski’s model specifically, and the lens of evolved coalitionary psychology more generally, may help to clarify group
dynamics and resultant conflict on social media. These frameworks may help to clarify much of the uncertainty in understanding of causality that exists in the social media landscape, helping
to engineer online environments that may help de-escalate conflict, rather than inflame it.
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Abstract
Conflict is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence of
groups. First, the existence of mutually supporting, rather than
antagonistic, interactants is sufficient to constitute a “social
group.” Second, conflict does not necessarily mark group
boundaries but can also exist within an ingroup. Third, psychological representations of social groups do not only trace, but
also perpetuate the existence of groups.

It is clearly difficult to define a “social group,” as there are several
aspects that must be explained for a comprehensive understanding of the concept. Psychological definitions converge on the categorization of self and others into groups, which produces
perceptions of groups or group behaviour (e.g., mutual support).
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Sociology and anthropology characterize groups by shared norms,
standards, and institutions regulating the behaviour of group
members.
Adding an evolutionary perspective to the existing literature,
the present article proposes a computational theory of social
groups that identifies four triadic primitives, defining specific
group-constitutive roles, which represent “social groups” in the
human mind. These primitives include three actors and the interaction between them. In all these triads, two of the interactions
are assumed to be negative (e.g., attack and threat), whereas one
is assumed to be positive (e.g., support). In this commentary,
we focus on the author’s suggestion that the negative relations
are the group-constitutive factor within these triads.
Our first argument is that conflict is not a necessary component (or marker) for the constitution of groups. The question
whether conflict is indeed a necessary component of groups can
be traced back to the debate between the Darwinian and
Kropotkinian perspectives (Todes, 1987). Although Darwin
focused on the “law of mutual struggle” as the driving force in evolution, Kropotkin believed that this law is complemented by a “law
of mutual aid” (e.g., Skyrms, 2014). In line with Kropotkin, we
argue that not the “attack” relations but the “mutually-supporting”
relations are the actual primitives that are traced by mental representations of a “social group” (Brown, 1988; Kessler & Cohrs,
2008; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner, 1982). The existence of two
or more interactants that are in mutually supporting relations
(compared to no relations or antagonistic relations) would be sufficient to constitute a group and represent it.
According to this perspective, group members would reliably
support each other when one of them (or all as a collective)
face a challenge, even if such a challenge is not posed by an antagonistic individual or group (Elad-Strenger, 2016). As an example,
team members working to achieve a common goal constitute a
group that is detectable and represented as such, even without
being attacked from the outside. Thus, although we agree that
the notion of conflict with outsiders may enhance mutual support
and commitment within the group (Elad-Strenger, 2013;
Elad-Strenger & Shahar, 2017; Sherif, 1966), we argue that conflict
is not necessary for the psychological representation and the
actual existence of a group. Group boundaries can just as well
be located where the mutual support ends and neutral (e.g., indifference) or negative relations begin (e.g., attack).
Our second argument is that the existence of conflict within a
triad does not necessarily create or signal the existence of antagonistic groups (those who are inside the group and those who are
outside), but may simply represent an internal dynamic within an
ingroup, which may even strengthen the agents’ belongingness to
the group. An example for such a dynamic is ingroup deviance
and group members’ response to the deviance. The specific
norms of the group define what is considered an aggressive or deviant act towards the group (Ben-Shitrit, Elad-Strenger, &
Hirsch-Hoefler, 2021; Elad-Strenger, Hall, Hobfoll, & Canetti,
2021). Accordingly, some deviances will be met with the exclusion
of the deviant from the group, whereas many others will trigger
attempts to reform the deviant (Kessler & Cohrs, 2008). Ingroup
deviants are remembered better (Hechler, Neyer, & Kessler, 2016)
and punished harsher (e.g., Marques and Yzerbyt, 1988) than outgroup deviants, precisely because the deviants and respondents
are members of the same group. Thus, it is not only that groups
can exist despite occasional internal deviance or conflict
(Elad-Strenger, Fireman, Schiller, Besser, & Shahar, 2013;
Elad-Strenger, Halperin, & Saguy, 2019), but also that the existence
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of deviance may even strengthen ingroup members’ identification
with it (Pinto, Marques, Levine, & Abrams, 2010).
What, then, defines a “group” as such, despite internal conflicts? Our third argument is that a mental representation of a
group does not only reflect its existence, but also produces and
perpetuates it (Turner & Giles, 1981), by means of a “selffulfilling prophecy.” The self-categorization of two agents as
ingroup members tends to produce coordination and cooperation
between these agents, and antagonistic behaviours towards agents
who are categorized as outsiders, thus forming a group via behavioural confirmation (Sassenberg, Kessler, & Mummendey, 2003;
Snyder & Swann, 1978; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 1971).
This mental representation of a group can even define ingroup
and outgroup members despite the behavioural primitives
would point the other way. For example, when police officers
are attacked, they defend one another (signalling the existence
of a group) but also defend (and are defended by) their police
dogs. Nonetheless, when talking about the police, people rarely
think about the dogs as belonging to this group, despite defending
policewomen against attack, simply because they are not included
in the mental representation of the group. In short, the mental
representation of a group can determine the behaviours of agents
and thus the existence of groups, as well as the extent to which
these behaviours are interpreted as signalling the existence of a
group. Considering this role of mental representations (i.e., cognitive categorization) in group constitution, attack or defence in
response to conflict are, therefore, also not sufficient to constitute
(or mark) groups.
To summarize, we argue that conflict within triadic relations is
neither necessary nor sufficient to constitute groups. Rather, we
suggest that mutual support is the relevant ecological invariance
to trace the existence of groups. In addition, ingroup norms define
which behaviours categorize the actors as ingroup or outgroup
members. Finally, the mental representations of a social group
determine, at least partially, the behavioural primitives and their
interpretation. Therefore, we propose that the combination of different approaches to social groups (psychological: cognitive categorization; sociological and anthropological: shared norms;
evolutionary: ecological invariances) can paint a more dynamic
picture of groups than is represented in the computational theory
of groups.
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Abstract
Here, we revise Pietraszewski’s model of groups by assigning
participant pairs with two triplets, denoting: (1) the type of
game that models the interaction, (2) its critical switching
point between alternatives (i.e., the game’s similarity threshold),
and (3) the perception of strategic similarity with the opponent.
These triplets provide a set of primitives that accounts for individuals’ strategic motivations and observed behaviors.
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Aiming to define the primitives that comprise the notion of a
group-in-conflict, Pietraszewski proposes to assign agents to one
of four triadic interaction types (Generalization, Alliance,
Displacement, and Defense), each involving three agents, two of
them attacking another agent.
But, although an attack is sometimes an inevitable consequence of a conflict, cooperation is not less critical. Cooperation
enables to allocate resources, pool skills and forces, and build coalitions. Moreover, although attacking and cooperating are apparent behaviors, or consequences, they result from different
motivations and perceptions, which may exist long before they
develop into observable actions. Specifically, groups are comprised of individuals that are simultaneously: (1) motivated by
the aspiration to maximize subjectively perceived outcomes, (2)
take into account the motivations and expected actions of inand outgroup members, and (3) apply cognitive skills, such as
comparing, interpreting, and planning. Hence, to define the primitives of group behavior, agents should not only be represented by
apparent states, but also by their underlying motivations and
perceptions.
It is important to note that group boundaries may mean different things. When studying existing groups, defined by social, geographic, or ethnic characteristics, these predefined features also
define the groups’ boundaries. But, when studying group dynamics and evolution, group boundaries develop as emergent patterns
(Fischer et al., 2013; McIntosh, 2010).
Regardless of whether group structures are studied as a cause
or as an effect, they involve at least two fundamental aspects:
(1) the motivations induced by the expectations for material
and social outcomes, and (2) the expectations for strategic conduct of friends and foes. As noted by Pietraszewski, a fixed set
of payoffs, such as those comprising the prisoner’s dilemma
(PD) (Axelrod, 1984; Flood & Dresher, 1952; Rapoport &
Chammah, 1965) or the chicken game (Rapoport & Chammah,
1966) may not always be suitable for the study of specific groups.
But this does not imply that a comprehensive set of games is not a
proper tool for the study of groups and their actions. On the contrary, over seven decades of theoretical and behavioral game theory research have provided studies of strategic insights and
taxonomies of various interaction types (e.g., Rapoport, 1960;
Rapoport & Guyer, 1966; von Neumann & Morgenstern, 2007).
To follow on Pietraszewski’s notion and identify fundamental
group interaction types, we propose to characterize each interaction by two triplets, each associated with the perceptions of one
party. Each triplet comprises: the type of game, its defining characteristics, and the strategic perception of the opponent. To provide
concise yet strategically detailed game descriptions, we apply
Rapoport & Guyer’s (1966) taxonomy of games that reduces
social interactions into a set of 78 two-by-two rank-ordered payoff
matrices, each exhibiting a set of strategic properties. For the purpose of associating game structures with both interpersonal and
intergroup perceptions of the interacting partner (either a friend
or a foe), we apply the theory of subjective expected relative similarity (SERS, Fischer, 2009, 2012) that provides both a normative
solution and a descriptive, empirically validated, model. Unlike
Pietraszewski, we do not assume that the applied model embodies
a representation of the mind, but expect it to provide testable and
valid hypotheses.
For example, consider two players interacting in a PD game
defined by four payoffs: T, R, P, and S (Fig. 1). Each player, consciously or unconsciously, assigns the probability ps to the prospects of the opponent choosing a similar alternative (and the
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exhibited by the actions of agents A, B, and C. The theoretic
example shows agents that assume they are playing one of three
games, either PD, chicken, or a coordination game. Sometimes
both agents assume they are playing the same game and sometimes they assume they are playing a different game, as reflected
by the first element of their assigned triplets. Even when agents
play the same game, they may still differ in respect to the exact
payoffs, which give rise to different ps* values, denoted by the second element of the triplets. Agents may also differ in their perception of strategic similarity with the opponent, ps, denoted by the
third element of the triplets. Hence, even players that assume they
play the same game with an identical ps*, may still differ in their
perceptions of strategic similarity with the opponent, and choose
different actions.
Finally, we point to the possibility of further reducing triplets
into pairs of ps* and ps values, which explain and predict all cooperative and competitive actions of group members.

Figure 1 (Fischer et al.). Fundamental bidirectional group interaction types, reflecting
the motivations and perceptions within pairs of interacting individuals (A, B, C, and
D), each denoted by a unique triplet of elements that comprise: The number of the
game the individual assumes he/she is playing in accord to Rapoport and Guyer
(1966) taxonomy of two-by-two games (except for the upper pair which shows the
entire PD game structure), the similarity threshold of the game ( ps*), and the perceived strategic similarity with the opponent ( ps). In addition, smiley (whenever ps
> ps*) and frowny (whenever ps < ps*) faces denote observed or expected actions
derived from the underlying motivations and perceptions. For games 12 (PD) and
66 (chicken) a smiley and a frowny face denote cooperation and defection, for
game 68, which is a coordination game, a smiley and a frowny face denote the strategy that maximizes expected payoffs under sufficiently high similarity with the opponent and the strategy that maximize expected payoffs under non-sufficiently high
similarity with the opponent.

complementary probability 1 − ps to the prospects of the opponent choosing a dissimilar alternative). Comparing the expected
values (EV) for the choices of cooperation (Rps + S(1 − ps)) and
defection (Pps + T(1 − ps)) allows choosing the strategy that provides the higher EV. SERS allows computing a switching point
between which of the two alternative strategies of the game should
be favored (if such a point exists in the game), namely the similarity threshold of the game, denoted by ps*. For example, considering the PD game and assuming EV(cooperation) = EV
(defection), we obtain ps* = (T − S )/(T − S + R − P). By presenting
and comparing ps* with ps, as perceived by each individual, we
define all fundamental interaction types, comprising also the
four types proposed by Pietraszewski. Importantly, the perception
of strategic similarity with the opponent may relate to a specific
individual or to a specific group, depending on what is modeled
or empirically estimated.
Merging Rapoport & Guyer’s (1966) taxonomy of games with
SERS, we revise Pietraszewski’s proposed model, by assigning each
pair of participants with two triplets, one per participant. The
triplets comprise: (1) the type of game that models the perceived
interaction, denoted by a number from Rapoport & Guyer’s
(1966) taxonomy, which provides many established game theoretic insights, (2) the similarity threshold of the game, ps* (derived
from the exact and continuous payoffs perceived by the player),
and (3) the perception of strategic similarity with the opponent,
ps. Figure 1 represents all, cooperative and hostile, symmetric,
and asymmetric, fundamental interaction types. Among others
it also shows the four types proposed by Pietraszewski, all
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Abstract
A group in intergroup conflict needs to overcome the collective
action problem in order to defend itself against an external
enemy. This leads to increasing complexity that cannot be adequately covered by just scaling up the model of intragroup conflicts. Research on cultural evolution and evolutionary
psychology shows that external conflict has profound effects
on group organization.

Pietraszewski should be complimented for trying to obtain order
and system in the chaotic concept of group dynamics.
I think the model has a weakness in the scaling up of the triadic primitives to interactions between groups. The difference
between intragroup conflict and intergroup conflict is not just a
matter of scale. The whole social organization is often radically
different between groups dominated by intragroup conflict and
groups dominated by intergroup conflict (Fog, 2017).
The article mentions that subgroups opposing each other in a
civil war may unite against an external common enemy. But the
model does not adequately cover the complexity that can be
observed in groups facing external enemies. Research on cultural
evolution and evolutionary psychology shows that violent conflicts between human groups can lead to an arms race that drives
a development toward increasing complexity. The group that is
best at overcoming the collective action problem and motivate
its members to risk their lives in a fight for their group is likely
to win territory from a less organized enemy group. This requires
a strong hierarchy, discipline, and a strong leader who can punish
free riders, reward brave warriors, and organize the fighting.
History shows that this mechanism can drive a cultural evolution
toward ever-growing political units and increasing complexity.
The strongest groups need an increasing division of labor with
leaders, bureaucrats, police, judges, and of course soldiers, weapon
producers, and food producers. They also tend to develop a political organization, culture, religion, and ideology that supports and
motivates the collective fighting.
Groups with only internal conflicts and no external enemies
tend to develop in a very different direction. Members of such
groups will not tolerate a strong hierarchy with a kleptocratic
tyrant at the top. Instead, we can observe that groups in peaceful
surroundings tend to develop in the direction of egalitarian, tolerant, and democratic cultures (Fog, 2017).
If we want to build a theoretical model that describes groups
in external conflict then we need to include the complexities of
the collective action problem and the mechanisms necessary
for making people sacrifice themselves for their group. The
theory presented by Pietraszewski can be useful for gametheoretical models of groups with only intragroup conflicts,
but it cannot adequately capture the drive toward increasing
complexity that we have observed in groups dominated by
intergroup conflicts.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski contends that group representations that rely on a
“containment metaphor” fail to adequately capture phenomena
of group dynamics such as shifts in allegiances. We argue, in contrast, that social categories allow for computationally efficient,
richly structured, and flexible group representations that explain
some of the most intriguing aspects of social group behaviour.

Pietraszewski in the target article offers a bottom-up approach to
understanding the problem of group representation, describing
how these representations could be constructed ex nihilo in the context of conflict by identifying patterns of interactions within triads.
Although this account provides a straightforward computational
account of mental representations of intergroup conflict, it neglects
important top-down influences such as induction and generalization.
We suggest that these social group categorization processes may better
account for core features of modern human group living, such as flexible, dynamic social identities, and generalized trust in strangers in
massive environments, than an approach that relies only on constructing group representations out of an event framework.
As bottom-up processing alone is unlikely to be realizable at
scale given humans’ limited cognitive resources, top-down processes likely must play some role in developing group representations. One such process is inductive reasoning, which allows us to
efficiently learn complex concept and category knowledge from
relatively sparse data (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007;
Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). Although categories can be quickly built from experience, we also receive rich,
highly structured information about these categories in the form
of generic language and category labels, quickly scaffolding our
learning about abstract category structures, both non-social
(Butler & Markman, 2014; Taverna, Padilla, Baiocchi, & Peralta,
2021) and social (Baron, Dunham, Banaji, & Carey, 2014;
Gelman, Ware, & Kleinberg, 2010; Roberts, Ho, & Gelman,
2017b). By representing groups as abstract, symbolic categories
that capture statistical regularities and make probabilistic predictions about how members are likely to appear and act, we gain
several insights that are not captured by a model which constructs
group representations out of event frameworks alone. Relying on
category and concept learning not only allows us to use a highly
tractable, domain-general strategy to learn about and represent
complex social groups, but it also readily expands the predictive
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capacity of group assignment beyond conflict and reciprocity, to
resolving highly abstract cooperation and coordination problems
that complex societies must solve.
Beyond simply giving “rules for assignment” based on statistical regularities in shared features and behaviours, categories allow
us to make predictions about how category members are likely to
behave, and even to develop prescriptive norms about how they
ought to behave (Foster-Hanson & Rhodes, 2019; Roberts,
Gelman, & Ho, 2017a), including group members’ moral obligations to the group (Chalik & Rhodes, 2018, 2020). In the context
of a conflict, knowledge about agents’ social categories can allow
observers to make inferences about what kinds of behaviours or
group-constitutive roles are more or less likely for an agent to
take; rather than (or in addition to) the roles determining the
inferences about groups, the prior expectations around group
memberships determine the inference of roles.
Indeed, these processes may be critical in the formation and
representation of groups where most members are strangers, as
members of modern social groups such as cities and countries
are able to recognize only a small proportion of the group’s
total population with fine individual detail (Dunbar, 2010), and
must regularly interact with group members about which one
has no information beyond knowledge of perceptually or contextually inferred social categories (such as race, gender, or nationality). Relying on group-based norms and expectations allows us to
make broad inferences about strangers that facilitate social prediction without needing to represent these individuals or interactions
in a deep way. The cultural transmission of norms regarding
social roles and division of labour (e.g., Lew-Levy, Lavi, Reckin,
Cristóbal-Azkarate, & Ellis-Davies, 2018) can also easily be
accommodated within a framework of social category learning
and, we argue, is in fact essential to explain how individuals access
and internalize these norms within large, complex societies
(Gavrilets & Richerson, 2017).
In contrast to an event model, categorization processes are
likely more involved in the social learning processes that underlie
cultural learning. Rather than being learned from the bottom-up,
many group identities have been developed over long histories of
cooperation, affiliation, or conflict. Although processes of social
categorization are efficient for making sense of the social world,
they come at a cost; when applied to these “prepackaged” groups,
the cognitive tools of induction, categorization, and pedagogical
reasoning that allow us to swiftly bootstrap sophisticated social
category structures can lead to overgeneralization and stereotyping (Macrae, Milne, & Bodenhausen, 1994).
Interestingly, despite Pietraszewski’s claim that categorizations
are rigid, our social categories are not only swiftly and efficiently
learned, but also highly flexible, dynamic, and complex in structure,
with people holding multiple social identities which can overlap to
varying degrees or even be contradictory (Roccas & Brewer, 2002).
Social identities can rapidly shift in accordance with their context
or prominence, and these shifts can, in turn, shape attention, modulating our memory for social categories (Van Bavel &
Cunningham, 2012; Van Bavel, Packer, & Cunningham, 2011) as
well as amygdala activation (Cunningham, Van Bavel, & Johnsen,
2008). When group identities are multiply nested or produce conflicting loyalties, contextual activation or prominence of a group
identity could lead to using different social category structures to
make behavioural decisions as well as predictions about likely outcomes in complex, real-world contexts.
We applaud Pietraszewski’s goal of formalizing the process of
social group representation and grounding our understanding of
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groups in this psychological process. Although we agree that triadic
event information can motivate people’s reasoning about some –
particularly ad hoc – groupings, we believe that representing groups
as categories provides unique insight into phenomena such as the
transmission of cultural knowledge and generalized trust while
allowing for symbolic, abstract group identities that are nevertheless
flexible and situationally dependent. These features, we argue, may
help us better understand the development of “prepackaged” group
identities such as nationalities and ethnic groups through our evolutionary history as well as represent how specific identities emerge
and shift among contemporary populations. We propose that
extending existing computational models of categorization and
concept learning (e.g., Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004) into the
social domain by including dimensions such as identity or motivation may offer a highly tractable account for how we can deploy
basic, domain-general inference processes to solve the challenges
of reasoning about large and complex groups.
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Abstract
We suggest that variation, error, and bias will be essential to
include in a complete computational theory of groups – particularly given that formation of group representations must often
rely on inferences of intentions. We draw on the case study of
paranoia to illustrate that intentions that do not correspond to
group-constitutive roles may often be perceived as such.

The target article offers a computational theory of groups, suggesting that group membership can be inferred based on the
assignment of agents to specific roles within triadic conflict. We
appreciate the value in the author’s clear conceptualisation of
group membership as a relational property. Nevertheless, we
wish to raise the overlooked issue of variation, error, and bias
when assigning others to roles and, thus, inferring group membership. The target article acknowledges that assignments to
roles is inherently probabilistic; we outline how this may often
stem from biases in attributing intentions to others, and that
this might complicate the ways that individuals understand the
social structure of the world they inhabit.
In the absence of directly perceived action, formation of group
representations often relies on attributing intentions to others.
The target article states that what makes intentions relevant to
group representations is whether they can predict group constituent roles [“what makes a particular intention or motivation ‘genuinely’ about groups is that it will lead agents to occupy the
group-constitutive roles across all four interaction types, both
now and in the future” (note 10)].
However, we argue that this view obscures the reality of how
group representations are often formed on the basis of inferring
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intentions. We suggest that whether intentions are group-based
according to the target article’s definition (that they lead agents to
occupy group-constitutive roles) is often ambiguous. Moreover,
intentions that are not group-based can be interpreted as such.
A clear example of biases in inferring others’ intentions can be
seen in paranoia. Paranoia exists on a spectrum of severity in the
general population and need not be indicative of any clinical disorder (Bebbington et al., 2013). Our study demonstrates that paranoia
is positively associated with a tendency to attribute malevolent intent
to others even when true intentions are ambiguous (Raihani & Bell,
2017; Saalfeld, Ramadan, Bell, & Raihani, 2018). In particular, we
find that paranoia involves a lowered threshold for detecting harmful
intentions from both cohesive and non-cohesive groups
(Greenburgh, Bell, & Raihani, 2019). In other words, we find evidence of a bias to perceive malevolent group-based intentions
even when signals for group-constitutive roles are weak.
This perception of malevolent intentions directly pertains to
biased group representations in paranoia: Paranoia is commonly
characterised by the heightened belief that others are coordinating
as a group intending to harm the individual (Raihani & Bell,
2019). For example, an item in the Revised Green et al.
Paranoid Thoughts Scale that highly discriminates shifts in paranoia in the general population is “I was convinced there was a
conspiracy against me,” and endorsement of this item is a strong
indicator of heightened paranoia (Freeman et al., 2021).
Therefore, from the perspective of triadic interactions described
in the target article, paranoia typically involves skewed group
representations: Paranoid individuals often detect conspiracies
reminiscent of “alliance”-type conflicts (Fig. 2 in the target article) even when the individuals involved in these conspiracies
may not be part of a coherent group with coordinated aims in
reality.
Another common example of variation in group representation
is provided by conspiracy thinking – which is a distinct but correlated construct to paranoia (Imhoff & Lamberty, 2018). Conspiracy
thinking refers to the belief that significant public events are caused
by secret plots by two or more powerful, and often malevolent,
actors (Douglas et al., 2019). Conspiracy thinking is widespread
but variable in the general population (Freeman et al., 2020;
Freeman & Bentall, 2017), providing another example of how,
when group-constitutive information is ambiguous, some individuals can form group representations.
At the extremity of the paranoia continuum, in persecutory
delusions, group perception can arise in the absence of any groupconstitutive information at all. The target article suggests that the
cognitive system attends to intentions as sources of group-based
information when intentions predict whether agents will occupy
group-constitutive roles in all interaction types, both at present
and in the future. However, this is not the case where persecutory
delusions are concerned – persecutory delusions are often characterised by the perception of a conspiracy organised to target the
individual, even though no group with such intentions necessarily
exists in the material world (Cameron, 1959), and therefore these
beliefs have no predictive value for future group-constitutive roles.
For example, Green et al. (2006) report that 81.7% of a sample of
individuals with current persecutory delusions believed their persecutors were organised into a conspiracy against them.
Given these known biases in inferring malevolent intentions,
any computational model of groups must be able to allow for variation in how group representations are formed. Answers to the
question posed by the target article, “What is a group?,” will
vary significantly between humans.
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Abstract
Benevolent intersubjectivity developed in parent–infant interactions and compassion toward friend and foe alike are nonviolent interventions to group behavior in conflict. Based on a
dyadic active inference framework rooted in specific parental
brain mechanisms, we suggest that interventions promoting
compassion and intersubjectivity can reduce stress, and that
compassionate mediation may resolve conflicts.

Computational theories of n-person conflict aim to explain triadic
interactions between agents A, B, and C, in which C is drawn into
dyadic conflicts between A and B in one of four scenarios: generalization, alliance, defense, and displacement (Pietraszewski, target article). Although Pietraszewski considered A and C
forming a group in the displacement scenario, in which A attacks
B, and B attacks C in a chain of attacks, we would argue that there
is no group in this type, as the relationship between A and C is
undetermined, which can be either (1) unrelated, (2) allied (so
B attacks C to retaliate against A), or (3) indirectly antagonistic
(A attacks B to cause B to attack C). Furthermore, we propose
an additional scenario, namely compassionate mediation, in
which C prevents A from attacking B in any of multiple ways,
for example, C can deter A from attacking B by fortifying B’s
defense, or C can eliminate A’s aggression by providing an alternative solution to A’s problem that causes A to attack B. As the
compassion here requires equanimity with friends and foes,
with a genuine intention to relieve their suffering equally (Ho,
Nakamura, & Swain, 2020b), such compassion mediation is fostered by benevolent intersubjectivity, that is, attuning to self
and other’s needs with benevolence, which can be modeled in a
dyadic active inference framework (Ho et al., 2020a), described
below. We postulate that if C can first establish dyadic intersubjectivity with A and B separately, that is, C–A and C–B, and if
C intends to use dyadic intersubjectivity to address A and B’s
intentions and/or needs equally, then C can accomplish the compassionate mediation between A and B (A–C–B). Although A and
B would never be in the same group in Pietraszewski’s conflict
model, A, B, and C would form a group altogether as a result
of compassionate mediation.
As the building blocks of compassion mediation, we summarize the dyadic active inference framework (Ho et al., 2020a) as
follows: (1) Each agent has an active inference engine, in which
there is an two-node interface of afferent feelings and efferent
actions, along with an internal model node to infer the other
agent’s internal models; (2) if the internal model fails to reduce
its prediction errors the agent will perceive stress; (3) when one
agent’s feelings are caused by the other’s actions and vice versa,
they are strongly coupled; (4) normally, such strong coupling
enables the agents to reduce prediction errors of each other’s internal models and thus reduce stress; (5) undercoupling will cause any
agent to ignore the impact of their actions on another agent and
thus results in failures to understand the other agent’s internal
model; (6) stress can cause over-mentalizing of others by preventing
an agent from updating their internal model because of unresolvable
conflicts; and (7) holding on to ineffective internal models despite
failures to minimize prediction errors can result in a vicious cycle
of over-mentalizing and undercoupling and exacerbate conflict.
Thus, modeling group conflict may include the active inference engine as cognitive primitives underlying the undercoupling and over-mentalizing problems described above. Here,
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we discuss a brain model of an active inference engine, based on
the neural responses during maternal “mirroring” of the child’s
feelings and actions, which covaried with parenting stress reduction after an intersubjectivity-promoting parenting intervention
(Ho et al., 2020a): When the mother mirrored the child’s facial
expressions, such valid and genuine mirroring deactivated the
default-mode network (which would mediate the internal models
of the mother’s engine) and, conversely, activated the mirror neuron system (which would mediate the feeling/action interface of
the mother’s engine) and the salience network (which would be
triggered by prediction errors).
The salience network plays a pivotal role in the postconflict
adaptation. After a conflict triggers an agent’s salience network,
his or her compassionate mediation may be enabled if the agent
can suspend the previous internal model in the default-mode network and engage in the mirror-neuron system to understand
other agents more genuinely; otherwise, defensive reactions,
rather than compassionate mediation, when the postconflict salience network activates the default-mode network, resulting in
excessive perseverance of the failing internal model and thus overmentalizing of others (Ho et al., 2020b). The importance of the
salience network after conflicts is corroborated as the impairment
of the salience network is common to psychopathology, including
substance use disorders (Goodkind et al., 2015).
The salience network overlaps with maternal behavior neurocircuit (MBN) that regulates the balance between aggression and
care in the maternal brain (Swain & Ho, 2017; Swain, Ho, Fox,
Garry, & Brummelte, 2019). Indeed, the MBN mediates sensitive
parenting in infant development to becoming compassionate
agents themselves (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978;
Elmadih et al., 2016; Kim, Strathearn, & Swain, 2016; Kim
et al., 2015b; Mayes, Swain, & Leckman, 2005). The MBN, thus,
contains brain systems critical to conflict resolution (Eslinger
et al., 2021; Guo, Moses-Kolko, Phillips, Swain, & Hipwell, 2018;
Hipwell, Guo, Phillips, Swain, & Moses-Kolko, 2015; Swain,
2011; Swain, Kim, & Ho, 2011; Swain & Lorberbaum, 2008;
Swain, Lorberbaum, Kose, & Strathearn, 2007), which can be
modeled as adversely affected by psychosocial stressors and psychopathology (Ho & Swain, 2017; Kim, Ho, Evans, Liberzon, &
Swain, 2015a; Moses-Kolko, Horner, Phillips, Hipwell, & Swain,
2014; Pawluski, Swain, & Lonstein, 2021; Swain et al., 2017;
Swain & Ho, 2019, 2021). Adaptive parent–child dyadic interactions and parent–parent–child or parent–child–child triadic interactions may shape the salience network (equivalent to MBN) in
participating agents, such that they are more likely to employ
compassionate mediation in the context of conflicts.
We hope to see a computational model that can explain all
types of scenarios in which agent C may exert violent or nonviolent interventions in the context of conflicts. Future computational models of conflict may consider a triadic active inference
framework to explain agent C’s participation in terms of how
the agents’ active inference engines are coupled with one another.
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Abstract
Humans are learning agents that acquire social group representations from experience. Here, we discuss how to construct artificial agents capable of this feat. One approach, based on deep
reinforcement learning, allows the necessary representations to
self-organize. This minimizes the need for hand-engineering,
improving robustness and scalability. It also enables “virtual
neuroscience” research on the learned representations.

The target article argues for an approach to coalitional psychology
involving a focus on the question of how a robot could be made to
“see” groups (Pietraszewski). We agree that considering representations is central to that objective. We would like, however, to propose a different approach, which nicely complements that of the
target article as it is aimed at a different level of analysis.
Philosophically, our approach accords with the extension to
Marr’s levels of analysis proposed in Poggio (2012). Its key idea
is that in addition to Marr’s three classical levels, we can also
describe a system at the level of the principles of learning needed
for the system to self-organize into a solution to the problem.
Recent successes in artificial intelligence show that it is possible
to solve difficult problems without a computational or algorithmic
understanding of how the system comes to solve them (e.g., language models which do not need linguistics, such as Brown et al.,
2020). On this level of analysis, it is not the representation itself
that needs to be understood, but rather how it can be learned.
Another way in which our approach differs from that of the
target article is that we think that the data the brain use to train
its representation of groups likely includes action as well as perception. This is because agents must learn representations that
not only help them perceive the world, but also act appropriately
in it. Thus, we base our approach on deep reinforcement learning
(Mnih et al., 2015): A framework where agents receive observations of their environment and process them into internal representations, which they then use to select actions. The environment
has a state (which is often known only imperfectly by the agent).
Agents receive rewards when they take certain actions in certain
states, and learning proceeds by systematically tweaking representations and decision rules (encoded in a neural network) in order
to further an objective of maximizing expected future rewards.
A common misconception of learning-based approaches to
cognitive science is that they entail a blank slate perspective
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wherein data alone induce all the mind’s structure. In practice,
this could not be further from the truth. For instance, when neural networks are trained to represent natural images, convolutional architectures learn Gabor-like receptive fields (resembling
primary visual cortex), but fully connected architectures do not
(e.g., Saxe, Bhand, Mudur, Suresh, & Ng, 2011). All network
architectures feature inductive bias of one form or another.
Therefore, the question always boils down to: What is the right
architectural inductive bias to solve the problem at hand?
To capture coalitional psychology, we propose the latentvariable model shown in Figure 1. It aims to decompose social
interactions into recognizable and reproducible behavioral primitives – called options (Sutton, Precup, & Singh, 1999). The recognition part of the model could be learned in an unsupervised way,
for instance by optimizing network weights so as to maximize
mutual information between latent variables and observed behavior of other agents, as in Vezhnevets, Wu, Eckstein, Leblond, and
Leibo (2020). Some latent variables may come to encode the
options of others (e.g., attack and defend), whereas others could
be informative ancillary attributes – such as clothing style, language, and so on. The behavior reproduction part of the model
could be learned with a method resembling that of Vezhnevets
et al. (2017) – the choice of option specifying a desired change
in the (social) environment that the network must learn to produce through actions. Decomposing behavior in this way simultaneously induces a representation of the social world (what is
going on), and presents a set of implementable options to take
in response to it (what to do about it).
The network layers between the recognition and reproduction
representations can be interpreted as decision-making circuitry,
and are trained by reinforcement learning (e.g., Mnih et al.,
2015). These layers should come to represent and use
decision-relevant information such as group membership. After
learning, the result is an agent that can select appropriate response
options for its current context (e.g., encountering ingroup vs.
outgroup individuals).
Note that this model dispenses with many of the explicit
information-processing functions mentioned in the target article.
It does not need any explicit machinery for stringing together
chains of triadic primitives, modifiers of defaults, or generating
counterfactuals. If these mechanisms are necessary then they
will emerge implicitly, just as the perceptual representation and
option-production circuitry emerge (Botvinick et al., 2017). By
adopting the architecture of Figure 1, the system designer is specifying only that the agent will aim to decompose its social world
into options, but not precisely what those options will be, or how
to accomplish the decomposition. Instead, the agent learns all that
for itself, using the data generated from its interactions with other
individuals in its environment. In engineering terms, this kind of
approach is thought to be more robust and scalable than one that
relies on explicit engineering of each information processing function (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015).
Once we have such a learning agent then we can study it in silico
with neuroscience-inspired analysis methods (e.g., Zhuang et al.,
2021). The key question of where and how the agent comes to represent social group assignments becomes one that we can answer
empirically. In particular, one could vary the social environment
(e.g., conflict vs. cooperation) and probe how different representations emerge as a result. Methods such as representational similarity analysis (Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) can be applied
to explicitly compare these emergent representations to the explicit
representation proposed in the target article.
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Figure 1 (Leibo et al.). Proposed architecture for a learning agent that can acquire social group representations from experience.

Modern deep reinforcement learning methods enable an alternative approach to the question of how agents represent social
groups. Where the target article explicitly enumerates information
processing functions, the approach we propose instead involves
neural networks that self-organize to solve reinforcement learning
problems and softer forms of inductive bias. This level of understanding complements the more explicit level described in the
target article.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski misrepresents both the nature of behaviour in conflict and the ability of psychology to theorise the relational properties of group designation. At the behavioural level, he focusses
exclusively on “attack,” when consolation/care in conflict is
equally present and important. At the theoretical level, he
ignores existing psychological work on how group perception
is shaped by the meta-contrast principle.

In the target article, Pietraszewski argues for a computational
approach to deriving how humans assign membership of social
groups – and does so using “behaviour in conflict” as the context
in which the principles of a computational theory of social groups
can be established. Key to the approach is the importance of
third-party involvement in conflict (“triads not dyads”) which,
in turn, provides the foundation for four “cognitive primitives.”
These cognitive primitives are presented as the building blocks
of the computational approach. Each cognitive primitive is structured around the possible combinations for any of the three parties to attack each other in turn. Pietraszewski argues that the way
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in which people interpret these attacking moves then structures
how group memberships are assigned.
The major challenge for any computational model is its relationship to a “ground truth.” Thus, Pietrazewski’s approach
needs to be measured against what we know about the nature
of human behaviour in real-life conflict. There is now a significant
literature which examines conflict between humans captured on
public CCTV cameras. For example, early work by Levine,
Taylor, and Best (2011) used CCTV footage to explore the role
of third parties in the escalation and de-escalation of aggression
and violence in public space. More recently, work by Liebst,
Philpot, and colleagues (Liebst, Philpot, Levine, & Lindegaard,
2021; Philpot, Liebst, Levine, Bernasco, & Lindegaard, 2020a)
has explored the behaviours of third parties to public violence,
and the likelihood and consequences of such intervention. This
work confirms the importance of the triadic approach, but tells
an importantly different story about the nature of human behaviour in conflict. Although Pietraszewski focusses exclusively on
the propensity for agents to attack each other, systematic behavioural analysis shows that conflict behaviours are a mix of escalation and de-escalation (Ejbye-Ernst, Lindegaard, & Bernasco, in
press; Liebst et al., 2019). Moreover, it’s clear from the literature
that third parties are much more likely to contribute the latter
than the former (Levine et al., 2011; Philpot, 2017). It seems,
therefore, that Pietrazewski’s exclusive focus on “attack” as the
key communicative act in these triadic relationships ignores
the richness of human behaviour in conflict. He is in danger
of ignoring the “equally old heritage of countermeasures that
protect cooperative arrangements against the undermining
effects of competition” (de Waal, 2000, p. 590). Behaviours
which are aimed at conflict reduction are equally as “primitive”
as those that seek power and dominance. In fact, there are good
grounds to argue that behaviours which indicate conciliation
and care are likely to be as diagnostic (if not more diagnostic)
of group relationships in conflicts (Liebst et al., 2019; Philpot,
2017; Philpot, Liebst, Lindegaard, Verbeek, & Levine, 2020b).
People watching others in conflict – and people engaging in
conflict themselves – are exposed to a more complex sequence
of aggressive and conciliatory acts from the antagonists and
third parties to conflict than Pietraszewski allows. In short,
the model’s claim to have isolated a defined set of “cognitive
primitives” is undermined by this overemphasis on “attack,
attack, attack.”
In addition to this misrecognition of the nature of behaviour in
conflict, we also argue that Pietraszewski fails to adequately
acknowledge where theoretical work in social psychology can contribute to his project. More specifically, we take issue with the
claim that traditional social psychology approaches to the group
are conceptually or practically blind to the relational property of
group membership (sect. 8.2. para. 2). For example, the social
identity approach (SIA) (Haslam, 2004; Reicher, 2004) draws
extensively on the idea of the “meta-contrast principle” (Turner,
Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987) – which is explicitly
relational. The meta-contrast principle states that a collection of
individuals tend to be categorised as a group to the degree inter
alia that the perceived differences between them are less than
the perceived differences between them and other people (outgroups) in the comparative context (Haslam, Reicher, & Levine,
2012; Smith & Hogg, 2008). As part of the work on selfcategorisation theory, Turner and colleagues have adapted the
classic work of Bruner (1957) on the importance of categorisation
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for the way an individual makes sense of perceptual stimuli in the
world. They show that decisions on when individuals are perceived as groups can be subject to the same kinds of relational categorisation processes. It is true there have been few attempts to
build this dynamic group formation idea into computational
approaches to modelling group processes (but see Philpot, 2017;
Salzarulo, 2004, 2006 for work that provides an entry point for
theoretical integration). A computational approach to the perceptual mechanics of group formation would be better served by constructively engaging with rather than ignoring or misrepresenting
relevant work in social psychology.
In conclusion, the strength of the approach proposed in this
paper is that it seeks to model relationality across triadic rather
than dyadic relationships. However, at a behavioural level, the
approach needs to recognise the central (and equally “primitive”) role of conciliation and care as an indicator of group
belongingness in the context of conflict. This would facilitate a
more veridical mapping of what actually happens in conflict.
It would also assist Pietraszewski stated aim of making this
kind of computational approach to group designation generalisable to contexts other than conflict. The paper would also benefit by engaging constructively with the theoretical work in
social psychology on relationality in how group membership is
derived. An examination of the meta-contrast principle might
be useful in modelling how aggressive and conciliatory acts
across triadic sequences can result in the emergence of group
properties.
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project (EP/R013144/1 and EP/R033862/1).
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Abstract
People live in distinct groups, notably territory-holding societies,
whose boundaries aren’t neatly defined by the traits that
Pietraszewski describes for his socially aligned groups (or
SAGs), as I propose calling them, which occur both within
and between our societies. Although studying SAGs could
prove enlightening, societies are essential human groups that
likely existed long before the complex SAGs of today.

David Hume wrote, “The chief obstacle … to our improvement in
the moral or metaphysical sciences is the obscurity of the ideas,
and ambiguity of the terms.” True, but certain terms can be useful
because of their vagueness. Hence, any piece of English writing
will likely employ the word “group” in a myriad of ways – even
to refer, as Pietraszewski says, to people “waiting around for a
bus.” Although Pietraszewski’s ideas intrigue, my concern is,
first, with the author’s assertion that such a commonplace term
(one psychologists have no alternative to using in all sorts of contexts) can be redefined to narrowly serve an academic purpose.
What this means is that the groups described by Pietraszewski
need a moniker of their own; I propose calling them
Pietraszewski groups or socially aligned groups (SAGs).
Another difficulty for Pietraszewski’s usage gaining traction
except among a few specialists is that a succinct way of expressing
what he has in mind seems hard to come by: He doesn’t distill a
definition of SAGs in the abstract, where one might be expected,
but rather buries the lede by only laying it out in an extended passage that begins 3,000 words into his discussion.
My chief argument with Pietraszewski’s article, however, is
that the word “group” is equated with cooperation (and then
in the context of conflict). He’s writing from a prevalent perspective that sees human sociality in terms of coalitions and strategic alliances; for example, a society is defined as a “group
organized in a cooperative fashion,” in the classic Sociobiology
by my mentor Wilson (1975). The evolution of cooperation is
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an important research field, yet I’ve argued (Moffett, 2013)
that for territory-controlling societies – that is, groups of welldefined memberships that remain stable over generations,
which in one form or another have always been a fixture of
human life (Moffett, 2020) – too much emphasis can be placed
on cooperation.
Thinking of sociality in this way comes easy for evolutionary
psychologists given how central cooperation is to human survival. The difficulty with seeing societies as based on cooperation, though, is that only their positive attributes are thus
recognized; their equally significant discord is overlooked.
Simmel (1908), one of the founders of sociology, recognized
cooperation and conflict as inextricable “forms of sociation,”
each inconceivable without the other. Societies contain shifting
tapestries of positive and negative interactions that fluctuate
widely, depending on current social stresses and such factors
as familiarity among the members and their relative social status.
Instead of neatly defining, and separating, the societies themselves, SAGs exist in numerous forms both within and between
societies and may change fluidly even while society borders
remain stable.
Like it or not, our worst enemies are probably members of that
group we call our nation, which we are nevertheless willing to
fight for, even sometimes die for, while a hermit who contributes
nothing has as much claim to a passport as community-minded
citizens. Furthermore, individual citizens can decline to fight on
behalf of their country; a nation’s political adversaries can retreat
from any hint of collaboration; states such as Venezuela can
descend into social chaos yet have citizens that remain patriotic;
and, at the same time, distinct societies can band together should
trade between them be beneficial (Moffett, 2019, Ch. 1). In short,
society memberships generally track poorly with Pietraszewski’s
“group-constitutive roles.”
I see social identity as the foundational feature of societies and
the primary basis for distinguishing one society from the next
(and in modern societies, formed from centuries of conquests
and assimilations, one ethnicity or race from the next). As I’ve
written elsewhere (Moffett, 2019, p. 27), “a society is [best] conceived not as an assembly of cooperators, but as a certain kind
of group in which everyone has a clear sense of membership
brought about by a lasting shared identity. Membership in societies of humans and other species is a yes/no matter, with ambiguity [e.g., the status of recent immigrants] rare. The prospects for
alliances, whether from friendship, family ties, or social obligations, may rank among the paramount adaptive gains of having
societies in many species, yet aren’t necessary to the equation.”
Indeed, the advantages of collaboration may be purely accidental
(“proto-cooperation”: Allee, 1931; Herbert-Read et al., 2016).
Societies are obligatory across the portion of the evolutionary
tree (clade) humans share with chimpanzees and bonobos,
which live in “communities” that primatologists recognize as welldefined over the long haul (despite females emigrating upon
reaching adulthood: Wrangham, 1996). These essential groups
would have been universal among our ancestors long before intricate SAGs.
The evidence from psychology suggests that “the foundation of
the human ability to form useful social categories is in place in
infancy” (Liberman, Woodward, & Kinzler, 2017). The purely
perceptual recognition of such categories as native-language
speakers (Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 2007) underlies the laterdeveloping (e.g., Pauker, Xu, Williams, & Biddle, 2016) conceptual understanding of those groups as socially relevant
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(Charlesworth & Banaji, in press). One imagines that these categories, largely arising through exposure to identifying “markers,”
serve as frequent reference points to which humans apply their
observations of cooperative and antagonistic interactions
(Smaldino, 2019) relevant to the emergence of SAGs. Indeed,
one hypothesis is that, even as children (Meyer, Roberts,
Jayaratne, & Gelman, 2020), we rapidly and automatically (e.g.,
Ito & Senholzi, 2013) categorize what we see as essentialized
human groups, in much the way we distinguish other species
(Gil-White, 2001). In instances where group borders are fuzzy,
our minds draw from a variety of cues to tidy them up and
thereby reduce the ambiguities of what would otherwise be a confusing world (MacLin & MacLin, 2011; Timeo, Farroni, & Maass,
2017).
Pietraszewski asks “what the human mind is representing
when it represents a social group,” but for certain groups this representation needn’t be built on anything more complex, at its core,
than how we distinguish tiger from panda, with our fear of the
other developing, with time and experience, toward the former;
whether our minds represent any collection of things as a
group – humans included – isn’t necessarily determined by calculations around whether, and how, they might cooperate.
Financial support. This research received no specific grant from any funding agency, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
Conflict of interest. None.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski’s model – though promising in many respects –
needs to be extended so that it can explain the multitude of
rich inferences that people draw from group membership. In
this commentary, we highlight some facets of group thinking,
especially from the field of developmental psychology, that cannot be unambiguously accounted for by a model that is built
solely on relational cues.

Pietraszewski’s target article provides a fascinating new approach
to describing what the mind represents as a “social group” and
how such representations are formed. Essentially, the present
model proposes that “group membership is a relational property
(…), who ‘belongs’ to what group is borne out of a calculation
of the relative relationships among the agents involved” (sect.
8.2, para. 2). While welcoming this new approach, in this commentary, we would like to highlight a few phenomena observed
about group psychology (especially, in the field of developmental
psychology) for which it is not quite clear how the current model
would account. We suggest that either the theory should be
extended so that it provides a framework for interpreting these
phenomena as well or the limitation of scope should be made
more explicit.
Specifically, representations generally appear to be more elaborate than merely involving information about specific roles in
certain social interactions: Ample evidence in psychology suggests
that these representations of social groups are conceptually rich
not only in the minds of adults, but in those of very young children as well (Liberman, Woodward, & Kinzler, 2017). In fact, perceived group membership allows even young children to draw
inferences not only about how people will relate to each other
(Rhodes & Chalik, 2013), but also about, for example, what
knowledge (e.g., Liberman, Gerdin, Kinzler, & Shaw, 2020;
Soley, 2019) or preferences (Shutts, Kinzler, McKee, & Spelke,
2009) they possess. Moreover, even young children are selective
in what kind of inferences they draw from different group memberships. For example, they expect friends to share knowledge of
personal affairs, while they expect members of a cultural group to
share knowledge of cultural norms (e.g., Liberman et al., 2020).
Importantly, these inferences seem to arise as early as 12 months
of age (Shutts et al., 2009) and based on cues that are not presented to children in the context of social relations (e.g.,
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language). These examples illustrate that from very early on,
humans apply information arising from perceived group membership for predicting the behavior of others not specifically in
intergroup conflict situations, but rather in preparation to engage
in – mostly collaborative – interactions with fellow ingroups.
Although it is acknowledged in the paper that the relational
model of groups should be extended to contexts other than conflict, evidence in developmental psychology suggests that a sensitivity to behavioral cues that are not necessarily manifested in
interpersonal contexts at all (such as similarity in linguistic behavior) may precede the emergence of a sensitivity to relational cues.
Although Pietraszewski’s model would allow linguistic cues to be
considered “ancillary” attributes, it is not evident how
12-month-old infants would come to encode them as such.
Thus, although the model presented in Pietraszewski’s target
article is promising in describing how the human mind represents
social groups and how these representations may be used to predict behavior in specific interpersonal situations, it is not as clear
how it can account for inferences that are not pertinent to how
people will interact with each other. It is especially challenging
for this model to give an account for such group membershipbased inferences where the inferences are drawn from the
assumption that the individuals are members of the same group,
and not from a perceived relational contrast in interactions
(e.g., generalizing food preferences within, but not between
groups or expecting a person to understand a specific language
based on knowledge of their group membership).
Pietraszewski distinguishes the cognitive processes taking place
during these computations from simple “categorization” as he
claims that the latter only speaks to the containment issues
(sect. 8.1). However, category representations are, in fact, used
to store a large body of knowledge of the given class that can
later be used to make predictions of different properties of the
tokens. Although this is generally true for any ontological field,
one robust phenomenon that seems to be specific to social category representations is that the inferences and generalizations
that are drawn from them tend to run wild, resulting in robust stereotypes. It is yet unclear to us, how such group representations
allow for this phenomenon to occur. Although the paper gives
a very elaborate description of how these group representations
are formed, what cues (direct or ancillary) may be taken as
input for the computational process, it is less clear how they
would feed into further inferences. Even if the model’s main
goal is to explain the formation of such representations, we believe
that these questions should be touched upon, because – especially
taking an evolutionary approach – function and computational
process cannot be perfectly separated.
We do not claim that these questions would invalidate the presented model, rather, we would like to highlight the need to consider how the abovementioned phenomena relate to the
computation model described here. It is possible that “group” representations only refer to those collectives where members are
likely to interact with each other in some way and thus, the interaction pattern can predict membership and vice versa. In this
case, it would be necessary to consider how these group representations are different from other social “category” representations
where intergroup conflict (or even other types of social interactions, such as reciprocity) are not at the core of the category
(e.g., “women”). In the presented model, for example, features
typical of the collective of “women” would be considered ancillary
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attributes, whereas we would suggest that conflicts arising
between the sexes are on most occasions consequences and not
essential features of belonging to this specific social group (or
“category”). Possibly, an elaborate differentiation between “social
group” and “social category” representations would help to
disambiguate the issue at hand; however, as of yet, this is
unfortunately missing from the literature.
Financial support. This work was supported by the Momentum Program of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (PI: Ildikó Király; grant number:
LP-2017-17/2017).
Conflict of interest. None.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski provides a compelling case that representations
of certain interaction-types are the “cognitive primitives” that
allow all tokens of group-in-conflict to be represented within
the mind. Here, I argue that the folk concept GROUP encodes
shared intentions and goals as more central than these
interaction-types, and that providing a computational theory
of social groups will be more difficult than Pietraszewski
envisages.

In defending his stimulating proposal, Pietraszewski does not
focus on the role that theory of mind (or “mindreading”) plays
in guiding applications of the folk concept GROUP.
Importantly, though, there are good reasons for thinking that
attributions of shared intentionality have a central role to play.
There is an ongoing debate as to what exactly shared intentionality involves. At a minimum, it requires more than the just the
possession of common goals and intentions. For example, people
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simultaneously jogging along a trail may have the same goal of
getting fit, but they are not engaging in shared intentionality
unless they each harbor an intention of the form, “I intend that
we jog together” (see Bratman, 1999, Ch. 8; Tomasello,
Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005).
There is direct evidence that shared intentionality drives costly
decisions to help ingroup members over outgroup members
(McClung, Placì, Bangerter, Clément, & Bshary, 2017). There is
also evidence that applications of the folk concept GROUP are
guided by attributions of shared intentionality. A number of studies have found that entitativity perception – the tendency to
regard some aggregates of people as more “groupish” than others
– is mediated by judgments concerning shared intentionality (for
some recent discussions, see Phillips, 2021a, b). For example, people’s impression that an aggregate of individuals constitutes a genuine group is enhanced when they observe these individuals
moving in synchrony (Ip, Chiu, & Wan, 2006; Lakens & Stel,
2011; Wilson & Gos, 2019). Importantly, these studies suggest
that people only tend to regard synchronous movement as a
cue for groupishness when they see it as resulting from shared
intentionality.
Research into entitativity perception, therefore, suggests that
the folk encode shared intentions and goals as central to the concept GROUP; whereas, they encode certain visible cues, such as
synchronous movement, as relatively peripheral (or “ancillary”
to use Pietraszewski’s term). There are various models of conceptual centrality. The core insight is that a feature, F, is more central
to a given concept than feature, G, if G is represented as depending on F more than F depends on G (see Sloman, Love, & Ahn,
1998). Thus, the mediational effects outlined above suggest that
the folk encode shared intentions and goals as more central to
GROUP than synchronous movements, because they represent
the latter as causally depending on the former, but not vice versa.
Pietraszewski notes that detecting group-based intentions
helps us to predict whether an agent will participate in one of
the triadic interactions with certain others (note 10). Arguably,
though, just as the folk encode shared intentions as more central
to GROUP than coordinated movements, they also encode shared
intentions as more central than the triadic interaction types identified by Pietraszewski. In contexts of conflict and cooperation,
agents participate in these sorts of interactions precisely because
they share certain intentions and goals with fellow group members. For example, when Germany invaded Belgium in 1914,
Britain’s declaration of war was predictable, in part, because
Britain and Belgium shared a suite of goals and intentions (all
enshrined in a treaty). By the same token, consider a case in
which we are not willing to categorize an aggregate as a genuine
group. In Pietraszewski’s example, some people are waiting for a
bus when a motorist throws a stone at one of them. Suppose
each person at the bus stop simultaneously hurls a stone back
at the driver. The studies outlined above suggest that the folk
will not categorize this aggregate of people as a genuine group
unless they see them as sharing an intention of the form, “I intend
that we attack the driver together.”
If what I am suggesting is right, this puts pressure on
Pietraszewski’s claim that representations of triadic interaction
types are the “cognitive primitives” that constitute the folk concept of a group-in-conflict. A number of studies have found
that when one feature is encoded as more central to a given concept than another feature, the former is a stronger determinant of
categorization decisions (e.g., see Ahn, Kim, Lassaline, & Dennis,
2000). Thus, according to the alternative hypothesis on offer,
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applications of GROUP – in contexts of both cooperation and
conflict are guided by representations of certain triadic interactions, but only insofar as these interactions serve as cues for
shared intentionality. This suggests that the task of constructing
a computational theory of group cognition is more difficult
than Pietraszewski envisages, for it will require no less than a
computational theory of mindreading. To put it another way, suppose we were to build Pietraszewski’s robot, which can navigate
the social world by deploying representations of groups. If our
robot cannot attribute shared intentionality to others, it will be
left in the dust by its (socially adept) human counterparts.
To conclude, it is worth noting that a full-blown capacity for
shared intentionality takes time to develop in humans
(Tomasello et al., 2005) – presumably, the capacity to attribute
shared intentionality takes considerably longer. Nonetheless,
there is evidence that infants can track some of the interactiontypes identified by Pietraszewski (e.g., see Ting, He, &
Baillargeon, 2019). Similarly, the capacity for shared intentionality
appears to be largely absent in nonhuman primates (Tomasello
et al., 2005). Regardless, some nonhuman primates, such as
baboons, are able to track groups as they fluctuate across episodes
of conflict (e.g., see Cheney & Seyfarth, 2007). It is possible that
young children, as well as some nonhuman primates, track
groups-in-conflict by detecting triadic interactions of the sort
identified by Pietraszewski. If so, Pietraszewski’s account may
describe an early developing, phylogenetically ancient, system
for detecting groups-in-conflict. This system may output a relatively “thin” concept of groups the possession of which does
not require an understanding of shared intentionality. Instead,
possessing the thin concept might only require an agent to detect
triadic interactions by using low-level perceptual cues (e.g., visible
instances of hitting, chasing, etc.). In contrast, the “thick” concept
of a group that adults deploy in central cognition appears to
encode shared intentions as central, and triadic interactions as
more peripheral.
Conflict of interest. I have no known conflict of interest to disclose.
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Abstract
Central to Pietraszewski’s theory is a set of group-constitutive
roles within four triadic primitives. Although some data from
the
developmental
and
biological
sciences
support
Pietraszewski’s theory, other data raise questions about whether
similar behavioral expectations hold across various ecological conditions and interactions. We discuss the potential for a broader set
of conceptual primitives that support reasoning about groups.

Central to Pietraszewski’s computational theory of groups is a set
of group-constitutive roles within four triadic primitives. To be
considered part of a group, he argues that individuals are obligated to occupy such roles during conflict. Such building blocks
for representing groups, if part of humans’ evolved psychology,
could be present ontogenetically and perhaps phylogenetically.
Although some data from the developmental and biological sciences support Pietraszewski’s theory, other data raises questions
about whether “group membership applies to all of the triadic
primitives” (sect. 7, sect. 2) and whether similar behavioral expectations hold across various ecological conditions and interactions.
In reviewing this work, we open the door to discuss a broader set
of conceptual primitives that support reasoning about groups.
Several studies have examined infants’ capacity to reason about
social groups, revealing that they are capable of making inferences
about multi-agent conflict, and the types of behaviors that should
be directed toward ingroup versus outgroup members (Pun,
Birch, & Baron, 2016, 2021; Rhodes, Hetherington, Brink, &
Wellman, 2015). For example, when 16-month-old infants witnessed a conflict between two agents from opposing groups,
they were more surprised when these agents’ social partners cooperated (instead of conflicted) with one another (Rhodes et al.,
2015). This result is consistent with Pietraszewski’s triadic primitive generalization, in which a conflict between two agents from
opposing groups can be extended to another, uninvolved member
of a group.
Research with infants as young as 9 months of age supports
the early emergence of the primitives defense and alliance (Pun,
Birch, & Baron, 2021). Specifically, after watching two agents
from opposing groups come into conflict, infants expected an
ingroup member (that was not part of the initial conflict) to
harm an outgroup member (by pushing them off the platform).
Similar findings have been observed with nonhuman primates,
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children, and adults (e.g., De Dreu et al., 2016; Rhodes &
Brickman, 2011; Rusch, 2013). This suggests that when defending
the interests of the group, individuals may be obligated to help
ingroup members (i.e., be allies), even if it requires harming
outgroup members
Relatedly, by 6 months of age infants understand that there is
“strength in numbers.” After observing two agents compete with
one another, infants expected the agent with more group members to prevail over an agent with fewer group members (Pun
et al., 2016). To be able to make this inference, infants likely
inferred that group members acted as allies, banding together to
support one another against an opposing group. Consistent
with this argument, recall that infants were more surprised
when a group member did not provide aid to an ingroup member
(Pun et al., 2021).
Interestingly, even though infants did not witness “the initially
uninvolved onlooker…behave” (sect. 5, para. 3) in Pun et al.
(2016), they were still able to predict the outcome of a competition based on group size. Indeed, similar to many social species,
from insects, to lions and nonhuman primates (Batchelor &
Briffa, 2011; McComb, Packer, & Pusey, 1994; Wilson, Hauser,
& Wrangham, 2001), the capacity to predict the outcome of a
competition based on the presence of group members is critical
for survival and may reflect part of an evolved psychology that
supports reasoning about social groups. Therefore, even if cues
to group membership (e.g., spatial temporal cues and moving in
synchrony) are considered ancillary according to Pietraszewski,
they may be sufficient to activate group-constitutive roles of
novel groups, even prior to extensive socialization.
Other studies with infants and nonhuman species suggest that
variation in ecological conditions (e.g., competition, cooperation,
resource acquisition, and predation) may activate different computations for ingroup and outgroup members, that ultimately
influences behavior (e.g., Avilés, 2002; Bian, Sloane, &
Baillargeon, 2018; Bonner, 1982; Chapman & Teichroeb, 2012;
Krause, Ruxton, Ruxton, & Ruxton, 2002; Lindstedt et al.,
2018). This raises the possibility that any computational theory
of groups needs to account for the influence of these conditions.
For example, 18-month old infants expect ingroup and outgroup
members to be treated equally when resources are abundant. In
contrast, ingroup members are expected to be prioritized when
resources are limited (Bian et al., 2018), suggesting that competition promotes ingroup favoritism. Relatedly, in the absence of
conflict, 17–19-month-olds expect ingroup members to provide
instrumental help to another ingroup member (but not an outgroup member) (Jin & Baillargeon, 2017).
Furthermore, ingroup loyalty is expected to be maintained
such that behaviors that harm the group are not permissible
(Rhodes et al., 2015, Rullo, Presaghi, & Livi, 2015; Ting, He, &
Baillargeon, 2019). For example, when ingroup loyalty is violated
(e.g., an ingroup member harms another ingroup member),
infants in their first year of life expect ingroup members to refrain
from helping the aggressor (as a form of punishment) (Ting et al.,
2019). However, it is not clear whether committing this transgression leads infants to infer that this disloyal individual should be
ostracized from the group. Future research may want to consider
the possibility that additional primitives independently shape
expectations about ingroups and outgroups.
Finally, research from the biological sciences has proposed that
variation in ecological conditions effect the formation and
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maintenance of groups (Avilés, Fletcher, & Cutter, 2004; Bonner,
1982; Chapman & Teichroeb, 2012; Frank, 2003). For example, in
the species Dictyostelium discoideum (cellar slime mold), facing
resource scarcity and starvation leads to the formation of groups.
Ultimately, some of the aggregated cells sacrifice their own reproductive fitness for the survival of the group (Bonner, 1982). This
demonstrates that the formation of the group and the roles individuals occupy can vary as a function of the environment (e.g.,
Avilés, 2002; Krause et al., 2002). Given that these behaviors
occur even at the cellular level, it may provide insight into the
ways in which group-constitutive roles could be represented
psychologically.
Together, research from the developmental and biological sciences provide some initial support for Pietraszewski’s theory of
groups. This study suggests that individuals may only be obligated
to occupy the roles within the triadic primitives during a conflict,
potentially because conflict may constrain the behaviors that are
permissible for ingroup members to engage in. However, such
expectations may not emerge simultaneously in development,
even if all of them are part of an evolved psychology.
Furthermore, variation in ecological conditions can influence
how individuals within a group should behave toward ingroups
and outgroups. For example, when no conflict is present, expectations of behavior may be less rigid; ingroup members may be permitted to behave more benevolently toward outgroup members,
and outgroup harm may be less acceptable. Finally, because
ingroup support is expected to be maintained, exploring how violating group-constitutive roles affects perceptions of group membership may help inform a more robust computational theory of
groups.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski proposes four triadic “primitives” for representing
social groups. We argue that, despite surface differences, these
triads can all be reduced to similar underlying welfare trade-off
ratios, which are a better candidate for social group primitives.
Welfare trade-off ratios also have limitations, however, and we
suggest there are multiple computational strategies by which
people recognize and reason about social groups.

Pietraszewski convincingly argues for the value of identifying
computationally specific principles by which humans recognize
and reason about social groups. He then proposes four types of
triadic conflict scenarios as computational primitives for representing social groups. Here, we argue that these are not primitives,
but are a consequence of, and thus a cue to, a simpler underlying
representation: dyadic welfare trade-off ratios.
A welfare trade-off ratio describes how one individual values
another’s welfare, and thus predicts when they will pay a cost to
promote, or detract from, the other’s rewards (Delton &
Robertson, 2016; Tooby & Cosmides, 2008). In a dyad between person A and person B, if we define A’s utility function as uA = vA +
λAB ⋅ vB, where vA is A’s payoff and vB is B’s payoff, then λAB is
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A’s welfare trade-off ratio toward B. The greater λAB, the more A
values B’s payoff, and thus the more likely A is to act to B’s benefit,
even when those actions are costly or risky; when λAB is negative,
A will be willing to pay a cost to harm B. (For simplicity, in this
commentary we assume λAB = λBA.)
A attacking B provides direct evidence that λAB is negative.
What happens next provides evidence about both the remaining pairwise welfare trade-off ratios in a triad. First, if C attacks
B or B attacks C, this indicates λBC is also negative. Under these
circumstances, λAC will typically be positive. The pressure for
this to be true is described by structural balance theory,
which holds that equilibrium is achieved when social networks
are structured such that the valence of each pairwise connection is consistent with the others. If A and C both benefit
from harm to B, then their connection ought to have positive
valence (Cartwright & Harary, 1956). (Consider what would
happen if all three relations were negative: When C attacks B
this would be consistent with λBC but inconsistent with λAC,
as the attack would indirectly benefit A.) In Pietraszewski’s
remaining conflict scenarios, A attacks C or vice versa, and
we learn that λAC is negative and can thus infer that λBC is
positive.
In each of Pietraszewski’s four conflict scenarios, the two
individuals he specifies as belonging to a group coincide with
the two that can be inferred to share a mutually high welfare
trade-off ratio according to the principles described above. A
more parsimonious account, therefore, is to posit that mutually
high welfare trade-off ratios can provide a foundation for recognizing social groups. Similar to Pietraszewski’s proposal, this
approach can be specified computationally; for instance, balance
theory can be instantiated in the form of signed graphs in which
the sign of each edge is the product of the signs of adjacent
edges.
In contrast to Pietraszewski’s proposal, a representation of
social groups based on welfare trade-off ratios can generalize to
situations without conflicts. For instance, A, B, and C could all
have positive welfare trade-off ratios (under balance theory, a
balanced triad can have 0 or 2 negative edges), resulting in mutually supportive behaviors and leading observers to consider all
three a single social group. This proposal can, thus, better explain
why prosocial and collective, interdependent behaviors can also
serve as the basis for identifying groups and their members –
for example, working together toward a shared goal (Sherif,
1966), or producing coordinated music or dance, which provides
a credible signal of shared goals (Mehr, Krasnow, Bryant, &
Hagen, 2021; Savage et al., 2021).
Mutually high welfare trade-off ratios are likely to be a strong
cue to social group composition across many contexts, and often
sufficient to define a social group on their own. They may also be
developmentally privileged, serving as the core of infants’ and
young children’s concepts of social affiliation (Noyes &
Dunham, 2020; Powell, 2021). But, despite having more range
than Pietraszewski’s conflict-based primitives, welfare trade-off
ratios still seem insufficient to capture the full range of social
groups created and recognized by human adults.
Adult social groups vary widely in both size – from pairs to
entire nations – and in permanence – from strangers who coordinate a onetime “flash mob,” to religious groups that persist for
millennia. Allowing welfare trade-off ratio calculations to be
context-specific helps capture some of this diversity, but not all.
For example, the United States Congress could be considered a
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social group, yet its members can feel such mutual animosity
that they are inspired to political, and sometimes even physical,
attacks.
To ask for a single computational primitive, or even a set of
primitives, that can capture the vast array of social structures
may not be reasonable. Instead, we propose that there are likely
to be multiple computational strategies by which adults recognize
and reason about social groups, with many features sufficient for
identifying a group, but none strictly necessary. This does not
merely refer to the capacity to learn statistical associations
between surface characteristics such as clothing or race, and
underlying coalitions (Kurzban, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2001), or
to discern latent groupings of welfare trade-off ratios (Lau,
Pouncy, Gershman, & Cikara, 2018). The ways in which humans
use norms and rules to create groups and institutions of many
varied forms require conceptual resources with more structure.
Intuitive causal theories of social relationships and conventions,
as well as our ability to analogize new groups to past social structures we have experienced, allow us to reason about disparate
groups in disparate ways depending on our theories of their origins and characteristics (e.g., essentialized social groups,
Hirschfeld, 1996; Rhodes, 2013; and institutional social groups,
Noyes & Dunham, 2020).
Nonetheless, we are sympathetic to Pietraszewski’s assertion
that there is something conceptually primitive about the underlying relations captured by his conflict scenarios, which we argue
are best instantiated as dyadic welfare trade-off ratios. Perhaps,
it could be said that sets of mutually high welfare trade-off ratios
provide the prototype for our concept of a social group: A collection of people willing to work toward individual or collective aims
in the face of any nature of challenge.
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agency, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
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Abstract
Group representations based on recursive utilities can be used to
derive the same predictions as Pietraszewski in conflict situations. Additionally, these representations generalize to nonconflict situations, asymmetric relationships, and represent the
stakes in a conflict. However, both proposals fail to represent
asymmetries of power and responsibility and to account for generalizations from specific observed individuals to collections of
non-observed individuals.

Pietraszewski argues that the representation of a group is defined by
four ways a third person can be drawn into a dyadic conflict. We
agree that such triadic interactions can lead to group representations, but propose that representations of groups are defined in
terms of an abstract, recursive utility calculus (Kleiman-Weiner,
Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017; Powell, 2021). By recursive utility we
mean: People represent individuals as valuing (i.e., adopting, or
weighting) the utilities of other individuals.
Representing recursive utilities licenses the same inferences as
the triadic behavioural primitives, in the conflicts Pietraszewski
considered. If A and C put high weight on each other’s utilities,
but relatively lower or even negative weight on B’s utilities, then
observers are licensed to predict: C will attack B, defend A, not
be attacked by A, and possibly be attacked by B. Observing one
of these patterns allows an observer to infer the relative weights
these individuals place on each other’s utilities, and therefore to
predict their future behaviour.
However, using recursive utilities allows the theory to extend
beyond Pietraszewski’s account in three ways.
First, the recursive utility representation accounts for how people represent and learn about groups in non-conflict situations.
For example, given the pattern of utilities described above observers can predict that C is more likely to respond to A’s needs than
to B’s needs, outside of conflict. Observing C helping or caring for
A would provide some evidence of how much C values A’s utilities (Powell, 2021). Then, at the first sign of a conflict between A
and B, an observer would predict C’s role, even though no previous conflict-related behaviour had ever been observed.
Second, the recursive utility representation accounts for how people represent and learn about asymmetric relationships. The inferential links between Pietraszewski’s primitives are symmetric: When C
is drawn into the conflict between A and B, and attacks B, all of three
remaining primitives are predicted to the same degree. However, C
attacking B provides more evidence of how much C values A relative
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to B, than about how much A values C. The weights individuals put
on each others’ utilities do not need to be symmetric (Powell, 2021).
Recursive utilities allow observers to represent cases where C would
always ally with A against B, but A would not reciprocate.
Third, representing conflicts in terms of abstract utilities could
account for how people make predictions based on what the conflict is about. Two individuals may become allies when parts of
their utilities overlap, and they act to maximize joint utilities
(Kleiman-Weiner, Ho, Austerweil, Littman, & Tenenbaum,
2016). Unlike fully adopting another individual’s utilities, alliances built on joint utilities might be limited to specific conflicts.
For example, hunters and environmentalists may find common
cause in defending public access to wildlands but be opposed
on animal rights. To predict future behaviour, it is critical to identify not only who is fighting, but also what is at stake.
A computational theory of groups in terms of abstract, recursive utilities is thus appealing for its expressive range and inferential flexibility. Note that implementing an actual computational
model with these properties is very challenging. No existing computational model distinguishes and/or combines both recursive
and joint utilities and their interactions.
Yet this proposal shares key limitations with Pietraszewski’s.
Both Pietraszewski’s behavioural primitives, and the recursive
utility representation, represent triads of individuals who have
equal power and responsibility. To predict human behaviour in
conflict situations, though, asymmetries of power and responsibility are indispensable. For example, if a parent defends their small
child from attack, we do not predict that the child is equally likely
to defend their parent (because of differences in responsibility)
(e.g., Fiske, 1992); when a person is insulted by his boss, rather
than his co-worker, we can predict that fewer observers will
come to his defense (because of differential power). These asymmetries cannot be reduced to (or derived from) triads of alliance
or recursive value, and so require distinct cognitive machinery.
The other major challenge is how people generalize groupconstitutive roles from specific observed individuals to collections
of unobserved individuals. Pietraszewski calls this “substitution”:
commonly, the parties to a conflict are not literal individuals, but
potentially large sets of individuals who are substitutable for one
another in the conflict roles. But how do observers identify these
sets? In the recursive utility framework, the same problem arises:
How do observers infer the recursive utilities of new individuals?
The intuitive answer here is: Observers use observable (“ancillary”)
cues and culturally specific intuitive theories (O’Connor, 2019) to
guess whose utilities are substitutable. These inferences may be
well-founded (e.g., in an international war, most individuals will
have higher reciprocal weights on the utilities of people who
share their nationality, than people from the opposing nationality),
but may be wrong (e.g., in every war, some people sympathize with
the individual or collective good of people from the “other” nationality); and because they are always based on limited evidence, these
inferences are often stereotypes (e.g., people who share a racial or
gender or religious identity may be viewed as “substitutable” in
absurd and offensive ways) (e.g., Bruneau, Kteily, & Falk, 2018).
Neither account explains the role of shared historical knowledge
or cultural learning in these inferences.
To determine who is substitutable in a conflict role, observers
could generalize across people based on theories and observations
of social organization. Yet this solution seems to require all of the
machinery of group membership that Pietraszewski claimed to
avoid. To infer which individuals have relevantly similar utilities,
or are substitutable in conflict roles, observers need to generalize
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between people based on dyadic shared properties, rather than triadic conflict interactions.
In summary, a representation of abstract, recursive utilities
could make the same predictions as Pietraszewski, and additionally account for how people represent and learn about groups in
non-conflict interactions, represent asymmetric relationships
within groups, and make predictions based on what the conflict
is about. However, two key limitations of Pietraszewski’s approach
are shared by our proposal, and thus remain to be addressed.
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Abstract
Pietraszewski asserts that social psychological research on groups
is too vague, tautological, and dependent on intuitions to be theoretically useful. We disagree. Pietraszewski’s contribution is
thought-provoking but also incomplete and guilty of many of
the faults he attributes to others. Instead of rototilling the existing knowledge landscape, we urge for more integration of new
and old ideas.

Pietraszewski’s analysis of “what is a group?” is novel and stimulating. However, the gusto with which he dismissed the existing
research as vague was overwrought and counterproductive.
Except for an occasional citation with minimal elaboration, he
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did not engage with the social psychological work he dismisses
and he omits several relevant contributions. We particularly
found this puzzling because it is not obvious to us that
Pietraszewski’s theorizing provides any more clarity and specificity than the research that he criticizes.
Social psychologists interested in group dynamics have worked
on tightening their conceptual understanding of psychological
representation and process by adapting mental models from cognitive science. The concept and category literature was brought to
bear on how people represent themselves and others as individuals and as group members (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg,
1990) and the formation of stereotypes and prejudice were interpreted through models of attention and memory (e.g., Devine,
1989; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Hamilton & Gifford, 1976).
As cognitive science (and related motivation, affective, and neural
sciences) advanced, social psychologists updated their definitions
accordingly (e.g., Amodio and Ratner, 2011). Although more
research is undoubtedly needed, the social psychology of groups
is not the straw man that Pietraszewski depicts.
Moreover, the standard that Pietraszewski uses when evaluating the research of others is not the one he uses for himself. He
criticizes social psychologists for relying too strongly on intuitions, but his theorizing seems very much based on his own intuitions. Pietraszewski provided no empirical evidence to support
his assertions. It is unclear why, for instance, he assumes that perceivers inherently view the behaviors in his primitives as evidence
for intergroup behavior instead of a string of dyadic interpersonal
behaviors. In Figure 3 he circumvents this ambiguity by labeling
some positions in the diagram as ingroup and some as outgroup.
However, this solution is as tautological as the container metaphor he chastises. He also uses rhetorical sleight of hand to excuse
vagueness in his own theorizing. He limits the scope of his analysis to intergroup conflict when it is convenient for him, although
his aims often seem broader. This scope-narrowing for himself is
particularly glaring because he criticizes the field as a whole for
not being able to account for how groups, in general, are represented. He also frames his ideas as simply working toward a comprehensive theory, which allows him to defer the hard work to
future directions. He ignores that sometimes people derogate
ingroup members more than outgroup members (e.g., Marques,
Yzerbyt, & Leyens, 1988). He leaves vague how people reason
about groups when they are not privy to observing behaviors of
people over time and how his reasoning applies to representing
groups that are not in conflict. He also derides similarity-based
definitions of groups, but he seems to rely on perceivers inferring
similar fate and goals of allied agents when analyzing the groupconstitute roles.
By dismissing social psychology he misses an opportunity to
engage with research that is relevant to his research. We offer
two examples. First, his interest in understanding the nature of
groups from an evolutionary perspective reminded us of
Caporael’s core configurations model (1997; Brewer & Caporael,
2006). Caporael’s analysis discusses different kinds of groups
(dyad, work/family group, deme, and macrodeme), the functions
of these groups, and the tasks that each size group facilitates.
Group size and the different functions of groups are not taken
into account by Pietraszewski and considering these variables in
relation to Caporael’s research could be useful for thinking
about how Pietraszewski’s primitives might scale and what
other primitives could be considered.
Second, other social psychology research, based on data-driven
analyses, has shown that groups can be clustered into five different
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types: intimacy groups (e.g., families), task-oriented groups (e.g.,
work team), social categories (e.g., those defined on the basis of
gender, race, nationality), loosely associated groups (e.g., individuals employed by the same large technology company), and transitory groups (e.g., people waiting at a particular airport terminal)
(Lickel et al., 2000). These groups differ in their perceived entitativity, in the pattern of features used to determine that a collection of
people constitute a group, and in how information about the
groups are stored in memory. A series of experiments (Sherman,
Castelli, & Hamilton, 2002) demonstrated that people not only
understand these group type distinctions, but they also spontaneously use them in processing and storing information. In addition,
Johnson et al. (2006) address the question of function, showing that
these different group types serve different human needs or motives
(affiliation, achievement, and identity). It is also notable that the
way that Pietraszewski talks about ancillary attributes is reminiscent
of Hamilton, Sherman, & Lickel’s (1998) application of
Brunswick’s lens model to understand entitativity. For
Pietraszewski to achieve his larger aims of creating a grand computational theory about groups he would need to consider many of
the issues that have been discussed by these researchers.
From our vantage, Pietraszewski’s theorizing does not supplant existing research and is instead on the same theoretical
plane. We believe that theoretical integration rather than competition between models of “groupness” is the best path forward. We
laude Pietraszewski’s call for more theoretical specificity and see it
as consistent with recent pleas by mathematical psychologists
(e.g., Guest and Martin, 2021) calling for psychologists across
all topic areas to more explicitly declare their theoretical premises.
We further appreciate how Pietraszewski invokes Marr’s levels of
understanding to illustrate the complementary ways that an information processing theory of groups should be articulated.
Although psychologists interested in social dynamics have
found Marr’s organization useful (e.g., Cunningham, Zelazo,
Packer, & Van Bavel, 2007; Lockwood, Apps, & Chang, 2020;
Mitchell, 2006), the literature on groups (to our knowledge) had
not previously taken advantage of this framework. We are optimistic that greater integration across psychology’s subdisciplines
and adjacent fields coupled with recent efforts to embrace open
science, to use more naturalistic experimental paradigms, and to
recognize that cognition can be distributed across individuals,
will continue to improve definitional specificity and validity in
the psychological investigation of group living.
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Abstract
Network theory is necessary for the realization of cognitive representations and resulting empirical observations of social
groups. We propose that the triadic primitives denoting individual roles are multilayer, with positive and negative relations feeding into cost–benefit calculations. Through this, we advance a
computational theory that generalizes to different scales and to
contexts where conflict is not present.

Pietraszewski advances a compelling computational theory of how
the mind represents social groups. Here, we incorporate several
key advances in network science and social network analysis –
fields built upon a core set of theory and analytical tools for
understanding the structure of social systems. In doing this, we
propose an extension and reframing of Pietraszewski’s computational theory of social groups that provides intuitive building
blocks for generative models that (a) translate to observable patterning of social groups in real-world settings, (b) do not rely on
conflict dynamics, and (c) easily scale to characterize higher-order
group settings.
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In line with core theory in sociology (Blau, 1964; Homans,
1958; Simmel, 1950), within Pietraszewski’s framework any social
behaviour is considered a transaction or exchange, with individuals acting based on the net rewards of such relations (Caplow,
1956; Emerson, 1976). In particular, these notions reflect key
components of network theory, where the cost–benefit calculations of forming a social relationship may be weighted by the
structure and dynamics of existing relationships (e.g., reciprocity
or triadic configurations; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005; Doreian
& Krackhardt, 2001). The probability that individuals occupy a
given role within the triad – for example, that they engage in conflict against a lone other – is likely determined by observable individual differences, or ancillary attributes. These ancillary
attributes may be socially constructed categorical types that delineate group membership (such as race or ethnicity; Pietraszewski,
Cosmides, & Tooby, 2014). Quantitative individual differences
are equally likely to enter into the event calculus, with individuals’
power, status, or resource-holding potential feeding into choices
about engaging in conflict (or any other social behaviour;
Redhead, Dhaliwal, & Cheng, 2021; von Rueden, Redhead,
O’Gorman, Kaplan, & Gurven, 2019).
Incorporating network theory, we reframe Pietraszewski’s
account as an instance of mixed “triadic closure” in “signed networks” (i.e., social networks that have both positive and negative
relationships; Cartwright & Harary, 1956; Heider, 1958). A third,
positive tie must be specified between two individuals to develop
realistic generative models that reliably determine individual roles
within any triadic configuration. This third tie could represent
any number of social relationships or behaviours (such as kinship,
friendship, physical proximity, food-sharing, or co-working) that
enter the cost–benefit analysis. In the context of conflict, the tie is
assumed to be “positive,” producing benefits or rewards within
the “event calculus.” Conflicts are then assumed to be “negative”
ties (i.e., that confer action costs). Complementary to
Pietraszewski’s formulation, we can consider a group as being a
dyad or larger set of individuals connected by observable benefitgenerating relationships.
Social groups may, therefore, be defined and represented in a
way that does not rely on conflict dynamics. This logic can be
applied to determine acts that generate benefits, with individuals
transferring portions of a finite set of resources (e.g., food, labour,
or money) based on the different token or event types within a
triad. This may produce an extended number of triadic configurations – either open or closed – that could arguably be different
summary representations of social groups (Block, 2015).
Including the content of a third tie provides concrete and flexible representations of social groups. This is because group membership – per Pietraszewski’s definition – is fundamentally a
property of a dyad. That is, within a given triad, two individuals
must share a group membership. Our marking of group membership, therefore, does not solely rely on there being observable individual markers, but also considers the presence of social
relationships. This framework can more easily be extended for
group membership to be dynamic (i.e., not strictly fixed), and
for individuals to operate within multiple group memberships.
Adding in this further complexity may be fruitful, as individuals
operate in complex, overlapping relationships (i.e., multilayer networks; Kivelä et al., 2014), and these relationships may also enter
any cost–benefit calculations, allowing easy translation to
observed empirical patterns. That is, in many real-world settings,
individuals may face a decision to engage in a conflict between the
members of two different social groups that they are members of.
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We can then extend the model to incorporate information about
these different group memberships into the event calculus that
may, for example, establish rules about roles and representations
of groups when conflicts arise between kin, friends, or cooperative
partners (Redhead & von Rueden, 2021).
Bringing this all together, our reformulation of Pietraszewski’s
theory provides a more principled approach to group settings that
extend beyond the triad and can easily scale to bounded groups
(or networks) of any size. If groups are not observed but ties
are, we can calculate probabilities of individuals’ roles within a
triad, and these roles and relationships will aggregate up to modular population-level networks that will comprise two or more
“communities” (e.g., social groups) that we can analytically detect
(e.g., Amelio & Pizzuti, 2016). That is, the information presented
about ties may be used to determine group structure across any
scale, and has been applied to large-scale international military
data to determine groups of countries that form alliances and conflicts (Traag & Bruggeman, 2009). If communities are “observed”
– as in the example in Figure 3 given by Pietraszewski – this process becomes somewhat analogous to a class of generative network models (stochastic block models for signed networks) that
use observed group structure to determine and/or predict tie formation within and between groups (e.g., Doreian & Mrvar, 2009).
In sum, by reframing and extending Pietraszewski’s account to
incorporate network theory, we are able to establish summary
representations of social groups that do not rely on conflict, easily
scale to group settings that go beyond the triad, and provide an
architecture for generative models of social groups. Through
this, a network approach provides a framework for linking
abstract cognitive concepts to empirically observed patterns in
real-world settings.
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Abstract
Even though Pietraszewski acknowledges the tentative nature of
the theory and the multiple lines of adjacent research needed to
flesh it out, he insists that the finite set of primitives he identified
is necessary and sufficient for defining social groups in the context of conflict. In this commentary I expose three interrelated
conundrums that cast doubt on this simplistic presumption.

David Pietraszewski’s proposal for a computational theory of
social groups is a significant original contribution to psychology,
cognitive science, and the social sciences, as it offers a nontautological and relational understanding of social groups by
means of a finite collection of cognitive primitives. What I find
most commendable in the target article is the attempt to develop a
relational account of social groups without compromising the epistemic virtues of precision and clarity: for context, in my home discipline of human geography, relational understandings of social and
spatial phenomena too often have come at the high price of imprecise, unclear, and metaphor-laden jargon (cf. Malpas, 2012).
Interestingly, Pietraszewski’s incisive critique of the still-dominant
theorizing of groups as containers in which agents are somehow
placed (cf. sect. 8.2, paras. 2–4) and the proposed redefinition of
group membership as a relational property parallels recent critiques
in human geography of (social) space itself as container and its
rethinking in relational terms (Simandan, 2019a, 2020).
Even though the author acknowledges the tentative nature of the
theory and the multiple lines of adjacent research needed to flesh it
out, he insists without much warrant that the finite set of primitives
he identified in sections 3 (paras. 3–4) and 4 (paras. 2–3) is necessary
and sufficient for defining social groups in the context of conflict. In
the remainder of this commentary, I expose three interrelated conundrums that undermine this simplistic presumption.
The first is the underappreciated role of delays in the computational problem of representing and reasoning about groups.
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Although the author briefly mentions that “contingent
cost-infliction is often a drawn-out process, with many gaps
and lulls between interactions” (sect. 6, para. 3) and that “therefore, delays between cost inflictions will have to be allowed for”
(sect. 6, para. 3), he fails to develop the logical implications of
this observation for how we make sense of groups-in-conflict.
To appreciate this point, we need a more elaborate vocabulary
for conceptualizing delays in the context of intergroup conflict
(cf. Simandan, 2018, 2019b, 2019c). To begin with, a group’s
response to a particular challenge or move by a rival group can
be immediate or delayed. This basic distinction is complicated
by the fact that even apparently immediate reactions always
involve a number of unavoidable delays pertaining to observation
(delay between the emergence of a relevant signal in the environment and one’s taking notice of that information), initial insight
or coup d’oeil (delay between being aware of disparate signals and
their subsequent juxtaposition into an incipient mental schema),
full mental model development (delay between initial inchoate
insight and its gradual development into a full representation of
the group conflict situation), intragroup communication or
reporting delays, group decision-making delays, initiation or
launching (delay between a group’s decision to respond to a
rival group’s move and the actual moment when that response
is carried out), and material delays (the irreducible gap between
launching a given response and the time it takes for it to generate
results). The formal analysis of the dynamics of intergroup conflict requires dedicated attention to teasing apart unavoidable
delays from premeditated or deliberate delays in movecountermove sequences. It also requires a more explicit acknowledgment that delays are a fundamental category that needs to be
accounted for in any attempt to formalize the meaning of social
groups beyond natural language understanding. This latter point
unintentionally transpires even from Pietraszewski’s proposed
formalism (sects. 3 and 4): Indeed, although he builds his definition of groups-in-conflict by relying on the four triadic primitives
of generalization (“A attacks B, then A attacks C”), alliance (“A
attacks B, then C attacks B”), displacement (“A attacks B, then
B attacks C”), and defense (“A attacks B, then C attacks A”),
one of the common threads linking these triadic primitives is
that they all function with delays, as signaled by the marker
“then” (my emphasis).
The second conundrum results from Pietraszewski’s glib relegation of proximity to the status of a mere ancillary attribute of
social groups (cf. sect. 8.1, para. 2, and again in sect. 9.2, para.
2). I argue that once we take into account the multidimensional
understandings of proximity/distance developed in construal-level
theory and evolutionary geography, it becomes apparent that
proximity is a strong candidate for inclusion in the set of primitives that defines what a social group is (cf. Simandan, 2016).
Construal-level theory (Trope & Liberman, 2010) has advanced
a subjective account of proximity whereby distance is a metric
that tracks how far removed from the self-in-the-here-and-now
an item is alongside the four interrelated dimensions of space,
time, uncertainty, and sociality. Evolutionary geography
(Boschma, 2005) has also moved toward a multidimensional conceptualization of proximity, identifying no less than five types:
cognitive (degree of overlap between the dominant mental representations of two groups or organizations), geographical (physical
objective distance), organizational (extent of shared history or
past cooperation between two groups), institutional (degree of
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overlap between the cultures of two groups), and social proximity
(intensity of social and kinship ties between two agents or
groups). Both of the aforementioned theories identify social proximity as one of the crucial dimensions of proximity. In natural
language, we use the vocabularies of social proximity and social
groups seamlessly and often interchangeably: I would therefore
urge Pietraszewski to develop his formal account of groups by
exploring ways to upgrade proximity (understood multidimensionally) from ancillary to central status.
Finally, Pietraszewski’s proposed building blocks for a computational account of social groups reveal repeatedly that the problematic
of loyalty and disloyalty seems to be inextricably intertwined with
how agents make inferences about groups (e.g., sect. 8.2, para. 6
and sect. 8.3, para. 2; sect. 8.4, para. 3). Which brings out the question: What would a computational theory of group loyalty itself look
like? The philosophical literature on loyalty may not offer useful
starting points because it often frames this topic as “an important
area of the normative” (Oldenquist, 1982, p. 173). A more promising
starting point seems to be appraising the dynamic relationship
between social proximity and loyalty, and thereby pushing the relational understanding of social groups one step further.
Financial support. This research received no specific grant from any funding agency, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors
Conflict of interest. None.
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Abstract
Drawing from conflicts observed in online communities (e.g.,
astroturfing and shadow banning), I extend Pietraszewski’s theory to accommodate phenomena dependent on the intersubjectivity of groups, where representations of group membership (or
beliefs about group membership) diverge. Doing so requires
enriching representations to include other agents and their
beliefs in a process of recursive mentalizing.

In the target article, Pietraszewski proposes a computational theory of social groups that is at its core subjective, defining a group
in terms of a single individual’s representation of it. However,
social groups are not subjective: Consider that a person cannot
through their own beliefs unilaterally create or destroy a group,
or change an established group’s membership. Rather, group
membership is intersubjective, dependent on representations
that are (at least in part) shared among members of the ingroup
or outgroup (Dennen & Wieland, 2007; Eden, Jones, Sims, &
Smithin, 1981; Matusov, 1996; Stahl, 2016; Zlatev, 2014). The
intersubjective nature of groups gives rise to important phenomena in the context of conflict that cannot be explained by
Pietraszewski’s computational theory because they arise only
when people’s representations of group membership diverge or
are believed to have diverged.
Consider the following examples often observed in conflicts
within online communities:
(1) A person wrongly believes they are part of a group, whose
members keep up the charade until an ultimate act of (apparent) betrayal that reveals the false belief (e.g., cyberbullying).
(2) A person becomes romantically involved with a defrauder,
scammer, troll, or person with some other ulterior motive
(e.g., online dating romance scams; catfishing).
(3) A person undermines a group by pretending to be a member
of it while covertly acting against its interests (e.g., online sock
puppetry and astroturfing; cyber espionage).
(4) Two factions of a group each reject the others’ sincerely held
beliefs regarding membership in that group, cleaving it in two
(e.g., schisms).
(5) An aggressor creates a self-fulfilling prophecy when, failing to
distinguish between groups, aggresses against them jointly,
causing the groups to merge (e.g., in the emergence of
some unity movements).
(6) One person does not believe a particular group exists, whereas
another person cherishes their membership in that group
(e.g., identity pride and erasure).
(7) A person is unaware of having been banished from a group or
silenced within it (e.g., hell banning and shadow banning).
Analyzing any of these phenomena by considering only one individual’s representations of group membership would fail to capture their essence. For example, in the case of astroturfing
(Leiser, 2016; Sisson, 2017; Zhang, Carpenter, & Ko, 2013),
where a purported grass-roots organizer is, in fact, the agent of
a sponsor working against the cause, it is not enough for the
group or the public to believe the agent is a member of the
group. Nor is it enough for the sponsor or its agent to believe
they are not a member. Rather, it is the divergence in understanding about the agent across the sponsor, the agent, the public, and
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other interested parties, which gives rise to the phenomenon and
the harmful consequences to the cause that are associated with it.
Here, I put forward a computational approach that extends
Pietraszewski’s theory to accommodate phenomena dependent
on the intersubjectivity of groups.
The extension begins by zooming out from the focal individual
studied by Pietraszewski to consider the representations of all three
individuals in the triad (or more generally, any interested parties).
Minimally, this is accomplished by endowing each individual with
their own representation of the kind put forward by Pietraszewski
in terms of which agents will tend to fill the group-constitutive
roles. Doing so requires no new computational machinery and permits analysis of diverse phenomena where these representations
diverge. For example, in the case of shadow banning, a person is exiled
from an online community without their knowledge by a moderator
who causes the exiled person’s communication to be invisible to other
community members (Cole, 2018; waxpancake, 2009). It is common
for the shadow-banned individual, the moderator, and other community members to each have their own understanding: The shadowbanned individual believes they are part of the group, the moderator
believes they are not, and other members of the group may variously
believe the individual is a member, a non-member, or does not even
exist. A meaningful description of a group must, therefore, allow
expression of divergent representations of group membership.
The extension proceeds by enriching the content of each individual’s representation to include the representations of other
individuals via a process of recursive mentalizing. Although in
the previous step, we endowed each agent with a representation
that included other agents filling (or not) group-constitutive
roles, but not those other agents’ beliefs, in the current step we
recurse, enabling each agent to represent other agents’ beliefs
(Frith & Frith, 2005). At infinite recursion depth, this produces
effects of common knowledge (de Freitas, Thomas, DeScioli, &
Pinker, 2019; Platow, Foddy, Yamagishi, Lim, & Chow, 2012;
Thomas et al., 2016). New computational machinery in the
form of recursive mentalizing must be brought to the table, bringing with it the power to model complex social phenomena that
depend on misrepresentation and deception, where actions are
taken because they are expected to validate another person’s
wrongly held beliefs or cause them to misinterpret which agents
fill group-constitutive roles. Returning to the example of astroturfing, consider that divergence in representations alone is not
enough to fully capture its essence – being mistaken as a member
of a group is not astroturfing. Rather, the agent must also take an
action because they believe it will cause a certain impression in the
minds of the public with respect to group membership. A representation of a group in the context of conflict must, therefore,
enable individuals to represent the beliefs of others.
Enriching the representation put forward by Pietraszewski to
include other agents and their beliefs in a process of recursive
mentalizing permits analysis of complex social phenomena that
arise from the intersubjectivity of groups.
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Abstract
David Pietraszewski’s theory of social groups offers a developmentally plausible account of how we reason about group membership, as it delineates clear boundaries to the hypothesis space
that children must navigate. Merits notwithstanding, the account
remains silent with respect to the arbitration problem: It does
not explain how children can appropriately select among competing frames when interpreting social interactions.

From a developmental standpoint, the main virtue of David
Pietraszewski’s theory is its ability to deal effectively with the
reduction problem. At its core is the claim that the gamut of
multi-agent conflict can be decomposed into four types of triadic
interactions, each specifying a distinct way by which third parties
can be drawn into conflict. By constraining the hypothesis space
to a finite repertoire of coalitional schemata, the theory offers a
developmentally plausible way in which young learners may
infer role assignments across multi-agent configurations. Once
the appropriate stance is adopted, attributing group membership
becomes an eminently tractable task (cf. Thomsen & Carey, 2013).
Nothing, however, guarantees that third-party interactions end
up being interpreted through coalitional lenses. Any given social
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behavior can be, in fact, apprehended under multiple and equally
compatible frames. By way of example, let us consider the “generalization” event, in which A imposes costs on B and C. By
Pietraszewski’s account, this event should license the inference
that B and C belong to the same group. This is the case, however,
only if the observer is trying to map the observed interactions in
terms of coalitional units. Other interpretations are certainly possible. For instance, the observer may take the across-patient consistency of the agent’s action as evidence of an underlying trait
(i.e., A is a bully; Boseovski & Lee, 2006). By focusing on the attribution of individual dispositions, this stance inhibits utilizing B
and C’s common interaction role (as victims) as group-diagnostic
information. Reasoning about traits is, of course, not the only
contender. Triadic interactions may be revelatory of underlying
social structures. Let us consider the “displacement” case: A
imposes costs on B, who does the same on C. Under
Pietraszewski’s account, A and C should be represented as belonging to the same group. This interaction can, however, also be
taken to indicate a linear dominance structure in which a highranking agent (A) attacks a subordinate (B), who redirects its
aggression against a lower-ranking agent (C) to prevent further
aggression from third parties (for evidence of this behavior in
nonhuman animals, see Kazem & Aureli, 2005). This interpretation, although similarly requiring the embedding of pairwise relations within a larger structural template, does not license the
assumption that A and C are in the same group.
As these examples illustrates, there are multiple frames to
choose among. This plurality is to be expected, as it reflects the
variety of fitness-relevant affordances in the social world. If the
interpretation of social interactions can be considered akin to
the phenomenon of multistable perception, systems for arbitrating
among these competing frames then must be expected, especially
when the concurrent activation of multiple frames may lead to
contradictory inferences (as in the “displacement” scenario, in
which two agents would be represented at the same time as
being part of the same group as well as placed at the opposite
ends of a hierarchy). If Pietraszewski’s computational theory
manages to effectively imprint deterministic force to group-based
reasoning in a specific coalitional frame, it offers little guidance
with respect to these broader arbitration issues. This architectural
blind spot is, however, orthogonal to the internal validity of
Pietraszewski’s theory: Once a suitable event description (in
terms of groups) has been selected, membership attribution
does indeed become a cognitively straightforward operation.
Furthermore, this limitation is by no means unique to
Pietraszewski’s account. Several authors made the empirical case
for each of these interpretive strategies in infancy and toddlerhood
(trait-based, Hamlin, 2013; relational, Thomsen & Carey, 2013;
group-based, Powell & Spelke, 2013; Rhodes, Hetherington,
Brink, & Wellman, 2015), yet explicit discussions about how
young learners may adjudicate among these have been lacking.
In fact, Pietraszewski appears aware of this issue. In discussing
the “defense” scenario (in which agent C, having witnessed A
attacking B, then retaliates against A), Pietraszewski concedes
that observers may interpret A’s behavior not as indicative of
their common group membership, but rather of the agent’s sensitivity to moral demands (e.g., punishing unprovoked aggressors,
Geraci, 2021; Kanakogi et al., 2017). To determine which of
these interpretations is being upheld, Pietraszewski proposes a
way to assess the cross-situational consistency of role assignment:
If A and C belong to the same group, they should also fill the
appropriate group-constitutive roles in the remaining three
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scenarios; no such consistency should be expected if A’s intervention was instead prompted by moral demands. Although falling
short of solving the arbitration problem, this verification strategy
suggests that different frames may yield representations of different granularity: A trait-based frame, for instance, may not encourage the encoding of the patients’ identity (because not essential to
predicting behavioral consistency) as much as a relational frame,
or, conversely, it may be compatible with a wider range of pairwise combinations than a relational structure based on assumptions of linear ordering (Mascaro & Csibra, 2014).
In sum, although Pietraszewski’s sterling contribution to social
cognition may not shed new light on the still-neglected issue of
how observers can decide among competing frames, it advances
a computationally tractable and straightforwardly testable theory
of how humans reason about social groups, which developmental
scientists, in particular, will undoubtedly benefit from.
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Abstract
Group representations need not reduce to triadic conflict roles,
although we infer group membership from them. A conceptual
primitive of <group> as one solidary, bounded unity or clique
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may motivate and facilitate reasoning about cooperative group
interactions in context with and without intergroup conflict
and may also be necessary for representing which agents
would replace one another in a triadic conflict.

The learnability of the social world requires that some core, abstract
primitives guide attention to its underlying relational structure so
that likely and appropriate forms of interaction (costs and benefits)
may be predicted and motivated throughout social life (Fiske, 1991,
1992; Fiske, Thomsen, & Thein, 2009; Sheehy-Skeffington &
Thomsen, 2020; Thomsen, 2020; Thomsen & Carey, 2013;
Thomsen, Frankenhuis, Ingold-Smith, & Carey, 2011).
Pietraszewski points out that much social psychological, intergroup theory takes for granted the concept of <group> and argues
(a) why the concept of group is evolvable and (b) that engagement
in primitive triadic conflict roles carries critical information about
who is in a group alliance with whom. Indeed, one might argue
that the meaning of <group alliance> – or as the author puts it
“group in the context of conflict” – is <a set of agents who help
each other in conflict>. Pietraszewski’s careful elaboration of how
the meaning of group alliance relates to triadic conflict primitives
is thought-provoking and valuable for social and cognitive psychological theory. But it does not yet solve the question of what is the
structural representation of the conceptual primitive <group>:
Although we intuitively infer the existence of groups based on
how people help or hinder each other in conflict, this does not
entail that group reduces to engagement in triadic conflict roles
and so does not solve what the <group> concept we infer is.
Although between-group conflict likely characterized the evolutionary context of humans (cf. e.g., Richerson & Boyd, 2008), groups
coordinate and cooperate in many more ways than antagonistic conflict, and so any universal concept of “any and all groups” should
also undergird these forms of non-conflict related solidarity – for
instance, cooperative child care or the redistribution of resources
within the group to help the young, sick, and old. Hence, what we
infer from evidence of triadic conflict roles must be a group axiom
which should also undergird the above cooperative practices, rather
than a summary concept of <group-in-conflict> based only on triadic conflict primitives. If not, a strict conflict primitives proposal
must either imply that “group” basically means something different
in, say, the statements of “a group should work together,” “a group
has to help those who are in need through no fault of their own,” “a
group has to first take care of its own,” and “a group has to stand
together against its aggressors”; or, alternatively, demonstrate that
non-conflict-based forms of group cooperation are also undergirded
by triadic conflict primitives (as, for now, unsuccessfully attempted
by the author for the case of reciprocity).
I instead posit that we use the word group in each of the above
sentences simply because we mean the same by it – conflict or not
– namely, a bounded, communal, solidary, merged, or fused unity
of people whom and whose interests we treat as one for the purposes at hand (cf. Fiske, 1991; Fiske et al., 2009; Thomsen &
Carey, 2013; Thomsen & Fiske, 2018). Pietraszewski writes that
many existing theories about social groups are “simply metaphorical (typically a subsumption or containment metaphor)” (in the
abstract), and he argues that such a container metaphor cannot
account for shifting or superordinate identities and that the metaphor cannot be literally correct because individual people know
that they are not the same individuals. According to
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Pietraszewski, this demonstrates “the danger of intuitive theoretical reasoning.”
Yet a simple straightforward theoretical alternative is that the
reason researchers and lay-people alike intuitively and effortlessly
use conceptual container, subsumption, and unity metaphors –
which are found across language families and cultural practices
– to speak about social groups is that these are, in fact, the
forms of thought that humans use to reason about groups (cf.
Fiske, 1991, 1992; Kovecses, 2010). Of course, cognitive heuristics
or summary representations do not have to be literally true to
function. And container representations can, in fact, describe
the example of shifting social identities where two groups of former enemies unite (sic!) against a third one, by simply subsuming
two social containers within a superordinate, common one. This
also highlights the convenient computational fact that container
schemas embed recursively.
I agree with Pietraszewski that the very act of categorization cannot itself be what group representations are about. Instead, the core,
critical information must be the relational features for how costs and
benefits are shared in solidary ways within the categorized groups.
One theory already on the market which makes this explicit assumption about communal groups – in a manner not bound to conflict
roles – is relational models theory and its prediction that universal
evolved core relational primitives manifest already in early childhood
(Fiske, 1991, 1992; Thomsen & Carey, 2013; Thomsen & Fiske,
2018). It makes the argument that uniting “as one” may foster
extraordinary acts of solidary sacrifice, and that we infer and feel
the existence of solidary unity based on such sacrifice. Identity fusion
theory makes similar points (e.g., Whitehouse, 2018).
Pietraszewski points out that summary group representations
must scale up to social identities and assumes that this is possible
by simply treating people with the same social identity as interchangeable with respect to the triadic conflict-role slots.
However, the key question remains how that is possible: How
do we know that people are interchangeable with respect to triadic
conflict roles – what is the structure of the cognitive architecture
that makes it possible to think of several individual people in this
way as “one and the same”? I posit that these inferences are precisely what the concept of group licenses, and that it takes the
structural form of a bounded unity/in-out categorical container
between individuals so that they are treated, and treat each,
other “as one,” greater than each individual, for the purposes at
hand (cf. Fiske, 1991; Thomsen & Carey, 2013; Thomsen &
Fiske, 2018). As the peasants in the village Fuente respond in
the play Fuenteovejuna when they are all tortured to make them
reveal which of them killed a military commander: Fuente did it
(Lope de Vega, 1619/1977).
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Abstract
Groups are only real, and only serve as a basis for collective
action, when their members perceive them to be real. For a computational model to have analytic fidelity and predictive validity
it, therefore, needs to engage with the psychological reality of
groups, their internal structure, and their structuring by (and
of) the social context in which they function.

Tintin:
JP:
Gilou:
JP:
Gilou:
Tintin:
JP:
Gilou:
JP:

How did it go JP?
All right.
What did you tell Paquin?
Nothing more. I just stood by my statement.
You fucker.
Hold on JP… You didn’t say you’d make a mistake?
You know we all went in after the shots. I’m not lying.
I’ve no reason to stick my neck out for you.
If you say that it’s homicide and we all get fired.
Not me. You.
[Gilou goes to hit JP, but Tintin intervenes]
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Stop… stop. For fuck’s sake JP, we have to stick together
as a team.
What team? What sticking together? You know nothing
about me. So don’t talk to me about teams!
(Spiral, Series 4 Episode 2).

The above exchange from the French crime series Spiral
(Engrenages) speaks to the fact that from the perspective of
“users” the definition of groups is far from straightforward. For
Gilou and Tintin – long-time members of their small but maverick police unit – the team is very real. It binds them together and
is a basis for them to not just to cooperate, but also to make significant sacrifices on each other’s behalf. Indeed, the argument we
see here relates to the fact that Gilou and Tintin have just lied to
cover up the misdemeanours of another team-member (Laure).
But this is something that JP – a newcomer to the team – was
not prepared to do. And as he intimates, the fundamental reason
for this is that the team is not real for him.
Trying to construct a model (computational or otherwise) of
what is going on here is an important question – for all the reasons that Pietraszewski sets out in his carefully argued and wellresearched paper. Indeed, for social and computational scientists
alike, this is an immensely important challenge. Yet, although
there is much to commend in Pietraszewski’s attempt to do
this, his proposed solution suffers from four core problems.
The first, and most basic problem with Pietraszewski’s model is
that treats the group as objectively definable based on a set of external exigencies (e.g., relating to conflict). Applied to Gilou and
Tintin’s team this would suggest that we could develop a computational theory which implied that so long as the team satisfied a set
of predefined criteria it would be a team. Yet we see from the
exchange in the Paris police station that no specification can do
this without taking stock of the psychological reality of group members themselves – a reality that for Gilou and JP is structured by factors such as status (e.g., as a newcomer or old-timer), accessibility
(e.g., prior experience of the group as a platform for collective
action), and fit (e.g., a context of threat which makes it a meaningful entity) (Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1994).
Following from these observations, the second problem with
Pietraszewski’s model is that it fails to take stock of the psychological
foundations of group life. Before we can model intergroup behaviour, we need first to model the processes that make group behaviour possible (Turner, 1982). After all, as the scene from Spiral
shows, we can only engage in conflict with “them” if we have first
developed a sense of “us” that makes cooperation among ourselves
possible (Coser, 1956). Accordingly, models that seek to capture the
capabilities and affordances of groups (e.g., as a basis for trust, communication, mutual influence, and organisation; Haslam, 2004)
need to start by understanding the foundations of the internalised
sense of group membership that gives rise to a sense of social identity (Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty, 1994).
Third, a satisfactory model requires an appreciation of the internal structure of groups and of the norms that regulate their behaviour. Among other things, this is because norms determine group
members’ understanding of acceptable behaviour and dictate the
different ways in which they should relate to each other (e.g., as
outlined by Fiske, 1992). For example, what may look like conflict
to observers may be perceived as cooperation by its members (and
vice versa) and such considerations are essential for understanding
whether particular behaviour presages group formation or else disintegration. As Gilou and Tintin note, although a commitment to
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honesty and openness will make many groups stronger, it may
destroy others. Again, this is something we need to appreciate
not as onlookers who stand outside the group, but as insiders for
whom the group is psychologically real in ways that make it a platform for both sense-making and social action.
Developing and integrating these various observations, the
fourth problem with Pietraszewski’s model is that it fails to recognise that group definition and associated group processes necessarily depend on social context. Psychological group
membership is fluid not fixed, labile not ossified. This means
that “who we are” and what it means to be member of a given
group varies across situations – for example, as a function of
the groups against which we compare ourselves, the specific
tasks and challenges we confront, and the way we are led. A computational model of social groups, therefore, needs to include an
appreciation of social context and of its capacity to structure psychological group membership. Without this, the model’s predictive power – and hence its efficacy – will be fatally compromised.
Notwithstanding these problems, we see the challenge that
Pietraszewski sets out as a worthy one. And certainly the fact
that, psychologically, the group is a subjective context-dependent
entity rather than a static objective object, does not mean that it
cannot – and should not – be modelled computationally.
Indeed, the four problems we have highlighted constitute what
we see as primitives for an alternative framework that might do
precisely this. Critically, though, they suggest that the key challenge for those who would develop computational models of
the group is to embrace an understanding of groups that is faithful
to the contextuality of group members’ subjective experience. In
short, we need a model of “us” not “them” that speaks to the richness of social identity (i.e., a sense of “us-ness”) as a platform for
the potentialities of group life.
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Abstract
We welcome a computational theory on social groups, yet we
argue it would benefit from a broader scope. A neuroscientific
perspective offers the possibility to disentangle which computations employed in a group context are genuinely social in nature.
Concurrently, we emphasize that a unifying theory of social
groups needs to additionally consider higher-level processes
like motivations and emotions.

Social groups are studied in a variety of fields in the behavioural
and brain sciences, mirroring their central role in human and
nonhuman societies. As three researchers studying groups and
their individuals from different perspectives (e.g., Faber,
Häusser, & Kerr, 2017; Lockwood et al., 2018; Rütgen et al.,
2015), we very much welcome an attempt for a unifying framework on groups. A shared conceptualization of groups would
indeed allow researchers to bridge gaps between disciplines and
could be extended to core group topics beyond conflict, such as
cooperation and coordination problems. However, to really be
unifying, we argue a broader scope than the one presented in
the target article would be needed. Such a broader scope should,
in particular, consider (1) a neuroscientific angle that (2) incorporates motivations and emotions.
The target article dissects the cognitive mechanisms allowing
individuals to navigate social groups. It argues that group computations arise from considering costs that one agent imposes on
another. Representing costs in group settings presses basic relational primitives into action. Relational primitives are the computational scaffold that enables us to think of the relationships
between individuals in a group. However, we know that the computational architecture proposed, should it exist, must arise from
neural processes. In neuroscience, we routinely consider learning
from rewards and losses using computational approaches (Sutton
& Barto, 2018). Pietraszewski’s framework suggests that this
quantitative framework of learning and decision-making might,
in fact, be an adequate route to understanding the relational primitives at the heart of social group membership computations.
Neural networks in prefrontal cortex and interconnected subcortical regions have been identified that determine how people weigh
costs and benefits in non-social settings (Basten, Biele, Heekeren,
& Fiebach, 2010; Klein-Flügge, Kennerley, Friston, & Bestmann,
2016). One intriguing implication from Pietraszewski’s framework
is that the same machinery that has evolutionary arisen to guide
cost–benefit decisions in non-social domains may be used to instantiate relational primitives in group contexts. Should this be the case,
then this raises a fundamental question about the social nature of
group representations. This question is: To what degree are the
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component processes underlying our ability to navigate social groups
specifically social? Neuroscientifically, it is likely that many component processes underlying social cognition are shared between social
and non-social domains (Wittmann, Lockwood, & Rushworth,
2018). For instance, the amygdala and the lateral orbitofrontal cortex
are important for learning from rewards and associating them with
specific stimuli (Murray & Rudebeck, 2018). These computations
might underlie some of their contributions to social cognition
(Munuera, Rigotti, & Salzman, 2018; Sliwa & Freiwald, 2017).
However, other brain regions have been more specifically linked to
our ability to think about other people and infer their beliefs such
as the temporoparietal junction and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(Lamm, Bukowski, & Silani, 2016; Saxe, 2006) and it is possible
that at least some of the computations performed in these regions
are specifically needed for navigating social environments.
Applying this perspective to group computations, we might
speculate that group cognition relies similarly on a mixture of
social and non-social mechanisms. Following the rationale of
the target article, it might draw particularly on the ability to compute rewards and costs that ensue from the actions of ourselves
and others. In addition, an ability that seems particularly pertinent for group cognition may be the ability to infer relationships
between multiple agents. Recent studies have explored the specific
computations via which the brain computes relationships between
objects and even abstract concepts (Behrens et al., 2018). This
might be central for instantiating the relational primitives underpinning our ability to think about social groups. Nevertheless,
despite the potential existence of such a domain general mechanism for forming relationships, it is possible that, in particular,
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, one of the most prominent regions
in social cognition research, is specifically important for forming
relationships between social agents (Izuma & Adolphs, 2013).
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex represents self and others in an
interdependent frame of reference and appears to be causally
important to separate out self and other related information
(Wittmann et al., 2016, 2021).
Therefore, by employing a neurocomputational perspective, we
may gain more precise information on which aspects of group representations may be genuinely social. However, by no means do we suggest being “reductionist” in a computational theory of groups. In fact,
there are specific component mechanisms involved in social processes
that may not fit in the categories proposed in the target article.
Specifically, motivations and emotions are crucial for different aspects
of group functioning – generally, and when it comes to conflict within
and between groups. For example, a key social motivation for group
functioning is the desire to build a positive reputation in the eyes of
other people (cf. Faber, Savulescu, & Van Lange, 2016). This motivation critically shapes prosocial behaviour (Ariely, Bracha, & Meier,
2009; Nowak & Sigmund, 2005) and also group-decision making
(De Dreu, Nijstad, & van Knippenberg, 2008; Faulmüller, Mojzisch,
Kerschreiter, & Schulz-Hardt, 2012). Regarding emotions, empathy
is an exemplary social emotion that is crucial. Empathy allows us
to understand each other from a first-person experiential perspective
(e.g., Lamm, Rütgen, & Wagner, 2019). Although this can have beneficial effects on prosocial behaviours, such as intergroup cooperation,
there is also a potential “dark side” to empathy. This may come out in
competitive contexts (when we use our understanding of others to
better compete against them), as well as when considering that empathy and the ensuing behaviour is prone to ingroup biases (Bloom,
2017). Although we have only started to understand the neurocomputational processes that underpin motivations and emotions at an
individual level, even less is known on how a group context may
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alter or amplify these processes – or vice versa, how these processes
determine membership in groups.
In summary, neuroscience provides a complementary
approach that may enrich the proposed computational theory of
social groups. It may help determine the precise – social and nonsocial – component mechanisms underlying group computations
and provide a scaffold to incorporate additional component processes relating to motivations and emotions as well as their interaction into a computational theory of social groups.
Financial support. This research received no specific grant from any funding agency, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
Conflict of interest. The authors declare no competing interests.
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Abstract
The target article is an appeal to allow explicit computational
theorizing into the study of social groups. Some commentators
took this proposal and ran with it, some had questions about
it, and some were confused or even put off by it. But even the
latter did not seem to outright disagree – they thought the proposal was mutually exclusive with some other enterprise, when
in fact it is not. Unfortunately, scientists studying social groups
have not yet avoided the thread-bare trope of the blind men
studying the different parts of the elephant: We see mutual
exclusivity when we should see complementarity. I hope we
can all take the next steps of examining how the different enterprises and approaches within our area of research might all fit
together into a unified whole.

R1. Impressions
The target article presents two arguments: (1) the study of social
groups has not yet been explicit about what constitutes a group
representation in the human mind and (2) the roles within triadic
interaction types account plausibly describes a group representation within the bounds of conflict. No one really took issue
with the first argument. Instead, most of the action surrounded
the second. A few commentaries accused the triadic account of
being just as slippery as past accounts, while more had questions
about its explanatory scope and adequacy. Another handful ran
with the account in exciting and interesting ways.
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While I’m anxious to get to argument two, it’s remarkable that
no one took issue with argument one. We’ve been studying social
groups for 100 years, yet there seems to be general agreement that
this work has failed to produce a single non-metaphorical
description of what constitutes a group representation in the
mind.
So why aren’t we inundated with plausible alternative accounts
of what constitutes a group representation? Marvin Minsky captures the essence of the problem: “You can’t look for something
until you have the idea of it” (2011). Currently, psychology is
largely intolerant of stand-alone computational theorizing, particularly in the absence of accompanying data, and is pinning its
hopes on experimental effects that will – like iron filings tossed
into a magnetic field – somehow all congeal around a theory of
how the mind works (van Rooij & Baggio, 2021).
But this has never worked: Computational theories rarely, if
ever, fall out of the data. Instead, they inform what data to look
for in the first place (e.g., Chomsky, 1959, 1980; Gardner, 1985;
Minsky, 1961; Weiner, 1948/1961). Indeed, the same lesson
occurs across the history of science: Yes, you need data to arbitrate
between theories. But the data themselves are not sufficient for
guiding what questions to ask in the first place. For that, you
need independent theory (Heisenberg, 1983; Kuhn, 1962/1970).
This brings us to the third and most important argument in
the paper: Researchers studying groups must start tolerating
stand-alone computational theorizing (theorizing about what
information-processing problems exist and how they might be
solved) – which includes concerning ourselves with how the
mind solves the reduction problem of group representation (as
the target article does). If we don’t, then we will continue to (i)
confuse experimental effects for computational theories (as I
worry some of the commentators did), and (ii) limit the
information-processing problems that we investigate to the narrow set that have obvious links to experimental effects or trivial
solutions.
Finally, a number of other commentators picked up on the fact
that a good computational theory suggests a large number of other
information-processing problems that must also be solved. But
this was sometimes treated as a problem with the theory, as
opposed to being the point of the theory (see Box R1). For example, Ratner, Hamilton, and Brewer (Ratner et al.) chide me for
leaving “vague how people reason about groups when they are not
privy to observing behaviors,” deferring “the hard work to future
directions.” But this is like criticizing a restaurant for only cooking
the food and not eating it for you too. I agree that being specific
about what the end-state mental representation is highlights a
problem. Namely, how that representation can come to be. And
I agree it is a hard problem (even when it is based on behaviors).
But that’s the point of the computational theory: Making the
problem specific enough that we can begin to tackle it. This is
exactly what others do in their commentaries (e.g., Leibo, Sasha
Vezhnevets, Eckstein, Agapiou, & Duéñez-Guzmán [Leibo
et al.]).
Fundamentally, then, the target article is an appeal for theoretical diversity. Allowing for explicit, stand-alone computational
theorizing does not displace other approaches, but compliments
them. The title of Wiles, Haslam, Steffens, and Jetten’s
(Wiles et al.) commentary captures it perfectly: “A computational
model of the group needs a psychology of ‘us’ (not ‘them’).”
I couldn’t agree more.
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Box R1. Problems aren’t a problem, they’re the point.
Computational theories provide conceptual solutions: they turn abstract,
vague notions into information-processing problems. Yet computational
theories are not theories of how that problem is solved. Rather, they identify
what problem we need, as a community of researchers, to solve. They are
the analog of an engineer first analyzing a problem before coming up with a
solution to it.
The point of presenting a computational theory is that it allows a larger
community of researchers to conduct a task analysis of that theory (Marr,
1982; Minsky, 1974). A task analysis involves asking what are the additional
information-processing problems that must be solved for this computational
theory to be executed in the real-world. That is, the computational theory is
broken down into more specific tasks and subtasks. (In the case of the
computational theory of scene analysis for vision, for example, subtasks
include depth perception, color constancy, object-feature binding, etc.)
Once a task analysis is conducted, researchers start to propose multiple,
competing accounts of how these problems may be solved by the mind, and
then begin to test for the existence of these solutions. (For example, one
problem in color constancy is correcting for reflectance, which in turn
requires representing if a surface is smooth or rough, and so on [e.g.,
Maloney & Brainard, 2010].) This three-step process is depicted below:

R2. Responses to individual commentaries
R2.1. Confusions
Ratner et al. were far and away the most critical. They accuse of
me of not holding myself to same standards with which I am criticizing others – which I agree would indeed be deeply unfair, if
only it were true. Their argument is that my theory is intuitive
because it is not based on empirical evidence: “Pietraszewski provided no empirical evidence to support his assertions. It is unclear
why, for instance, he assumes that perceivers inherently view the
behaviors in his primitives as evidence for intergroup behavior
instead of a string of dyadic interpersonal behaviors. In
Figure 3 he circumvents this ambiguity by labeling some positions
in the diagram as ingroup and some as outgroup. However, this
solution is as tautological as the container metaphor he chastises.”
There’s a lot to unpack here. First, a false choice: Either participants view interactions as intergroup or dyadic behaviors. But the
target article argues that intergroup behavior is a string of dyadic
behaviors (contingent upon a prior dyadic event involving a third
agent; a point revisited with Simandan). Second, tautology is not
equivalent to a lack of computational adequacy, and I only claim
the latter about the container metaphor. Third, I agree labeling
agents who occupy group-constitutive roles as members of the
same group (as I do in Fig. 3) constitutes a tautology – which
is why I say so on page 7. But that was the whole point of this
section. Figures 3–5 present the theory’s definition, and when
one presents a definition one is necessarily presenting a tautology.
(If it’s not clear why, go look up the definition of a tautology.)
Ratner et al. are confusing the process of defining something
with the content of the definition itself, and they present no argument that the definition is itself tautological.
Ratner et al. further criticize me for not providing any empirical evidence. But this criticism misses the point. The target article
is a generative theory that points out what evidence we should be
looking for in the first place. Ratner et al. also suggest I’m being
hypocritical by saying that past definitions of groups are intuitive
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while my own definition is also intuitive. But they’re conflating
different senses of intuitive. My concern is not with intuitive theories in the sense of not being based on direct experimental evidence, but with definitional content that requires already having
an intuition about the entity being defined. For example, in, “A
group exists when two or more people define themselves as members of it,” there is little in the definition that does not feed back
on to the very notion that is supposed to be defined. It is this
sense of intuitive I take issue with, and is the standard that I’m
holding myself and others to.
There’s more to address in Ratner et al. (e.g., they accuse of
me sleight of hand when in fact I’m putting my cards on the
table) but space is limited, and you get the idea. But I do want
to note that later in their commentary they strike a more conciliatory tone: “Pietraszewski’s theorizing does not supplant existing
work. … We believe that theoretical integration rather than competition between models of ‘groupness’ is the best path forward.”
I agree: The target article is a plea to allow explicit computational theorizing into the study of groups, not at the expense of
other approaches, but to complement them. I suspect, then, that
we have a case here of misunderstanding born out of interdisciplinarity. Or, as Ratner et al. put it, an integration of a
Marr-ian style levels-of-analysis framework with social cognition.
These misunderstandings can be seen as the growing pains of that
integration.
Two authors, Levine and Philpot – without any apparent
appreciation of the irony – next attacked me for suggesting that
whenever three people get together, the only thing that can happen is a conflict. If that were my theory, it would be a good candidate for the worst theory ever.
To be clear, the account I put forward does not predict that
conflict is the only polyadic behavior that can occur. Rather, it
articulates what constitutes group membership (to the mind)
when polyadic conflict does occur. That is, a group representation
is in part a representation of roles within polyadic conflict.
The source of misunderstanding may be that the informationprocessing machinery required to “see” groups is complex, and
conflict is but one element of it. A different matter is whether
any one group token out in the world is characterized by conflict
alone (a distinction that seems to have also tripped up Ratner
et al., Elad-Strenger & Kessler, and Thomsen). As an analogy,
we can ask how the visual system represents the world. One element of the visual system are parts for representing lines and
edges. That such mechanisms exist is not undermined if we go
out into the world and discover that a token of a scene (e.g., an
elephant standing in a field) is not exclusively made up of lines
and edges.
I do agree with Levine and Philpot that conflict protects cooperation. The ethological work out of which the present framework
emerged (e.g., Chase, 1985; Strayer & Noel, 1986) makes this very
point, and the present account predicts when avoidance of conflict (and therefore conciliation and de-escalation) will in fact
occur (see e.g., Pietraszewski, 2016).
Levine and Philpot also worry that I have failed to mention
existing work that acknowledges the relational elements of
group membership – namely, the meta-contrast principle,
which states that: “individuals tend to be categorized as a
group…[when]the perceived differences between them are less
than the perceived differences between them and other people
(outgroups) in the comparative context.”
The meta-contrast principle is a lovely description of the categorization process itself, which is, as Bruner, Goodnow, and
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Austin (1956), Bruner (1957), and Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, and
Ruderman (1978) put it, the accentuation of between-category
differences and the minimization of within-category differences.
As such, the meta-contrast principle is a descriptive framework.
It acknowledges that categorization is function of context and
who is around, but it is not – nor does it try to be – a theory
of which particular contexts and which particular people will be
categorized. To get that, you need a theory of what the categorization is for.
The target article argues that categorization is relational
because ultimately what categorization is for is to predict who
will take whose side in a conflict. So, I was less concerned with
theories that acknowledge that categorization is relational, and
more concerned with theories in which the relational property
emerges out of the functioning of the system. That said, I agree
the meta-contrast principle dovetails nicely with the present
account, and is worth including as a way of conceptualizing
(and giving a vocabulary for) the context and target specificity
of categorization.
R2.2. Questions, including “what about X?”
Simandan finds much to like, but worries that delay, proximity,
and loyalty/disloyalty need to be added to the pile of problems
to be solved if the present account is to work. I agree. The
point of presenting the target article is to provoke exactly what
Simandan is doing here: decomposing the account into a number
of subproblems. Simandan’s deconstruction of the problem of
loyalty is beautiful, and should be pushed much further.
Simandan also worries that we do not have a necessary and
sufficient theory of groups in the context of conflict. What I
meant by necessary and sufficient was whether a system that
could produce the representations described verbally in the target
article would have a representation of groups in the context of
conflict. The argument is that it would. A different issue is
whether the target article describes everything that you would
need to put into a robot to get that robot executing the verbal
description – and I would emphatically agree it is not (that’s
sort of the point). This is what I meant by computational adequacy. So I would rephrase this all as that both Simandan and I
agree the present account is not computationally adequate, and
that an entire universe of the kinds of considerations that
Simandan presents needs to be brought to bear if we are to
succeed.
Simandan ( joining also Delton and Moffet) also worries
about relegating certain group attributes to “ancillary” status.
For him, spatial proximity is just too important to be on that
list (a point echoed by Moffet).
To clarify, I don’t mean intrinsically ancillary, but ancillary
with respect to the specific conflict representation in the target
article. I’m even happy to stipulate that you might need some
kind of proximity representation to get a complete, non-impaired
group representation (Lewin field theory comes to mind; see also
Thomsen). But crucially, space as a concept is not sufficient to
produce the kinds of inferences described in the target article
(the inference is not that one is literally close; the inference is
how agents will interact with one another in terms of costs and
benefits).
Delton makes a similar point about cooperation, and I agree.
Cooperation is not intrinsically ancillary to groups; it is only
ancillary with respect to what counts as a group in the context
of conflict.
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Delton also worries I’m too harsh on past theories of obligation and interdependence (e.g., Balliet, Tybur, & Van Lange,
2017), and that I’ve got a few black boxes of my own (such as
what counts as a “cost”). While I take the point, I would push
back a little on this: The Balliet paper describes evolutionarily
recurrent dynamics, but it’s not yet a computational theory of
something in the mind – and it is only along this dimension
that I am evaluating it. I do think that it can be turned into a computational theory, and I even take a stab at that in the target article: describing it as a set of modifiers to the polyadic event types,
rather than the event types themselves.
With respect to black boxing costs, I emphatically agree, and
I’m glad somebody noticed. Theorizing that highlights additional
problems to be solved is what we want (a bizarre thing about current psychological theorizing is a desire for descriptions of the
mind that don’t highlight problems). So, yes, by all means my
account – like many others – depends intrinsically upon a psychology of representing costs (see also Wittmann, Faber, &
Lamm [Wittmann et al.]), and in no way tackles that problem,
aside from highlighting that it is a problem. My only other comment, though, is that this is not what the current paper is about: it
is about group representations. But to the degree that we have precise theories that do depend on costs (as in this work, and in
Delton’s other work), we can have more precise theories (and
dependent measures) of what constitutes a cost.
Greenburgh and Raihani are similarly constructive in pointing out that cues about what groups exist may be sparse and
even hidden, which suggests the existence of additional mechanisms that have to guess about the existence of group-based intentions. Greenburgh & Raihani describe their work on paranoia as a
window into how these systems work – including how they calibrate and even break. One notable highlight is that paranoia can
produce delusions of the Alliance type, which hints at a possible
research program in which the triadic interaction types can be
used as dependent measures with which to study both normal
and clinical-level paranoia.
The tension between the opacity of available cues and the need
to predict the future also lies at the heart of Phillips’s commentary, in which he is concerned that intentionality may be even
more important than my triadic group roles.
While I agree that intentionality is important, I think he has
things backwards: The function of the cognitive system is to predict agents’ occupation of triadic group roles over phylogenetic
and ontogenetic time. Intentions are representations that allow
this system to represent if a one-time event is diagnostic of
future events. Therefore, it doesn’t make sense to say that intentions are more important than the triadic group roles – because
what those intentionality representations are pointing to (i.e.,
the aboutness of the intentions) is whether those triadic group
roles are likely to occur in the future. Perhaps he thought
I was referring to behaviors and not mental representations?
(Phillips also gets the rock-throwing example wrong: The claim
is that all four classes of roles need to be seen or expected; not
just one.)
I also think Phillips has it backwards when he treats intentionality representations as “thick,” and the triadic-roles event grammar as “thin.” The systems underwriting the triadic-roles event
grammar constitute the bulk of the information-processing.
Whereas intentionality representations are icing-on-the-cake representations that either switch some of their calculations on or off.
They are placeholders for the fact that appearances can be
deceiving.
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I liked Wiles et al.’s commentary, and not only because of the
explicative. They helpfully point out additional problems that
need to be solved – although they again seem to think this is a
problem with my theory, as opposed to a problem in my theory
(see Simandan and Delton, above). They highlight four problems, with which I emphatically agree (I also make similar points
elsewhere; e.g., Pietraszewski, 2020a, 2020b).
First, members have to experience that some entity is a group
(“accessibility”) and know in which contexts it is relevant (“fit”).
Second, groups don’t work if the members don’t have an “internalized sense of group membership.” Third, “a satisfactory model
requires an appreciation of …the norms that…dictate the different ways in which they [group members] should relate to one
another.” Fourth, “that ‘who we are’ and what it means to be
member of a given group varies across situations.”
Again, I agree with all of this. I suspect that Wiles et al. think
that my robot would be a social imbecile waiting around for
some “ossified” set of predetermined “external exigencies,” whereas
their robot would “get it” and be just fine in the gritty realities of the
police locker room. But I think my robot needs what they’re describing (to be flexible and to actually engage with specific group tokens),
and that their robot needs what I’m describing (to have a representation of the type [group-in-conflict] in the first place).
To be clear, subjective context dependence exists because of the
problem of having to apply a static, objective inference (the roles
within triadic interaction types). An analogy with danger is apt:
Suppose that [X will lead to entropy] is the mental representation
of what it means for X to be dangerous. To be useful, such a representation has to be “shuttled around” computationally (or “protected”) from circumstances under which it is not relevant. So if
we wanted to build a robot that can see danger, it would need
to have additional machinery for being “flexible” and “contextspecific” about when X does and does not lead to entropy (a
toaster is perfectly safe, but not when you stick a butter knife in
it or bathe with it). The same applies to the roles within triadic
interaction types account: Different group tokens are going to
occupy group-constitutive roles under different circumstances.
For this reason, I’m a bit skeptical about directly pitting objective against subjective, fixed against flexible. After all, objective
and fixed information-processing (or developmental) rules
cause our flexible, internal subjective states. So our task as scientists is to explain flexibility and subjectivity as outcomes of objective and fixed computational procedures.
R2.3. Clarifying levels of analysis
One way to think about all of this is with respect to the three different levels of reduction or levels of analysis at which one can
describe the mind (see Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021): The current
framework adopts the middle functional level of analysis, in which
there are only rule-governed mechanisms. The subjective, flexible
experiences that Wiles et al. describe then live at the higher intentional level of analysis.
Wittmann et al. also make this level of analysis distinction and
go on to decompose the problems entailed by the target article
into functions (somewhat) known to neuroscientists, noting that
(i) “many component processes underlying social cognition are
shared between social and non-social domains,” and (ii) motivations and emotions are important.
I agree, and have two things to say. First – and I don’t think we
disagree on this point – motivations and emotions can be understood at all three levels of analysis: We can have a mechanistic
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account of their computational logic ( functional level), along
with their neuroscientific (implementational) and subjective
(intentional) descriptions. Second, Wittmann et al. suggest that
“by employing a neurocomputational perspective, we gain more
precise information on which aspects of group representations
may be genuinely social.” I have no doubt that this is true. But
I’d offer that such a thing is by-the-wayside. By way of analogy
with an automobile, it’s helpful to know if turniness is separate
from stoppiness. But that’s not our final destination in reverseengineering how a car works. So I’d put the enterprise somewhat
differently: that we have to specify the processes and procedures
that make all of this group stuff work, both in terms of their
abstract functional logic, and also their physical realization.
I worry there is an outright level of analysis confusion lurking
in Gelpi, Allidina, Hoyer, and Cunningham (Gelpi et al.); they
seem to think that because I’m being concrete I’m both (1) adopting a “bottom-up approach” and (2) claiming that the triadic roles
can only be inputs. As such, they think I’m being unnecessarily
narrow and leaving out important “top-down” things like categorization, induction, and inference.
But they’re wrong on all counts. First, what I’m describing here
is the functional role semantics of a group representation, which is
orthogonal to the top-down/bottom-up distinction. Second, I do
think the group-constitutive roles can be inferential outputs in
response to abstract category information, which is why I say so
in the target article.
The only way I can make sense of Gelpi et al.’s comments is if
they are confusing intentional and functional levels of analysis.
They seem to be adopting a Fodorian view of the mind, in
which concrete things are low-level inputs, and abstract things
belong to the gooey-center homunculus (see Pietraszewski &
Wertz, 2021), whereas in fact concrete things (in the context of
a computational theory) are descriptions of everything the mind
does at a functional level of analysis – gooey center included.
The funny thing is, I don’t disagree with anything that Gelpi
et al. are saying about categorization or induction. And what
they are explaining to me about categorization – such as its
being highly flexible – is something I show in my own empirical
work. So my issue is with their inferences and argument, and that
they seem to be equating categorization with induction. My claim
is that the containment metaphor doesn’t get you induction. I’m
saying, “We don’t have a theory of what induction is happening
until we known what representations are internal to those induction processes.” Gelpi et al. are responding with, “But induction
happens!” I know; the problem is how (mechanistically). They
seem to use a description of a phenomenon-to-be-explained as
an alternative to explaining how the phenomenon happens.
R2.4. Complementary approaches
Fog, Suchow, and Moffett likewise say things that are wonderful
and that I agree with, but they seem to think is a problem with my
theory (are we detecting a theme?).
Fog describes research exploring the attributes that make
group tokens successful and enduring. This is great, but the target
article isn’t a theory of that. So I’m confused why he thinks the
existence of this research poses a problem for my theory. In
fact, the two approaches are complementary: The triadic framework articulates what conflict-related dynamics successful group
tokens avoid within their own ranks and provides a way to measure “infighting” (i.e., to what degree group tokens are composed
of many other smaller group tokens).
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Suchow notes that agents may have diverging representations
of what group memberships exist, which requires metarepresentational machinery for representing what others are representing groupwise. He also notes that group representations are
intersubjective – that representations need to be somewhat coordinated to get a group off the ground. I agree (similar points
appear in the target article). So, if Suchow thinks I wasn’t thinking
this, I’m glad we could clarify. I also agree that recursive mentalizing is an important and under-studied aspect of social group
cognition. I’d add that having more precise accounts of what
cues lead to group representations in the first place gives us traction on such mentalizing procedures.
Moffett worries that I’m shoe-horning one particular meaning
onto the word “group” – namely, cooperation. (And to think,
Levine & Philpot were worried that I was only focusing on conflict!)
I agree that “group” is – like any word – a “suitcase” of meanings (as Minsky puts it), and I don’t want to lose the suitcase.
What about food groups, after all? I also agree that (i) pragmatic
and context clues narrow down referents, (ii) that polysemy is a
feature and not a bug, and (iii) thinking there’s only one computational theory for a word is likely misguided. So, I view the enterprise here as the analog of pulling one sock out of the suitcase: but
where I’m pulling out a type, not a token.
Moffett – echoing Barth, Sapir, and others – then suggests that
large-scale social identities are phylogenetically recurrent entities
that also deserve to be called groups, and that socially aligned
groups or SAGs (his moniker for the target article’s “groups”)
are somewhat orthogonal to this. I agree and have made a similar
point elsewhere (Pietraszewski & Schwartz, 2014).
My only point of disagreement with Moffett is when he suggests that certain group representations “needn’t be built on anything more complex…than how we distinguish tiger from panda,
with our fear of the other developing toward the former; whether
our minds represent any collection of things as a group—humans
included—isn’t necessarily determined by calculations around
whether, and how, they might cooperate.”
I worry that we’re confusing experience with computation
here. If I stand on the ledge of a tall building I experience fear.
But that doesn’t mean that I’m not calculating that a fall will
lead to the entropic disordering of my body. (Or, if you prefer,
natural selection “saw” this relationship and tuned the systems
that comprise me to intrinsically fear this kind of situation; similar to what the target article called intrinsic ancillary cues.) So it’s
not clear why Moffett wants to jettison calculations about behavior. Does he think that any intact human would fail to understand
that members of some feared outgroup would occupy groupconstitutive roles? And what is the fear about anyway, if not possible cost infliction?
Oláh and Király similarly point out that there are reasons for
the mind to attend to collectives (such as genders, sexes, languages,
etc.) aside from inferences about who will take who’s side in a conflict. Again, I agree and make similar points elsewhere
(Pietraszewski & Schwartz, 2014). They propose calling collectives
involving social interactions (of the cooperation/competition sorts;
Moffet’s SAGs) social groups, and collectives that warrant inferences
(e.g., sex, language, etc.) social categories. Cikara (2021) does a lovely
job of articulating this distinction, so I’ll simply point to that paper,
rather than trying to cram in something here.
What I will say about Oláh and Király’s commentary is that it
highlights the importance of distinguishing between two different
enterprises within our science of groups. One describes the
information-processing underwriting each collective studied
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under the rubric of “social groups.” The second describes the
information-processing common and universal to the folk-notion
“group.” The first requires a computationally adequate account of
every group token – an array of computational types. The second
requires explaining why people think there is an over-arching category “group,” and why they agree about a continuum of groupishness across group tokens. (This distinction is well captured by
Ratner et al., when they mention Caporeal and Lickel’s group
types and entitativity continua.)
The target article is concerned with the second enterprise: the
representation(s) applicable to the type that captures intuitions
about each token being more-or-less-a-group (i.e., the degree of
“entitativity”). The argument being that certain collectives are conceivable as “groups” (either by scientists or laypeople) if they have
attributes that make them probabilistically informative with respect
to conflict expectations (i.e., the event grammar). It’s also worth
considering whether taxonomies like Lickel’s – things like task
groups, social categories, intimacy groups, and weak social relationships – describe a factor analysis of tokens, or a set of computational
types. It’s important work either way, but we shouldn’t confuse the
two. It would be nice to see work addressing this in the future.
Like Oláh and Király, Pun and Baron review relevant developmental work. It’s wonderful, I agree with everything they say,
and they’re doing some of the best current developmental work
related to “core” group inferences. So I have nothing more to say.
Likewise, Cikara is doing some of the best research on adult’s
social group representations and inferences, and I’m glad the
latent structure learning work is reviewed in her commentary.
However, I’m puzzled as to why she’s pitting her computational
model directly against the target article’s computational theory,
as they’re two very different things.
Cikara’s work shows that relative similarity of expressed opinions (how close you and X are, compared to Y) is linked to minimal group or coalitional or alliance-based inferences and
motivations (as opposed to absolute similarity on opinions; i.e.,
how close you and X are). I’m a fan of this work, and it validates
past theorizing. But I’m puzzled why Cikara seems to assert that
this experimental effect – a computational model, which is a
mathematical description of the relationship between dependent
and independent measures – is any kind of computational theory
of a group representation. I also don’t understand why she implies
that ancillary cues can’t be relative. I think they often are, and
have been explicit on this point both in the past (e.g.,
Pietraszewski, 2013, 2020b) and also in the target article.
Finally, in Cikara’s effect, similarity (of both the relative and
absolute kind) is specific to sharing an opinion (what we might
call epistemic coordination), and is not similarity writ large. I
bring this up because distinguishing between different kinds of similarity is crucial, as there are a number of similarity-based theories
that simply don’t work. For instance, Ratner et al. incorrectly
argue that I “rely on perceivers inferring similar fate…when analyzing the group-constitutive roles” – when in fact I do not only not do
this, I don’t even think this works. If you look at the triadic interaction types within the target article, the agents who all share a common fate are those who are attacked. But who’s attacked and who’s
in the same group clearly do not map onto one another. So group
membership can’t be isomorphic with shared fate.
R2.5. Describing computations
Other commentaries tackle the computations determining which
triadic interactions are more or less likely to happen. These
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include Fischer, Levin, Rubenstein, Avrashi, Givon, and Oz
(Fischer et al.), Redhead, Minocher, and Deffner (Redhead
et al.), Qi, Vul, Schachner, and Powell (Qi et al.), and
Radkani, Thomas, and Saxe (Radkani et al.).
The Fischer et al. commentary asks, in essence, what are the
minimal numerical libraries needed to keep track of and produce
social interactions? They offer a taxonomy covering all possible
degrees-of-freedom for social interactions involving costs and
benefits – one element of which is Fischer et al.’s specific notion
of similarity: subjective Expected Relative Similarity, or SERS, the
degree to which I think my behavior will be yoked to yours.
I view Fischer et al.’s taxonomy a bit like latitude and longitude coordinates: It describes all possible locations, and the target
article describes a particular location. On this account, “group” is
a special subset of a larger possibility space. That the target article’s proposal fits within this larger possibility space (and that all
possible triadic interactions fit within a single figure) is no small
feat.
I agree with nearly everything Fischer et al. say, but I think
they sell themselves short when they say “we do not assume
that the applied model embodies a representation of the mind,
but expect it to provide testable and valid hypotheses.” While
they’re being careful, I’m happy to speculate (someone has to!)
that what Fischer et al. present is represented in the mind – if
for no other reason than that it does describe a space of all possible social interactions involving costs and benefits.
Redhead et al. add a latent positive tie between the two agents
not in conflict within each of the four triadic interaction types.
This addition adds tractability from both a network science and
on-the-ground-measurement perspective, and opens the door
for polyadic benefit-conferral frameworks (something colleagues
and I are also starting to work on; e.g., Conroy-Beam, Ghezae,
& Pietraszewski, 2021). This notion of ties is helpful in that it
allows for dyadic and polyadic continuity, and starts to get at
the nature of the underlying mental calculations.
Qi et al. suggest that the triadic framework can be reduced to
dyadic welfare trade-off ratios (WTRs) – a representation of how
much one agent places another’s welfare against their own – and
therefore may be a more parsimonious group representation than
what is presented in the target article. While I’m sympathetic, I
worry this may be a case of what Dennett (1995) called greedy reductionism. Yes, you can reduce a computer program to 0’s and 1’s, but
that doesn’t mean the program is just 0’s and 1’s. In other words, we
shouldn’t confuse the ability to describe something in a particular
language with the claim that the existence of the language is itself
sufficient for the creation of what we just said. (If that were true,
we should all stop typing and go home now.)
Here’s one argument (of many) for why WTRs probably aren’t
sufficient: Many species have dyadic relationships. Far fewer have
polyadic relationships. Yet both dyadic and polyadic relationships
can be described in terms of WTRs. If WTRs are all that are necessary, then we shouldn’t see a discrepancy between dyadic and
polyadic capacities.
That said, I have no doubt WTRs can describe the triadic
interactions (with some exceptions; see Pietraszewski, 2016), if
for no other reason than conflict on behalf of another is a benefit
to that other (generally), and to impose a cost on another is, well,
to impose a cost on another. WTRs are also likely both inputs and
outputs to the triadic architecture – that is, WTRs can be calculated as a result of the triadic interactions, and are also values
that can inform which agents occupy which roles (I say as
much in the target article). But again, we shouldn’t confuse the
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values that the polyadic interaction systems take in and generate
as being the same thing as the representation itself.
If instead you want to argue instead that WTRs play out in a
particular way in polyadic conflict (i.e., the group-constitutive
roles within the triadic interactions), then you’ve redescribed
the present account with different language, which is of course
no alternative at all. The upshot of all of this is that WTRs are
something different than the target articles’ roles within triadic
interaction types.
The same comments apply to Radkani et al.’s proposal of a
recursive utility calculus; that it’s a theory of values, not a theory
of what gets done with those values, or of how those values coalesce into or map onto a representation of a “group,” so it’s a category mistake to directly contrast the utility calculus with the
proposal in the target article. Otherwise, I agree with pretty
much everything else that Radkani et al. say. They note, for example, that groups are a special case of symmetry relationships, but
not all relationship will be symmetric – and I agree (indeed, the
more general asymmetric cases are covered in Pietraszewski,
2016; a similar observation is made by Ho, Rosenthal, Fox,
Garry, Gopang, Rollins, Soliman, & Swain [ Ho et al.]). I also
agree that the scaling-up architecture may often get things
wrong (a point also made by Boyer). I’m not sure they quite
understood which elements of the group membership machinery
I was claiming could be avoided within the scaling-up architecture, but I don’t think either they or I have enough to go on to
have that conversation here.
Leibo et al. explore how we might get the representations
described in the target article in the head of an organism via reinforcement learning (RL) – but (thankfully) not using RL as an
explanation, but as a starting framework for specifying the things
you would need to put in the system (or see in the environment)
to get the necessary representations (and motivations).
I like the commentary so much that I only have a few things to
say. First, I appreciate that they point out that RL does not imply a
blank-slate approach. Second, it’s heartening to see that the reinforcement learning methods proposed take the credit assignment
problem seriously (if you haven’t tackled credit assignment, then
you don’t really have a RL solution). Leibo et al. in particular
describe a hierarchical structure featuring a manager (who
would get rewards from the world), and a worker (for whom
the manager creates intrinsic rewards, and who works on
more immediate tasks and time-frames). The decoupling
between the manager and worker allows for longer time-span
credit assignment, among other things. I think this is all great,
and also a place for a learnability or task analysis of the environment, where one can ask things like, What outcomes would the
manager be exposed to in principle? and What errors or mistakes
would it need to protect the learner from? I also agree that it will
be helpful to apply these methods to both real-world and artificial toy world scenarios, and then have the two approaches meet
in the middle. I hope the proposed research program comes to
fruition.
I also really liked DeDeo’s commentary, not least because he
suggested my framework may still be too folk psychological (!)
in that it may be part of the “talking,” “public representation”
kind of mental representation – the kind that explains things to
others, but that doesn’t necessarily do most of the work. DeDeo
also mentions sparse coding, a way for system to determine points
of maximum inferential leverage at different levels of abstraction.
(Essentially, if you and your spouse produce nearly identical social
inferences for a third party, then that third party’s mind might
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chunk you and your spouse together for the purposes of making
calculations about the social world.) This suggests that my overly
granular “atomic-compositional” framework may be better
thought of as a population of representations that “mix different
levels” of granularity.
I agree with all of this, and have been thinking along similar
lines. But to clarify on the first point: The current framework suggests many group summary representations will be private and
not communicable (which also means there are far more group
representations than first-person phenomenology would suggest).
So I might reframe it this way: There are hierarchal and nested
sets of representations that chunk the triadic state space in precise
ways. This machinery is not hooked up to the “talky” parts of the
mind. And the talky parts have a simpler scale-up homogenization architecture, so as to not contaminate the actual computational, precise system.
With respect to sparse coding, I would put it that the atomic
system spawns sparse coding representations, which are timeconsuming, but once made can be used quickly. So the two are
not mutually exclusive. Sparse coding produces efficient
“chunked” representations that explain a lot without having to
repeat the calculations that made the chunk in the first place. I
suspect probable events and behaviors get run through an off-line
version of this triadic state-space inference machine (tuned
according to current relationships, and modified according to
changes to relationships and events). Relationships and events
that do not qualitatively shift outcomes are then more readily
chunked. In other words, the system is constantly asking
“What’s the least detailed representation that can be used to generate and predict behavior effectively?”
R2.6. Additional (computational) considerations
Bryant and Bainbridge suggest that social interactions offer readily available cues – either by design, or by accident – for inferring
group membership. They note work on auditory communication
that suggests yelling and laughter (to take just two examples) have
design features that make them surprisingly appropriate for making social inferences of the kind in the target article. This work
suggests how the mind comes to wrest group membership representations from an opaque and cue-stingy environment, and is
relevant to both the Leibo et al. and DeDeo commentaries.
Boyer’s commentary is profound in two ways. First, he points
out that intuitive, folk theories distort our scientific intuitions.
Which means that one of the best ways to improve science is to
render their operations explicit. I couldn’t agree more, and this
is one of the themes of the target article.
The second point follows from the first: Boyer asks to what
degree the representation [groups as agents] is ever veridical, particularly when (1) the scale of interaction goes beyond what the
cognitive systems evolved to deal with (e.g., modern nationstates), and (2) when methodological individualism no longer
holds (i.e., even if we knew everything about how the mind
works, we would still have to capture higher-level social dynamics
to understand and predict behavior).
Both points are germane and pressing. I would add that the
scaling-up architecture probably also gets things wrong even at
relatively small scales (does Vanessa really hate Anne, or is that
just a facile inference generated by the fact that Vanessa hates
Rachel, and that Anne and Rachel are good friends?)
Furthermore, because everyone shares the same scaling-up architecture, these inaccuracies can become self-fulfilling (Did
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“America” really want to go to war with North Vietnam?
Probably no. Yet it did). The outputs of the scaling-up architecture are also likely easier to coordinate around than the messiness
of reality – because the outputs are for communication and coordination (see also DeDeo). This means that we constantly overhomogenize collectives and their relationships with one another.
As much as our group psychology allows us to “see” groups, it
blinds us to the many realities underlying them.
Tatone points out what he calls the arbitration problem: that
there are often competing interpretations (or frames) for understanding any particular event – triadic interaction types included.
For instance, Displacement may reflect a dominance hierarchy and
not a shared group membership. Therefore, computational systems must exist for arbitrating between which event framing is
correct (or should be favored).
I agree and would note that what Tatone is expressing here is
also mirrored in the commentary of Radkani et al., among others,
which is that group relationships are a special class of relationships that determine what kind of triadic interactions are likely.
However, they are not the only relationships that do so – and
we need theories of all the relationships that determine behavior
within triadic interactions. Tatone’s frames are also the kind of
latent representations that will be necessary in any theory of
how group representations can come to be and remain accurate
(as described by Leibo et al. or Simandan).
I’d add that I’m not sure that things always get arbitrated cleanly
between different possible framings. Given that there are plurality of
systems within the mind, there needn’t be a single point decision
between competing frames – particularly when the contents of the
competing frames (e.g., dominance vs. group membership) are
not themselves mutually exclusive out in the world. Such simultaneous perceptions may then account for why we can speak, for
instance, of ethnic group memberships simultaneously being
about group memberships and dominance relationships within a
society.
Thomsen suggests that containment, unity, and oneness is a
computational theory of groups. I fear this reflects a confusion
between types and tokens, and simply retraces what I say about
intuition in the target article: “Intuition highlights what is variable
about groups (who belongs to what group, and what individual
tokens of groups exist) while blinding us to what is universal
about group memberships (what constitutes a group, and what
is done within cognitive architecture once a group is detected).”
In other words, while I agree with Thomsen on most issues, I
think she is pushing us in the wrong direction here: rehashing the
intuitive output of an essentialized “oneness” as the computational theory itself – rather than as the intuitive output that
needs to be explained by the computational theory. To make
just one point: There are an infinite number of ways to treat ourselves and each other as “one.” Only a vanishingly small subset
generates coherent and functional outcomes. It is our job to specify this subset, not to let intuition silently eliminate all but the
coherent and functional.
To be clear, I do agree that group tokens (intuitively) involve
containment metaphors and oneness. But these do not describe
what is done by the cognitive system(s) once group members
are so contained or unified. The target article suggests that containment or oneness corresponds to agents being substitutable
within particular event grammars or inference engines. And without this notion of what is done with containment or oneness,
there is no computational theory. So Thomsen has a perfectly
good intentional level theory of what constitutes a group (i.e.,
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Box R2. Conceptual distinctions and principles raised by the commentaries

Distinction/principle

Applicable commentaries

• Asking for concurrent evidence in a theory of a problem (a computational theory) is
no virtue

Cikara; Ratner et al.

• Computational theory ≠ computational model

Cikara

• Behavior ≠ psychological representation

Allen & Richardson; Phillips

• Intentions are not rival with the aboutness of intentions

Phillips

• Problems in a computational theory are not problems for a computational theory;
they’re the point

Simandan; Delton; Moffett; Wiles et al.; Suchow

• A claim about an element of a computational type (e.g., how the mind see groups-inconflict) ≠ a claim about the attributes of tokens (e.g., that groups are only
characterized by conflict behaviors)

Allen & Richardson; Greenburgh & Raihani; Levine & Philpot;
Ratner et al.; Elad-Strenger & Kessler; Thomsen

• Claims about the mind at the intentional level of analysis ≠ claims about the mind at
the functional level of analysis (see Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021)

Gelpi et al.; Thomsen; Wiles et al.

• Flexibility in the application of a representation is not rival with the fixedness of the
representation itself (i.e., that the representation is deterministic and finite and thus
scientifically knowable)

Wiles et al.

• Describing a phenomenon is not an alternative to explaining how the phenomenon is
produced

Gelpi et al.

• Different and complementary (in approach) ≠ wrong

Fog

• Limits (and thus scope) in a computational theory are a feature, not a bug

Moffett; Oláh & Kir & Király; Ratner et al.; Thomsen

• Theories accounting for group tokens ≠ theories accounting for a continuum of
groupishness or entitativity across group tokens

Oláh & Király; Ratner et al.

• Tautology ≠ a lack of computational adequacy

Ratner et al.

• Appealing to similarity writ large is not computationally adequate

Cikara; Ratner et al.

• Being able to describe a representation with a particular framework or language does
not mean that the framework or language obviates the representation

Qi et al.; Radkani et al.

• Reinforcement learning is not an explanation of how something is learned; it is a
framework for asking what you need to put into a system to get it to learn

Leibo et al.

• The perceived homogeneity of groups is likely amplified compared to their actual
homogeneity

Boyer

• Intuition is not a substitute for a mechanistic (functional level) theory

Boyer; Thomsen

• Intuition being the source of an explicit computational theory ≠ allowing intuition to
take the place of an explicit computational theory

Ratner et al.
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what, at an intuitive level, the “person” represents), but not a functional level theory (what, at a functional level, mechanisms represent; Pietraszewski & Wertz, 2021) – which is our concern in the
target article.
R2.7. Real-world applications
Finally, both Allen and Richardson and Deminchuk & Mishra
explore how the target articles’ roles within triadic interaction
types account may inform real-world phenomena, such as riot contagion and polarization on social media. They find two elements of
the account particularly appealing: that (i) identities emerge out of
collective behaviors, and (ii) which identities emerge depends on
how bystanders and uninvolved third parties become involved.
These commentaries demonstrate how explicit computational theorizing provokes new research questions and ways of looking at old
problems.
Allen and Richardson do worry that certain behaviors are not
captured by the present account. But this concern amounts to
what was already addressed in response to Levine and Philpot:
that to propose a theory of the conflict-related element of a
group representation is not to claim that particular group tokens
will be characterized only by conflict behaviors. This, and the distinction between outright behaviors and internal representations,
and between ancillary and direct cues (and that the latter can be
present in different combinations even with the same group for
different members) addresses their concerns – concerns similar
to Simandan’s in that they (helpfully) point out additional
information-problems that have to be solved if the present
account is to work.
R3. Conclusion: The study of groups needs more and better
conceptual distinctions
In closing, I think everyone who studies social groups understands
that we’re not only dealing with fascinating science, we’re dealing
with matters of life and death. Right now, people all over the earth
are cowering in fear as they are being bombed and shot at, hurt
and abused as a direct result of our species’ group psychology.
So, as much as we have to get anything right in science, we
have to get the psychology of social groups right. In this light,
I’m more convinced than ever that what we scientists of social
groups need most right now is not more data, nor better methods,
but more and better conceptual distinctions. I am grateful to the
commentators for starting a collective discussion about what these
might be (see Box R2 for a summary). I hope the discussion
continues.
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